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INTRODUCTION
 
The Space Transportation System now being 
built will provide easier access to space for a 
wider range of users than ever before. This hand­
book is the beginning of a concentrated effort by 
NASA to explain and provide routine space opera­
tions. 
As you need additional information in selected 
areas, you will find references to additional docu­
ments and organizations to support your inquiries 
In the United States, you should make initial con­
tacts for planning and address questions of a gen­
eral nature to the Space Transportation Systems 
Operations Office, Mail Code MO, National Aero­
nautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. 
20546; telephone (202) 765-2344, Federal telecom­
muniations system 755-2344. If you are outside 
the U.S., you. should address initial inquiries to 
the Office of International Affairs, Mail Code I, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington, D.C. 20546. 
Initially, you will want to scan the major parts 
of this handbook from cover to cover. The table 
of' contents provides an insight into the elements 
of the Space Transportation System. The mini­
contents on the tab pages identify in, more detail 
the subjects of each part. The cross-referenced 
index (following the appendixes) locates more spe­
cific topics. 
Certain parts of this document will bd more 
useful to one type of user than another. The indi­
vidual user (if you are a-typical experimenter) will 
find most helpful the sections in part 2 describing 
the major payload carriers. These sections also pro­
vide you with additional references to organiza­
tions to contact for assistance and guidance. In 
contrast, major users, who have broad interests or 
specific applications for the Space Transportation 
System (such as commercial communications satel­
lites), will be interested in all parts of the hand­
book. 
Users having special needs can use the index as 
a guide to that type of specialized information. 
For example, those users requiring active command 
and control function will want to review carefully 
the section on the Payload Operations Control 
Center. As another example, users having hardware 
best suited for manned extravehicular operation 
will find the EVA section helpful. 
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THE USER INTERFACE
 
Users of space in the Space Transportation 
System operations era will come from many 
sources. Within the United States, the NASA Cen-
ters will sponsor programs using the Space Trans-
portation System (STS). Other civilian govern-
mental agencies and the Department of Defense 
will conduct continuing space programs. Inter-
national participation will come both from individ-
ual experimenters and from organizations such as 
the European Space Agency. Commercial activities 
of a domestic and international nature will be pre-
valent. 
The commercial utilization of space is being en-
couraged and commercial firms are also expected 
to become 	 user representatives for single investiga-
tors. 
The NASA use of the STS to conduct investi-
gations in space will be programed by NASA 
Headquarters. General program projections will be 
published, followed by proposal solicitations for in-
vestigations on future flights. Universities, nonprofit 
STEP I 
CALL NASA 	HEADQUARTERS 
STS OPERATIONS OFFICE 
1202) 755-2344 
FTS 755-2344 
STEP 2 
PROCEED WITH INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS 
WITH STS OPERATIONS OFFICE AND KEY 

ORGANIZATIONS, SUCH AS: 

NASA HEADQUARTERS OFFICES 
NASA CENTERS
 
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

COMMERCIAL CENTERS 

INTERNATIONAL CENTERS 

STEP 3 

USR'GI 
(SEE APPENDIX A) 
organizations, and industrial firms are encouraged 
to respond to the specific solicitations. Current 
common contractual arrangements with organiza­
tions and principal investigators will apply (rather 
than user charges). 
The prospective user's first act should be to 
call the STS Operations Office at NASA Headquar­
ters to obtain the latest planning in his area of 
interest. This will result in advice on how to pro­
ceed to the next step and -with whom. Experi­
menters will work with a key organization that 
interfaces with the STS organization; therefore,- the 
individuals can devote their total energies to thei 
own experiments. Major commercial, defense, and 
other similar users will interface directly with STS 
operations. European Space Agency (ESA) member 
states should first contact that organization (Euro­
pean Space Agency, 8-10, Rue Mario Nikis, 
75738-Paris Cedex 15, France) regarding ESA­
funded experiments. 
STEP 4[ 	 PREPARE FOR SERIOUS 
DIALOGERI NG ITH 
KEY ORGANIZATIONS, 
OR BOTH 
STEP 5 	 SUBMIT STS 100 FORM 
(OR HAVE YOUR PART 
INCORPORATED INTO THE 
KEY ORGANIZATION 
SUBMITTAL)
 
(SEE APPENDIX B)
 
STEP 6 PRIIAEI RB 
REPRESENTED IN THE 
CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEW 
TO OBTAIN FIRM FLIGHT 
ASSIGNMENT . 
SEE FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT) 
JSTEP 7 
STEP 7 FOLLOW STANDARD PROCES 
THROUGH FLIGHT 
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STANDARD SYSTEMS
 
The key to opening this new era of routine 
space operations- both on- the ground and in 
orbit-is the Space Shuttle system. The Orbiter 
vehicle can accommodate many standard or unique 
in its large cargo bay. And it will deliverpayloads 
to orbit the other elements of the Space Transpor­
tation System (STS). 
Two kinds of upper stages will be used to de­
liver. satellites beyond the Orbiter's Earth orbit. 
Satellites headed for geosynchronous, elliptic, and 
higher circular orbits or destined for deep space 
can use the large, solid interim upper stage. Satel-
Delta or Atlas-Centaur weight and vol­lites of the 
ume class can use spinning solid upper stages to 
effect a smooth transition from existing expend­
able launch vehicles. 
The Spacelab is an international project being 
undertaken by the European Space Agency. Its 
hardware components are a pressurized module 
(with a shirtsleeve working environment) and open 
equipment pallets (exposed to the space vacuum). 
For any one flight, the Spacelab hardware can be 
arranged as a module only, module with pallet, or 
pallets only. The single-pallet mode (without mod­
ule) will also share flights with other payloads..... 
Free-flying standard spacecraft now include the 
Multimission Modular Spacecraft and the Long 
Duration Exposure Facility. These satellites, design-
ed to be 'reused, will be able *o support a wide 
variety of operational or research instruments. 
ATLAS-CENTAUR CLASS 
SPINNING SOLID 
UPPER STAGE R 
S2MULTIMISSON 
CRADLE 
CRADL
 
SATELLITE 
-
UPPER STAGE 
EXPERIMENTS 
PALT 
SPACELAB MODULE 
4
 
MODULAR
 
SPACECRAFT
 
SUPPORT SYSTEM 
~DELTA CLASS
 
,. "- SOLID-SPINNING 
UPPER STAGE 
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STANDARD USE
 
In the user's planning for' STS operations, the 
key words are "standard" and "adaptable." Stand-
ard plans and equipment, using standardized 
interfaces-both *human and hardware - a few 
basic types of flights, and a stock set of flight 
phases are the foundation of the Space Transporta-
tion System. 
The user can select among several options in 
equipment, thereby tailoring a flight to his own 
needs. The experiment hardware (together with its 
unique support equipment) interfaces with a total 
hardware and -procedural system On orbit, many 
operational adaptations of standard procedures and 
techniques are possible. 
The payload carriers (Spacelab and upper 
stages), plus the Orbiter, form the basic inventory 
of STS hardware. Each has its own set of estab-
lished interfaces to accommodate experiments, 
A variety of support equipment is available to 
payloads as needed. Users are encouraged and 
helped to design payloads that are compatible with 
this in-stock equipment. This hardware is more 
fully explained in part 2. Provisions also exist for 
a commercial user to lease or purchase equipment. 
The standardized flight types (or purposes) are 
payload deployment, on-orbit servicing of satellites, 
payload retrieval, and on-orbit operations with an 
attached payload. At times, more than one flight 
purpose may be combined in a single flight, de­
pending on the combination of payloads. The user 
will be assigned a flight that fits his defined pur­
pose. 
The routine flight phases are prelaunch, launch, 
in-orbit, deorbit, entry. and landing, and post­
landing. Specific flight phases that are adaptable to 
payload needs on each flight are various orbital 
maneuvers, rendezvous, deployment, retrieval, and 
on-orbit servicing. 
Because of the standardized concepts, users are 
now able to plan and concentrate on the design 
and effectiveness of their own payloads, assured 
that those payloads will be compatible with the 
chosen element of the Space Transportation Sys­
tam. 
MISSION-UNIQUE EXPERIMENT 
EQUIPMENT 
LABORATORY- PAYLOAD-DISCIPLINE YE UNIQUEEQUCI MENT TMEQUIPMENT 
TYPE ITEMS 
 HARDWAR
E 
COMMON EQUIPMENT FOR I 
SUPPORT ALL PAYLOADS TO BE 
EQUIPMENT USED AS REQUIRED 
MOST FREQUENTLY SPACELAB FREE-FLYING UPPER 
USED PAYLOAD MODULE AND SYSTEMS STAGES 
CARRIERS PALLETS 
ORBITER CARGO BAY 
CREW CABIN 
STANDARD FLIGHT KITS 
INTERFACES GROUND-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED EQUIPMENT 
STANDARD TYPES OF FLIGHTS 
STANDARD FLIGHT PHASES 
STANDARD IN-FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
PROCEDURES TRAINING' 
PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER FUNCTION 
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FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT
 
The basic steps in initiating a request and final- implementation process. This gives the user insight 
izing a firm flight assignment are summarized in into how his needs will be met, who his operating 
the accompanying figure. The necessary form {STS interfaces will be along the way, and what inputs 
100) is in appendix B. from him will be necessary during the implementa-
The NASA Headquarters STS Operations Office tion process. 
in Washington, D.C., after being contacted by an In many cases, small users will be assisted or 
interested potential user, will assist user prepara- represented by management or engineering organi­
tions for serious dialogue with one of its staff, zations (commercial, government, etc.) in dialogue 
with other NASA Headquarters personnel, or with with the STS operations personnel. 
assistance from a NASA field installation. A schedule of tentative flight assignments is in 
With the completion. of the first formal review, appendix B. It will be updated periodically. 
the user becomes part of a standard planning and 
ALL USERS 
UTILIZATION PLANNING,
 
USING STS USER HANDBOOK
 
AND REFERENCES
 
USER REQUEST FOR 
FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT 
(STS 100 FORM 
INITIAL INPUT) 0 CARGO INTEGRATION REVIEWWITH THIS REVIEW, THE FLIGHT 
MANIFEST, COST PER FLIGHT,
 
SCHEDULE AND BILLING SCHEDULE ARE
 
FIRST ESTABLISHED, INCLUDING A
 
SERIOUS DIALOGUE REVIEW TASK SCHEDULE THROUGH
 
DIALOGUECOMPLETION 
GENERAL AGREEMENT FORMS OTHER SCHEDULED 
REVIEWS 
TELEPHONE CONVERSATIONS AND * FLIGHT 
SMALL'MEETINGS WITH THE STS OPERATIONS 
OPERATIONS PERSONNEL WILL STS 100 * LAUNCH AND 
SUPPORT THE USER'S PREPARATIONS LANDING SITE 
FOR SERIOUS DIALOGUE UPDATE STS 101 LAN DINS•LAUNCH-READIN ESS 
• EUSOM IOUTPUT VERIFICATION 
0 REQUEST FORMDATEFLIGHT 
REQUIREMENTS 
CHARACTERISTICS 
CONFIGURATION 
* PRELIMINARY 
FLIGHT MANIFEST 
(PREPARED BY STS 
OPERATIONS) 
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USER CHARGES
 
The overall objective of the pricing policy is to 
encourge full use of the Space Transportation 
System. A key part of this policy is guaranteeing 
a- fixed price during the early years of STS opera-
tions: NASA offers this fixed price in contract-
year dollars from now through fiscal year 1983 
(ending Sept. 30, 1983). After that date, prices 
will be adjusted annually. 
Additionally, the policy results in a price that 
permits economical transition from existing expend-
able launch vehicles to the STS. Finally, the STS 
pricing policy will reimburse NASA the cost to 
operate the STS, and it has provisions to ensure 
price stability over the life of the STS Program. 
User charges for a specific flight will be negoti-
ated within a fixed price schedule for all NASA-
provided flight hardware and services. The price 
will be based on the projected cost of both flight 
operations and use of hardware. (The price sched-
ule will be adjusted periodically to account for 
inflation; the Bureau of Labor Statistics index for 
compensation per hour, total private, will be the 
escalator used to escalate the price to the year of 
payment.)' 
Costs for services are included in the STS Re-
imbursement Guide (JSC-11802). 
Basic charges 
The price for exclusive use of an entire Orbiter 
(excluding Spacelab, interim upper stage, etc.) de-
pends on the class of users. The price ranges are 
shown in the accompanying table, in which costs 
are expressed in constant fiscal year 1975 dollars. 
The price charged the non-U.S. Government 
users (whether domestic or foreign) is designed to 
recover a fair share of the total operations costs 
and of the U.S. Government's investment in fleet, 
facilities, and equipment. The pricing structure is 
consistent with current U.S. policy on launch as­
sistance to foreign countries and international or-
ganizations. 
The price charged civilian agencies of the U.S. 
Government and participating foreign government 
users is designed to recover a fair share of total 
operations costs. The pricing structure is consistent 
with current policy on use charges for expendable 
launch vehicles. 
The price charged the Department of Defense 
(DOD) class takes into consideration an exchange 
of costs between the NASA and the DOD for 
each providing accommodations to the other at 
their respective launch sites. 
Users with an exceptional new use of space or 
a first-time application of great value to the public 
are considered a separate classification within the 
defined user classes. The price charged these users 
for a dedicated, standard Shuttle flight will be the 
additive cost of conducting one additional flight 
during the overall STS Program. This so-called 
"additive cost" is estimated to be $9 to $12 mil­
lion. The STS Exceptional Program selection pro­
cess will determine which payloads qualify for this 
user class. In all instances, the NASA Administra­
tor will be the selection official with final author­
ity on the decision. 
All prospective users, regardless of class, must 
pay NASA $100000 earnest money before con­
tract negotiations for a flight begin. This nonre­
fundable earnest money will be applied to the 
user's first payment. 
Price per dedicated Shuttle flight a 
[fiscal year 1975 values] 
User Cost 
$ millions 
Privae: domestic, foreign 19.0 to 20.9 
Foreign government 19.0 to 20.9 
Government: U.S. &ivil, 16.1 to 18.0 
participating foreign 
Department of Defense 12.2 
Exceptional program 9 to 12 
aFor Shuttle only. 
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The basic billing schedule for all users begins 
33 months before the planned launch date. Users 
who contract for Shuttle services on shorter notice 
(1) will pay a higher total cost and (2) will have 
to pay on an accelerated schedule. This accelerated 
payment schedule will be used for short-notice 
contracts unless some offsetting advantages accrue 
to, the U.S. Government in an accelerated launch 
schedule. (In that instance, the Government may 
waive some -or all requirements.) The schedule for 
both normal and accelerated payments is shown in 
the table. 
A request for Shuttle services made less than 1 
year before a flight is handled on a space-available 
basis or as a short-term callup option, Generally, 
if NASA can accommodate the user of a dedi-
cated flight, the user's only additional costs will 
be those shown on the accelerated-payment sched-
ule. 
The NASA will make no charges after the 
flight except those negotiated in the contract as 
extra services, 
Several price and schedule options are available 
to, users for a fee. 
1. Users with flights after Oct. 1, 1983, can 
contract now for a fixed price (in contract-year 
dollars). The fee for this option is $1 million (in 
1975 dollars), payable. at the time the $100000 
earnest money is paid. All funds will be applied 
to the user's first payment. Under this option, the 
user will be assured that the flight cost will be 
the then-current price plus 8 percent compounded 
annually from October 1983. to the planned date 
of launch. This option provides the user the ad­
vantage of a fixed price beyond the initial 3-year 
fixed-price period. 
2. Users can contract for a guaranteed launch 
date within a specified 90-day period by paying 
an additional fee of $100000, payable at the time 
the $100 000 earnest money is paid. This 
$200000 will be applied to the user's first pay­
ment. 
3. The "floating launch date" affords users 
some flexibility in choosing a launch date. The 
user schedules a tentative launch date at least 33 
months away. Then, when the user notifies NASA 
of a desired launch date, a firm launch schedule 
will be negotiated. This option costs 10 percent of 
Payment schedule 
Payment due, % 
Contractntat Months before launch Total,T 
inittation% 
33 27 21 15 9 3 
Nominal schedule (more 10 10 17 17 23 23 100 
than 33 mo before 
launch date) 
Accelerated schedule (months 
before launch date) 
27 to 32 21 17 17 23 23 101 
21 to 26 40 17 23 23 103 
15 to 20 61 23 23 107 
9 to 14 90 23 113 
3 to 8 122 122 
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the flight price in effect when the contract is 
negotiated and the fee must be paid at that time. 
This cost is in addition to other charges and is 
NOT applied to later payments due. If the user 
requests a launch date less than 12 months in ad-
vance, short-term eallup fees also apply. This op-
tion permits a user who expects to need a launch 
at sonie uncertain time in the future to contract 
for a flight without specifying a launch date; thus, 
no postponement fees result. 
All the preceding options require that the con­
tract be made at least 3 years before launch. 
Users who are already on a 3-year payment sched-
ule have the option of requesting a launch date 
sooner than negotiated and changing to the 
accelerated-payment schedule. Users who exercise 
this option must pay any back fees, so that they 
will be charged the same tqtal cost as users who 
contract late. (The only exception would be if 
earlier payments had been lower because of adjust-
ments for inflation that occurred after those pay-
ments were made.) For example, a user on a 
33-month schedule who had already made two 
10-percent payments and then decided on a launch 
date 15 months away would owe 41 percent (the 
difference between the 20 percent already paid 
and the 61 percent due on the accelerated-
payment schedule). 
Users can postpone a flight one time at no 
additional cost if the notification is made more 
than 1 year before the scheduled flight date. Sub-
sequent postponements or postponements occurring 
less than 1 year before the planned launch will 
cost 5 percent of the flight price plus an occu­
pancy fee (explained in the next section). Any 
time a user cancels a flight, the cost is 10 percent 
of the flight price plus an occupancy fee. The 
occupancy fee affects only Users of sharec4 flights 
(described in the next section). If postponement 
causes a payload to be launched in a year when a 
higher price has been established, .the new price 
will apply. 
Other services available to users at a negotiable 
additional charge include revisit and' retrieval, use 
of Spacelab or other special equipment, use of 
flight kits to extend the basic Shuttle capability, 
use of upper stages, extravehicular activity by the 
flight crew, unique payload/Orbiter integration and 
testing, payload mission planning (other than for 
launch, deployment, and reentry phases), extended 
time on orbit, payload data processing, and pos­
sible special training. Special user requirements at 
the launch site that may incur additional user 
costs must be negotiated separately with the 
launch site organization. 
Shared-flight charges 
The basic charges are for a dedicated, single­
user Shuttle flight. With NASA approval, a user of 
a dedicated flight may apportion and sublet STS 
services- to other users,.provided those users satisfy 
STS requirements. The price of integrating, 
additional payloads will be negotiated: 
For a payload that will not require an entire 
flight capability and that can share the cargo bay 
with others, the cost to the user will be a frac­
tion of the dedicated-flight price, calculated as 
follows. 
1. The payload weight is divided by the Shuttle 
payload weight capability at the desired inclination 
to find the weight load factor. The figures shown 
as examples are for a 160-nautical-mile (296­
kilometer) orbit. 
Inclination, deg Weight capability lb (kg) 
28.5 65 000 (29 484) 
56 57 000 (25 855) 
90 37000 (16,783) 
104 30 000 (13 608) 
2. The payload length is divided by' the length 
of the cargo bay, 60 feet (18.29 meters), to find 
the length load factor." 
3. The load factor (length or weight, whichever 
is greater) is divided by 0.75 to determine the 
cost factor. 
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4. The calculated cost factor is multiplied by 
the price of a dedicated Shuttle flight (for the 
user's class) to determine the price for that pay-
load. 
For comparison, the fractions of a dedicated-
flight price for payloads that currently are flying 
n esubmittingon expendable launch .vehicles are: Delta class pay-
loads, 1/3; Atlas-Centaur class payloads, 2/3; Titan 
class payloads, full flight price.Users of shared flights who want to cancel or 
postpone a flight will be required to assume a fair 
share of the risk that NASA may be unable to 
find other suitable payloads to complete the cargo. 
The philosophy is that the user should bear any 
additional cost caused by schedule changes re-
quested by the user. However; the user will not 
be' penalized if the NASA can recover those costs 
from other users. Shared-flight users who require a 
short-term callup (or an accelerated launch sched-
ule of less than 1 year) must pay a load factor 
recovery fee, which depends on how long before 
launch the option is exercised and on the avail-
ability of other payloads for the flight. A user 
paying this fee will still be flying for less than a 
dedicated flight would cost. Similarly, the occu-
pancy fee for delayed or canceled flights depends 
on the time remaining before launch and on the 
availability of substitute payloads. In the event 
that substitute payloads cannot be found, the oc­
cupancy fees can be substantial. Therefore, users 
should make every effort to plan payload pro­
grams so that a launch need not be postponed or 
canceled less than a year before launch. 
Shared-flight users who have paid fees in excess 
of the first payment, due will receive credit on 
later payments. 
A 20-percent discount will be given to shared­
flight users who agree to fly on a space-available 
(standby) basis. The NASA will provide launch 
services within a prenegotiated period of 1 year 
and the user will be notified 60 days before 
launch. 
User charges do not apply to investigations con­
ducted under contracts awarded in response to 
NASA solicitations for experiments or, when ap­
propriate, awards based on unsolicited proposals. 
Potential users who wish to be placed on the 
mailing list for announcements of opportunities for 
tions spaceproposals forcontact 'the or ofin should experim ntsOffice investiga-Plan­
ning and Program Integration, Mail Code 0, Na­tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Wash­
ington, D.C. 20546. 
Small self-contained payloads 
Self-contained payloads that require no Shuttle 
services (power, deployment, etc.) and that are for 
research and development purposes will be flown 
on a space-available basis, provided they weigh less 
than 200 pounds (91 kilograms) and occupy less 
than 6 cubic feet (0.14 cubic meter) of space. 
The price will not exceed $10000 (in 1975 dol­
lars) and will be a minimum of $3000 with the 
exact amount negotiated on the basis of size and 
weight. If any Shuttle services are required, the 
price will be individually negotiated. Earnest 
money for this type payload is only $500. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
 
Use of the Space Transportation System in-
volves certain terms and conditions imposed on 
both the user and NASA. Some of the more im-
portant ones are summarized here. 
9 Reflight guarantee. For non-U.S. Government 
users, a reflight guarantee is included in the flight 
price. Other users can buy reflight insurance. The 
following services are provided under this guaran-
tee. 
1. The launch and deployment of a free-flying 
payload into a Shuttle-compatible mission orbit if 
the first attempt is unsuccessful through no fault 
of the user and if the payload returns safely to 
Earth or if a second payload is provided by the 
user. 
2. The launch of an attached payload into its 
mission orbit if the first attempt is unsuccessful 
through no fault -of the user, if the payload is 
still in launch condition or if a second payload is 
provided by the user. 
3. The launch of a Shuttle into a payload mis-
sion orbit for the purpose of retrieving a payload 
if the first retrieval attempt is unsuccessful (this 
guarantee applies only if the payload is in a safe 
retrievable condition). 
This reflight guarantee will not be applicable to 
payloads or upper stages required to place pay-
loads into orbits other than the Shuttle mission 
orbit. 
Other conditions of STS use include the fol­
lowing. 
* Damage to payload. The price does not in­
clude a contingency or premium for damage that 
may be caused to a payload through the fault of 
the U.S. Government or its contractors. The U.S. 
Government, therefore, will assume no risk for 
damage or loss of the user's payload; the users 
will assume that risk or obtain insurance protect­
ing themselves against such risk. 
* Revisits and retrieval services. These services 
will be provided on the basis of estimated costs. 
If a special dedicated Shuttle flight is required,. 
the full price will be charged. If the user's re­
trieval requirement is such that it can be accom­
plished as part of a scheduled Shuttle flight, the 
user will pay only for added flight planning, 
unique hardware or software, time on orbit, and 
other extra costs incurred by the revisit. 
0 Patent and data rights. NASA. will not ac­
quire rights to a non-U.S. Government user's in­
ventions, patents, or proprietary data that are pri­
vately funded or that arise from activities for 
which a user has properly reimbursed NASA. How­
ever, in certain instances, NASA may obtain assur­
ances that the user will make available the results 
to the public on terms and conditions reasonable 
under the circumstances. The user will be'required 
to furnish NASA sufficient information to verify 
peaceful purposes and to ensure Shuttle safety and 
compliance with law and the Government's obliga­
tions. 
* Launch schedule. For users of a dedicated 
flight, 3 years before the desired launch date 
NASA will identify a launch time within a 3­
month period. One year before the flight, firm 
payload delivery and launch dates will be negoti­
ated with NASA. For shared-flight -users; 3 years 
before the flight the desired launch date will be 
identified within a 90-day period. One year before 
the flight, a payload delivery date and a desiredlaunch date will be coordinated among the shared­
flight users and negotiated with NASA. 
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STS service options and-use charges 
Cost to user, $ millionsa 
Option Foreign and U.S. Government Department 
commercial and participating of Defense 
STS elements 
Shuttle KSC: 19.0 to 20-9 16.1 to 18.0 12.2 
VAFB: 20.0 to 21.9 
Spacelab 
10-

Interim upper stage 
Two-stage 
Twin stage 
Planetary 
Planetary pioneer 
Spinning solid upper stage 
Delta class 
Atlas-Centaur class 
Payload Operations Control Center at 
GSFC
 
JPL
 
JSC
 
Optional negotiable services 
Flight kits 
Support equipment 
Analytical flight planning 
Special traininglsimulation 
Other 
8ln 1975 value. 
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Management and procedures
 
Flight systems 
Launch and landing site operations 
Flight operations 
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.SHUTTLE SYSTEM 
Shuttle system hardware and capabilities of 
importance to the user are summarized in this sec-
lion. They include induced environments, and pay-
load accommodations, such as attachments, the 
remote manipulator subsystem, electrical power
availability, fluid and gas utilities, environmental 
control, communications links, data handling and 
dispays, guidance and navigation systems, fliht 
kits, and extravehicular activity provisions. 
Useji who expect their experiments to fly on a
.payload
carrier (Spawelab, a propulsion stae, or a 
;PACE-itc. 
freeiflying satellite) should refer to the section for 
that carrier. In those Instances, the experiment will 
be integrated with the payload carrier and will not 
have a primary interface with the Space Shuttle 
Orbiter. 
Possible design and accommodations changes will 
be made available to users as soon as is practical(Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations. 
JSC-07700. Volume XIV). Any resulting payload 
modifications are the responsibility of the user. 
0 
Performance capability 
Launch limlts 
Operational flights will be launched from the NASA 
John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida 
beginning in 1980. Orbital inclinations Of 28.5 to 570 
can be obtained with cargo weights as shown for 
circular and elliptic orbits. 
Individual figures for circular orbits 'illustrate 
both delivery-only missions and missions on which 
delivery and on-orbit rendezvous are needed for re-
N 
31 
S 
.30EQ O 
.ALLOWABLE 
S2 
S 
LATITUDE, 2 
DEG N 
27 -1 
26 
trieving or servicing a payload. The reaction con­
trol subsystem (RCS) propellant loading is 3100 
pounds (1406 kilograms) for a flight without ren­
dezvous and 4900 pounds (2223 kilograms) with 
rendezvous. The orbital maneuvering subsystem 
(OMS) delta-V reserves are 22 ft/sec (6.7 m/sec) 
and 42 ft/sec (12.8 m/sec) for no-rendezvous and 
rendezvous, respectively. 
Altitudes and weights for elliptic orbits are shown 
for inclinations near the extremes. For no-rendezvous 
missions with an orbital perigee of 100 nautical miles 
(185 kilometers), the RCS propellant loading is 3100 
AZIMUTH, 
DEG 35 
142 N. MI. 
(263 kW) 
SOLID ROCKET 
BOOSTER IMPACT 
LAUNCH
 
AZIMUTH
 
90 
INCLINATION,DEG12 
251 
83 82 81 80 79 78 77 
LONGITUDE, DEG W 
Launch azimuth and inciation limits from KSC In Florida. The inst gcbe illustrates the extent of covrage possible when launches 
we made from KSC. 
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pounds (1406 kilograms) and the on-orbit OMS delta-V 
reserve is 22 ft/sec (6.7 m/see). These figures apply for 
all orbit inclinations possible from KSC. 
The integral OMS tanks on the Orbiter are 
1OOx1O3 

INCLINATION, 
80 DEG 
le 8 INTEGRAL OMS TANKAGE 
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-
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Maximum cargo weights at various circular orbital altitudes for 
flights with delivery only. 
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Maximum cargo weights in elliptic orbit at an inclination of 
28.50 The orbital perigee is 100 nautical miles (185 kilo-
meters). 
sized to provide a 1000 ft/sec (305 m/sec) delta-V 
with a 65 000-pound (29483-kilogram) cargo. As 
many as three extra OMS kits can be installed in 
the cargo bay for increased operational flexibility. 
3
100X10
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Maximum cargo weights for delivery and rendezvous flights in 
circular orbit. 
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Cargo weight limitations in various elliptic orbits at an 
inclination of Be. The orbital perigee is 100 nautical miles 
(185 kilometers). 
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High inclination orbits from VAFB 
Operational flights will also be launched from 
Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) in California 
beginning in 1982. Higher orbital inclinations (560 
to 1040) than from KSC can be 
cargo weights and orbital altitudes 
circular and elliptic orbits. For 
both delivery-only flights and those 
livery and on-orbit rendezvous are 
obtained with 
as shown for 
circular orbits, 
on which de-
needed can be 
accomplished. The RCS propellant loading is 3100 
40- W 
142 N. Mi. 
(263 km) 
LATITUDE, .5 ­
pounds (1406 kilograms) without rendezvous and 
4900 pounds (2223 kilograms) with rendezvous. 
The OMS delta-V reserves are 22 ft/sec (6.7 
m/sec) for flights without rendezvous and 42 
ft/sec (12.8 m/sec) for rendezvous flights. Elliptic 
orbits at a maximum inclination of 1040 provide 
delivery only. Propellant loading with delta-V re­
serves are the same as for circular delivery-only 
flights. 
ALLOWABLE LAUNCH AZIMUTH 
EXTERNAL TANK DISPOSAL r 
PROBLEM INCLINATIONS '" 
DEG N INCLINATION, 
DEG 
251045 
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30 1 
125 120 115 
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Launch azimuth and inclination limits from VAF in California. 
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- -
.Shuttle cargo weight capability decreases rapidly as 
the inclinations become ,greater. Sun-synchronous or-
bital inclinations (97' to 990), for example, will 
lOOX10 3 
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Maximum cargo weights at various circular orbital alti-
tudes for flights with delivery only launched from VAFB. 
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,Maximum cargo weights on high-inclination launches from 
VAFE into elliptic orbit. The orbital perigee is 100 nautical 
,miles (185 kilometers). 
require one or more OMS kits, depending on the 
desired orbital altitude and cargo weight. 
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Weight limits on delivery and rendezvous flights launched into 
circular orbit from VAFB. 
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Cargo weights compared to altitudes in sun-synchronous orbits. 
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Free-drift Orbiter mode 

Estimates of the on-orbit acceleration levels, veloc-
it,increment makeup, and altitude decrease resulting 
from atmospheric drag on the Orbiter in a free-drift 
mode of operation are illustrated. The drawings show 
which axis of'the spacecraft is perpendicular to orbit 
plane (POP) in the three attitude orientations. The bal-
listic numbers (BN's) are based on a 200 000-pound 
(90 718-kilogram) Orbiter having drag coefficient of 
2.0. 
+Z
 
+X 
+Y PITCHI 
-Z
 
Typical experiment observation times for two pos­
sible free-drift modes are shown for a set of sample 
assumptions and cases at an orbital altitude of 250 
nautical miles (463 kilometers). The results assume a 
sensor clear field of view of 906 cone (4e half cone) 
and asensor interference limit of 140 above the Earth 
line. 
YAW -y 
Observation parameters for selected free-drift modes 
Flight mode 
Gravity gradient Y-POP,X-nadir > 
stabilized 
Z-POP, X-nadir 
Quasi-inertial YPp" ­
(selected inertial
attitudelattitude 
rate I oZPOP .& t 
aLimited by Earth inteference. 
Maximum gimbal rates, 
dee/sec 
Pitch or yaw Roll 
Maximum 
observationtime. 
min 
0064 0.045 < 13.6 
0.045 0.064 > 50.7a 
+0.048, -0.034 
I 
0.034 <50.7a 
0.034 +0.048, -0.034 > 50.7 a 
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Effects of atmospheric drag on the Orbiter. 	 Drag makeup delta-V increment in circular orbit. 
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Effects of drag on the Orbiter in low-Earth circular orbit. 
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On-orbit pointing and stabilization 	 of continuous p0ointing within a specified acburacVyis 
The Orbiter is capable of attaining and maintaining primarily dependent upon the IMU platform drift. 
any specified inertial, celestial, or local (vertical) Earth With augmented pointing systems and procedures, 
reference attitude. For payload pointing by use of the however, the pointing duration may be restricted by 
vernier thrusters, the Orbiter flight control system pro- operational constraints such as thermal or communica­
vides a stability (deadband) of ±0.1 deg/axis and a sta- tion considerations. Typical Orbiter RCS maximum 
bility rate (maximum limit cycle rate) of ±0.01 deg/ acceleration levels during maneuvering and limit cycle 
sec/axis. When using the primary thrusters, the Orbiter pointing control are also shown. These figures are for 
provides a stability of 10.1 deg/axis and a stability rate single-axis (one degree of freedom) maneuvers, based 
of ±0.1 deg/sec/axis. on an Orbiter with 32 000 pounds (14 515 kilograms) 
The Orbiter capability to poipt a vector defined in of cargo. 
its inertial measurement unit (IMU) navigation base 
axes (using the Orbiter IMU for attitude information) 
is summarized in the accompanying table. The duration 
Total (half-cone angle)
 
pointing accuracy using Orbiter IMU
 
Half-cone Pointing
 
angle accuracy Duration
 
pointing degradation between IMU
 
Reference accuracy rate alignments,
 
(3 sigma), (3 sigma), hrs
 
dega deg/hr/axis
 
Inertial and 
-Augmented 
inertial o,44 0 NA 
fixed target ±0 5 0105 05 
"Mechanical and thermal tolerances may
 
degrade pointing accuracy as much as 2'.
 
Typical Orbiter RCS maximum acceleration levels 
Translational acceleration, ft/sec2 (rn/sec 2 ) 
Rotational acceleration, deg/sec2 
RCS system Longitudinal Lateral Vertical 
+X -x Y +Z -Z ± Roll + Pitch - Pitch ± Yaw 
Primary thruster 0.6 0.5 0.7 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 0.8 
(019) I (0.16) (0.22) (040) (0.34) 
Vernier thruster 	 0 0 0007 0 0.008 004 0.03 0.02 0.02 
0 0 (00021) 0 (0.0024) 
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Induced environments Vibration caused by noise 
The Orbiter is subjected to random vibration on 
Payload environments will vary for specific mis- its exterior surfaces by acoustic noise (generated 
sions and will also depend on the spacecraft in- by the engine exhaust) and by aerodynamic noise 
volved (type of free-flying system or Spacelab con- (generated by airflow) during powered ascent 
figuration, for example). Therefore, data in this through the atmosphere. These fluctuating pressure 
section are general in nature. The figures represent loads are the principal sources of structural vibra­
recommended design qualification test levels. tion. Actual vibration input to payloads will 
depend on transmission characteristics of mid­
fuselage payload support structure and interactions 
with each payload's weight, stiffness, and center of 
gravity. 
MIDFUSELAGE/PAYLOAD
MIDFUSELAGE/PAYLOAD INTERFACE (LIFTOFF)-CABIN 0.09 g2/Hz;(ASCEN) 	 2/Hz;0TERFAC 0.047 9	 28.4 SEC/FLIGHT 
0.05 02/Hz; 	 20 SECIFLIGHT2 1- 8-4 SEC/FLIGHT-\ 
-
C 
U 
wC) .01 
<: 10 20 50 	 100 200 500 1000 2000 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
Random vibration at rihidfuselage main longeron payload attachment points interface and in the cabin. These levels are 
typical of liftoff,transonic flight, and fiightat maximum aerodynamic pressure. 
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The estimated random vibration and 
exposure durations for the cabin and 
to payload interfaces caused by the 
pressure loads are shown in the figure 
appropriate 
midfuselage 
fluctuating 
on the pre-
ceding page. The levels shown are typical of lift-
off, transonic flight, and performance at maximum 
aerodynamic pressure. The midfuselage/payload in-
terface vibration environment is based on the re-
sponse of unloaded interface structure and should 
be considered the upper limit. The vibration inputs 
at the interface will be reduced by addition of 
the payload and support structures between the in­
terface and payload component. 
t6 140
-.J 
130 
z 
i. 
oz 
 0 120
 
0
 
z cc 
110-
 
1001 
20 100 
Vibration resulting from acoustic spectra is gen­
erated in the cargo bay by the engine exhaust and 
by aerodynamic noise during atmospheric flight. 
These predicted maximums are illustrated. The 
data presented are based on an empty cargo bay 
and may be modified by the addition of payloads, 
depending on their characteristics. Aerodynamic 
noise during entry is significantly less than on 
ascent. 
BASELINE SPECIFICATION 
1000 10 000 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
Analytical prediction of maximum Orbiter cargo bay acoustic spectra. 
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Thermal control mal, thermophysical, and geometric characteristics 
During ground operations, the thermal environ- of each component. Additional factors influencing 
ment of the cargo bay is carefully controlled by the incident thermal environment are launch date 
purgingr While the Orbiter is on the ground, the and hour, vehicle orientation, and orbital attitude. 
cargo bay can be controlled within the lirhits A detailed analysis of each payload may be neces­
shown in the table. Air-conditioning and purge re- sary before thermal design and integration. For 
quirements are defined by analysis for each preliminary calculations, the optical properties of 
launch. the cargo bay liner, Orbiter radiators, and insu-
During the ascent trajectory, the Orbiter con- lated forward and aft bulkhead surfaces are as fol­
struction and insulation limit the Orbiter induced lows, where a is absorption and e is emissivity. 
heat loads on the payload. At 600 seconds after Cargo bay liner ale 40.4 
launch, the Orbiter is in the on-orbit phase and Radiatrsurface ade=0.10/0.76 
the cargo bay doors can be opened. rada s fce a <O .7 
In space, with the cargo bay doors open, heat- Forward and aft bulkheads c ( 0.4 
ing of payload components is based on the ther-
Ground purge capability 
Location 
Before launch pad 
Parameter Before Postlanding Transfers (VABb 
Noncryogenic Cryogenic and runway to OPF, VAB to 
payload payload to OPFa pad, OPF to VAB) 
Gas type ........................... Air/GN2c GN2 Air Air
 
Temperature range, ±2° F (±1.1 K) ......... 45to 100 45to 100 45 to 100 65 to 85 
(at T-0 umbilical inlet) (280 to 311) (280 to 311) (280 to 311) (291 to 303) 
Flow rate, lb/min (kg/min) 
Spigots closed ..................... 110 (50) 364 (165) 115(52) 115 (52)
 
Spigots open ......................
 
Spigots ........................ 150(68) 150 (68) 136 (62) 136 (62)
 
Manifold ....................... 110 (50) 215 (97) 101 (46) 101 '(46)
 
Total (spigots open) .............. 260 (118) 364 (165) 220 (100) 220 (100)
 
Supply pressure, psig (N/rn2 ) ............. 2.5(17 235) 10(68940) 2.0 (13 788) 2.0(13788)
 
aOpF = Orbiter Processing Facility. 
bVAS = Vehicle Assembly Building. 
Clnitiate gaseous nitrogen (GN2) purge 80 min before cryogenic tanking of the Shuttle system to inert cargo bay 
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The Orbiter is designed for attitude hold capa- conditioning lasting as long as 12 hours (before 
bilities as shown on the following page. During the deorbit maneuver) is allocated for missions on 
the 3-hour thermal conditioning periods, the ve- which the thermal protection subsystem tempera­
hicle rolls at approximately five revolutions per tures exceed the design limits associated with a 
hour (barbecue mode) about the X-axis with the single-orbit mission. 
orientation of the X-axis perpendicular to the Cargo temperatures for a typical flight, with 
Earth-Sun line within ±200, or it can be oriented emphasis on the entry phase, are shown in the 
at preferred thermal attitudes. On-orbit thermal figure. 
400 250 I 
Ii I I 
200 I IlI 
2o I J I 
PAYLOAD WITHOUT
 
k- F-AIR/GN 2 PURGE PROTECTIVESHPOUD
 35 OS TEMP ERATU RE AIPU EGA
~ 50 ~ GA M ATR AIR PURGE GAS 
SNETEMPERATURE RANGE 
RANGE CP L
 
w LiuA CAPABILITYI- I- -+2CONTROL I 
0 100
 
65 
Ct ESTIMATED 
c c 45 RESPONSE OF 45,W 'U 
>- TYPICAL'PAYLOA .-

I WITH SHROUD
 
0 1
 
250 1 T=600 SEC I I ORBITER 
I
PRELAUNCH ASCENT/ORBIT ION-ORBITI ENTRY I POSTLANDING/ I PROCESSING 
INSERTION ROLLOUT FACILITY 
FLIGHT PHASE 
Cargo bay thermal environment during the phases of a typical flight. 
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90 ° 	 0- SOLAR INCIDENCE ANGLE, DEG 
i - ORBITER ORBIT INCLINATION, DEG 
S-----°°---. . ... ..... 
Preentry 	 thermal 
Prange, Orbiter orientation H-ld capability, hr 	 conditioning
.deg 	 reuirements. hr 
O to 60 Any 	 ;>160 <:12 
Cycles of 6-hour holds 
Other than 3-axis followed by 3 hours of 
inertial holds thermal conditioning for <7 
60 to 00 worst thermal attitudes 
3-axis inertial holds > 160 	 <12 
Orbiter attitude hold c.apabilities for various vehicle orientationts. 
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Payload limit load factors 
Payload structure and substructure must be de-
signed with the appropriate margin of safety to 
function during all expected loading conditions, 
both in flight and during ground handling. The 
limit load factors at the payload center of gravity 
are shown in the accompanying table. The recom-
mended margin of safety to apply tothese limit 
load factors is 1.4. Emergency landing loads shall 
be carried through the payload primary structure 
at its attachment fittings. Preliminary design crite-
ria for emergency landing conditions (ultimate de-
sign accelerations) for linear g are, along the X-
axis, +4.5 to -1.50; along the Y-axis, +1.50 to 
-1.50; arid along the Z-axis, +4.5 to -2.0. 
The emergency landing design accelerations are 
considered, ultimate; therefore, a 1.0 margin of 
safety should be applied. 
Limit load factorsa 
Load factor 
Condition 
X-axis Y-axis Z-axis 
Liftoff 	 -0.1 1.0 b.5 
w2.9 1O---0-5"b -
Booster staging 	 -2 7 .2 -0 3
 
-3 3 -0.2 -0.3
 
Entry 1.06 1.25 2.5 
-0.02 -1.25 -10 
Landing 1.0 0.5 b2,8 
-0.8 -0.5 2.2 
aFor 65 000 lb (29 484 kg) up and 32 000 lb 
(14 515 kg) down. 
bAngular accelerations of 10 rad/sec2 applied from 
front cradle support to free end of spacecraft. 
ie. = +2.75-+ 10AX = -2.- 10X 
2-, 	 386
 
Landing shock 
Landing shock is another factor that must be 
considered in payload structure design. Rectangular 
pulses of the following peak accelerations will be 
experienced. 
Acceleration, Duration, Applications 
g peak msec per 100 flights 
0.23 	 170 22
 
.28 280 37
 
.35 330 32
 
.43 360 20
 
.56 350, 9
 
.72 320 4
 
1.50 	 260 1
 
125
 
Consideration should be given to analyzing the 
landing shock environment in lieu of testing, be­
cause the g levels are relatively low in comparison 
to the basic design shock. 
Testing must be -performed only on those items 
not covered in a static structural stress analysis. 
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Pressure and venting 	 During the orbital phase, the cargo bay operates 
With the vents open, the cargo bay pressure unpressurized. Pressures for other flight phases are 
closely follows the flight atmospheric pressures. shown in the figure. 
The payload vent sequencing is as follows. 
Prelaunch Closed (vent no. 6 in
 
purge position)
 
Lift-off (T = 0) Closed
 
T + 10 seconds All open
 
Orbit insertion All open
 
On orbit All open
 
Preentry preparation All closed
 
Entry (high heat zone) All closed 
Atmospheric (75 000
 
±5000 feet (23 ± 1.5
 
kilometers)) to
 
landing All open
 
Postlanding purge Closed (vent no. 6 in 
purge position) 
ENTRY16 - ASCENT 

1OX104 VENTS OPEN
 
14 
9 ­
12
 
DISPERSED WITH HEADWINDSOLID ROCKET
 
7 -

ROOSTER
: a I-	 E S STAGING DISPERSED 
Lj 
uj 4 	 = 6 NOAWIND
 
cc NO WIND ­
3 	 4 VENTS OPEN 
AT 22,860 m2 DISPERSED 	 (75 000 FT) 
1 TAILWIND TOUCHDOWN 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 2300
 
RANGE TIME, SEC 	 TIME FROM ENTRY, SEC 
Cargo bay internal pressure. 
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Contaminetion control (The payload vent sequencing is shown in the pre-
Contamination control systems as well as vari- vious section.) On orbit there are three major 
ous techniques to eliminate or minimize contami- sources of contamination: reaction control subsys­
nation are provided by the Orbiter design and tern vernier firings, dumping of potable water, and 
standard flight plans. The sensitivity of most pay- release of particulates and outgassing. Predicted 
loads to contamination is recognized and each mis- column density and return flux contributions are 
sion can be tailored to meet specific requirements. shown in the table. 
Before lift-off and after landing, the cargo bay is During deorbit and descent, the cargo bay vents 
purged and conditioned as specified in the descrip- are closed to minimize ingestion of contaminants 
tion of thermal controls. At launch and during created by the Orbiter systems. During the, final 
early ascent, the cargo bay vents are left closed to phase of reentry, the vents must be opened to 
prevent exhaust products and debris from entering repressurize the Orbiter. To help prevent contami­
the bay. During final ascent and through orbit in- nation during this phase, the vents are located 
sertion, the cargo bay is depressurized and the where the possibility of ingestion is minimal. 
payload is generally not subjected to contaminants. 
Predicted column density and return flux 
Source Number column density, Return flux, 
molecules/cm2 molecules/cm 2 /sec 
Outgassing 
(a)and-(b <-1012-after-10 hr- -<-1012.-
Values at 253 n. mi. (435 kin) 
Vernier RCS Aft -Z Aft Y Forward X/Z Aft -Z Aft Y Forward Y/Z 
(al 
(b 
4.4X 101 4  
1.8 X 1014  
2.OX 1014 
8.1 X 1013 
39 X 1012 
2.7 X 1012 
7.6 X 101 2  
3.2 X 1012 
3.4X 1012 
1.4 X 1012 
66 X 1010 
4.6 X 1012 
Flash evaporator 378 n.mi (700 kin) 235 n. -ni. (435 kn) 108 n ni. (200 ki) 
(a) 
(b) 
56X 1012 
5.6 X1012  
84X 108 
8.5 X 108 
2.4X 1012 
2.4 X 1010 
1,3X 1012 
1 3 X1012 
Leakage 
(a) 
(b) 
2.2 X 1013 
3.5 X 1013 
1.2 X 1010 
2 0 X 1010 
3.7 X 1011 
5.6 X 1011 
1.9 x 1013 
3.1 x i 1 3 
aZero degree line-of-sight (in the +Z, direction) originating at Xo 1107. 
b50o offof +Z towards -Xo (forward) originating at X. 1107 
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Electromagnetic compatibility 
In general, close adherence to accepted electro-
magnetic compatibility design requirements will 
ensure compatibility of payloads with the Orbiter. 
The payload-generated, -conducted, and -radiated 
emissions are limited to the levels specified here. 
The limits to power line narrowband emission 
levels shown in the figure may be exceeded when 
the payload is operating from a dedicated fuel 
cell, provided the radiated electric field emission 
limits shown are met. 
The magnetic fields (applied at a distance of 1 
meter) generated shall not exceed 130 decibels 
above 1 picotesla (30 to 2 hertz), falling 40 
decibels per decade to 50 kilohertz. The dc field 
shall not exceed 160 decibels above 1 picotesla. 
The maximum radiated electric fields, applied at 
a distance of I meter, both for narrowband and 
140 
120 
E 100 
80 
o 60 
w 40 
20 ­
20 
.00001 .0001 .001 .01 
broadband emissions, are shown. In addition, for 
payload equipment in the cargo bay, broadband 
emissions shall be limited to 70 decibels above 1 
MV/m/MHz in the frequency range of 1770 to 
2330 megahertz; narrowband emissions shall be 
limited to 25 decibels above 1 pV/m from 1770 
to 2300 megahertz, excluding the payload­
intentional transmissions. 
Electrostatic discharges are not permitted within 
,the cargo bay unless they are contained and 
shielded by the payload. 
.Payload-generated power by single event switch­
ing or operations occurring less than once per sec­
ond shall not generate transients 300 X 10-6 volt­
seconds above or below normal line voltage when 
fed from a source impedance as shown. Peaks 
shall be limited to ±50 volts, and rise and fall 
times shall not be less than 1 microsecond. 
.1 1 10 100 
FREQUENCY, MHz 
Payload allowable conducted narrowband emissions. 
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.014 
90 - 130 
80 - COMPOSITE PAYLOAD 120 -M SI PAYLOAD 
I. Y
7 110 IN PAYLOAD BAY 
60 ~100 
u50 
 0090
 
-4-INDIVIDUAL 
0240 IEQUIPMENT 80 - INDIVIDUALE .EQIPMEN 
30 LOCATED ON 0 EUPN AFT FLIGHT LOCATED ON 
25 DECK 60 AFT FLIGHT DECK 2060 
.01 .1 1 10 100 1000 10 000 .01 .1 1 10 100 1000 10 000 
FREQUENCY,MHz FREQUENCY,MHz
 
Payload allowable radiated narrowband emissions. Payload allowable radiated broadband emissions. 
.014 
90 -130 
80 . 120­
.01414
 
70 ­ 110 
260 25 100 
50 
Z 
00 
o90 
200 
40 -0I I I I - I - Fo I 
;01, .1 -1... 10 -100 1000" 10000 " - .01 .1- 1- 10-" 100, 1000--10000 
FREQUENCY,MHz FREQUENCY,MHz
 
Shuttle-produced narrowband emissions in the cargo bay. Shuttle-produced broadband emissions in the cargo bay. 
100 ­
x 10 ­
0 
.1 1 10 IGO 1000 10 000 
FREGUENCY, kHz 
Orbiter dc power source impedance. 
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Payload accommodations 
The Orbiter systems are designed to support a 
variety of payloads and payload functions. The 
payload and mission stations on the flight deck 
provide space for payload-provided "command and 
control equipment for payload operations required 
by the user. Remote control techniques can be 
managed' from the ground when desirable. When 
used, the Spacelab provides additional command 
and data management capability plus additional 
pressurized work area for the payload specialists, 
The following supporting subsystems are provided 
for payloads. 
* Payload attachments 
* Remote manipulator handling system 
* Electrical power, fluids, and gas utilities 
OMS/STORABLE PROPULSIVE
 
PAYLOAD OXIDIZER PANEL 

* Environmental control 
0 Communications, data handling, and displays 
0 Guidance and navigation 
* Flight kits 
* Extravehicular activity (EVA) capability when 
required 
Payload accommodations are described in detail 
in the document Space Shuttle System Payload 
Accommodations (JSC 07700, Volume XIV). 
All payloads have one or a combination of 
interfaces with the Orbiter vehicle. The vehicle is 
designed to provide adequate standard interfaces 
that can be used by or adapted to most potentiaL, 
payloads. Basic types of interfaces are summarized 
in the figure. Additional support systems and 
flight kits are also available to accommodate pay­
loads. 
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM 
OMS/STORABLE PROPULSIVE
 
PAYLOAD FUEL PANEL
 
PAYLOAD RETENTION 
PAYLOAD
 
CRYOGENIC PAYLOAD DUMP PAYLOAD
 
FUEL PANELS PROVISIONS SERVICE PANEL
 
DECK WINDOWS 
AFT BULKHEAD / 
PAYLOAD UTILITY 
/, PANELS 
CRYOGENIC PAYLOAD
 
OXIDIZER PANELS 
PAYLOAD POWER PANEL AREVTLZATION 
UTILITIESELECTRICAL FEEDTHROUGH
 
INTERFACE PANELS,
 
GROUND-SUPPORT EQUIPMENT,
 
FLIGHT KIT FORWARD BULKHEAD AIRLOCK HATCH
 
Principal Orbite r interfaces with payloads. 
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Envelope available to payload The cargo bay is covered with doors that open 
Payload accommodations are provided in two to expose the entire length and full width of the 
general areas of the Orbiter: the cargo bay and cargo bay. The usable envelope is limited by items 
the aft flight deck in the cabin. The dimensions of supporting subsystems in the cargo bay that are 
and envelope of the bay are illustrated, along with charged to the payload volume. 
the structural and payload coordinate systems. The 
Orbiter stations (in inches with millimeters in 
parentheses) are included for reference. 
X0 1307 
(33 198) 
X0 1302 
(33 071)N 
F ARGO BAYCENTER LINE 
Z,400 
Xo576 (10 161) 
(14630) X0 582 
(14783) 60OFT 
(1183 m) 
15 FT i
 
D
IAM
X. 235 
(59691 
0X46=0 
/ .2 .. . /.CARGO BAY DOORS 
/"A
 
Orbiter coordinate sstem and cargo bay envelope. The dynamic clearance allowed bewen the vehicle and the payload at each end 
is also illustrated. 
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The payload clearance envelope in the Orbiter 
cargo bay measures 15 by 60 feet (4572 by 
18288 millimeters). This volume is the maximum 
allowable payload dynamic envelope, including pay-
load deflections. In addition, a nominal 3-inch 
Yo 90 (2286) Y 0 ,O0 0 -90 (-Z28) 
MAXIMUM 1I 
PAYLOAD _o9:ENVELOPE-__ 

9e (286)yp 
l-" -- (10 160)Z,400
3 IN. 
ORBITER(7874)
STATIC 
CLEARANCE
 
View of payload envelope looking-aft. 
(76-millimeter) clearance between the payload enve4 
lope and the Orbiter structure IS provided to pre­
vent Orbiter deflection interference between the 
Orbiter and the payload envelope. 
(14Z783) zp 
0 , a 

0 (06)
 
J f
 
Payload coordinates, showing relationship to Orbiter station 
on each axis. 
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The payload space on the aft flight deck 'is 
intended primarily for control panels and storage. 
ON-ORBIT STATION 
" PANEL AREA: 3.7 FT 2 (0.34 . 2 ) 
19 BY 13.97 IN. (048 BY 0.31 n) 
" VOLUME: 2.4 FT 3 (0.07 A3 ) 
PAYLOAD STATION 
* PANEL AREA: 8.3 FT 2 (0.77 , 2 ) 
* VOLUME: 13.8 FT 3 (0.39 m3 ) 
* 	 PANEL AREA: 2.3 FT 2 (0.21 m2 ) 19 BY 21 BY 20 IN. 
e VOLUME: 1.5 FT 3 (0.04 m3 ) (0.48 BY 0.53 BY 0.5 m) 
CLOSED CIRCUIT 
mTELEVISIO 
STATION, 
-STOWAGE-AR EA.. 
VIEW LOOKING AFT 
ADDITIONAL VOLUME OF 1.3 FT 3 (0.04 m3 ) 
AVAILABLE FOR PAYLOAD AVIONICS BOXESm 
ePANEL AREA: 2.8 FT2 (0.2'6 m2 ) 
•VOLUME: 4.6 FT 3 (0.13 m3 ) 
19 BY 21 BY 20 IN. (0.48 BY 0.53 BY 0.5 m) 
TOTAL VOLUME: 23.6 FT 3 (0.67 A3 )
 
TOTAL PANEL SURFACE AREA: 17.1 FT 2 (1.58 m 2 )
 
Area available for payload equipment or controls in the Orbiter aft flight deck. 
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Cargo bay liner and shrouds 	 Weight and center of gravity 
The cargo bay has been designed to minimize The location of the cargo center of gravity is 
contamination of critical surfaces. Use of nonme- critical during aerodynamic' flight. Weight and 
tallic materials has been limited to those with low center-of-gravity calculations must take into ac­
outgassing characteristics. Those areas that cannot count all items of supporting subsystems charged 
be readily cleaned can be isolated from sensitive to the payload. Cargo center-of-gravity envelopes 
payload surfaces by the installation of a cargo bay for each axis of the Orbiter are shown in the 
liner, which does not intrude into the payload figures. During normal landings and abort opera­
envelope. tions the center of gravity must fall within these 
Payloads that require additional protection from envelopes. Out-of-envelope conditions are permis­
contamination can be provided 'with a shroud. It sible during launch and space flight. However, the 
is considered part of the payload and is contained conditions must be correctable before reentry or 
within the payload envelope of the cargo bay. in the event of an abort on launch. 
Each proposed out-of-envelope condition will be 
evaluated individually. 
ALLOWABLE CENTER-OF-GRAVITY 
ENVELOPE FOR PAYLOADS MOUNTED ON 
STANDARD CARGO BAY ATTACHMENTS 
ALLOWABLE CENTER-OF-GRAVITY 
ENVELOPE FOR THE TOTAL CHANGEABLE 
PAYLOAD OR SPECIALLY MOUNTED 
3 70x10 
3 PAYLOADS 
30 10 MI -,,-- MAXIMUM DESIGN 
60lll PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
lll l65 000 LB 
25 1(29 484 kg) 
s o I IIIIIII 
20 	 g 
X 0 40 rillllll 
15 	 o MAXIMUM DESIGN 
S 3o0 PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
J> I AT LANDING> <32 000 LB 
1020 (14 515 kg) 
5 10" 
00 
-96 -48 0 48 96 
DISTANCE ABOVE OR BELOW CARGO BAY 
CENTER LINE. IN. 
I I I I F 
-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 
DISTANCE ABOVE OR BELOW CARGO BAY 
CENTER LINE, mm 
BELOW Z = 400 IN. (10 160 nfnm) ABOVEo 
Center-of-gravity limits of cargo along the Z-axis (Zo ) of the Orbiter. 
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030- 1 MAXIMUM DESIGN3 
7010
30X10
 60 - PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
=25 65000 LBI.:- : 50 - (29 484 kg) 
X 20 -X 
r,, 40 ­
- 30 
-15 MAXIMUM DESIGN 
0 - PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
AT LANDING>20 ­ 32 OOOLB 
6 - 0(14 515 kg) 
0- !I 
0 120 240 360 480 600 720 
DISTANCE FROM FORWARD CARGO BAY ENVELOPE. IN. 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
DISTANCE FROM FORWARD CARGO BAY ENVELOPE, m 
Xo = 582.0 IN. (14 782mm) 
Payload center-of-gravity limits along the X-axis (X0 ) of the Orbiter. 
70X103
 
30X10 3 4 MAXIMUM DESIGN 
60 PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
65 000-LB
25-
-'so (29 484 kg) 
k20 - x 
S15 - s3 d MAXIMUM DESIGN 
< PAYLOAD WEIGHT0 J AT LANDING 
> 10 >20 32 000 LB 
o. (14 515 kg) 
5 10 
I0 0 - I 
.8 -6 .4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
 
LATERAL DISTANCE FROM VEHICLE CENTER LINE, IN.
 
I I I I I I I I I
 
-200 -150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150 200
 
LATERAL DISTANCE FROM CENTER LINE, mm 
Yo =0 
Allowable center-of-gravity envelope along the Orbiter Y-axis (Y). 
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Communications, tracking, 
and data management 
Voice, television, and data-handling capabilities 
of the Orbiter support onboard control of the 
payload or, when desirable, remote control from 
the ground. The Orbiter communications and 
tracking subsystem provides links between the 
Orbiter and the payload. It also transfers payload 
telemetry, uplink data commands, and voice signals 
to and from the space networks. The provisions in 
the Orbiter for communications, tracking, and data 
management are flexible enough to accommodate 
most payloads, 
Links through the Orbiter are outlined in the 
table. Communications capabilities, including those 
that bypass the Orbiter, are described in more de­
tail in part 4. 
The data processing and software subsystem of 
the Orbiter furnishes the onboard digital computa­
tion necessary to support payload management and 
handling. Functions in the computer are controlled 
by the mission specialist or a payload specialist 
through main memory loads from the tape 
memory. The stations in the Orbiter aft flight 
deck for payload management and handling are 
equipped with data displays, CRT's, and keyboards 
for onboard monitoring and control of payload 
operations. 
Orbiter avionics services to payloads 
Direct or through 
Tracking and Data Hardline Radiofrequency link 
Relay Satellite 
Function 
Payload Ground Orbiter Attached Orbiter Detached 
to ground to Payload to attached payload to to detached payload to 
via Orbiter via Orbiter payload Orbiter payload Orbiter 
Scientific data X X- X 
Engineering data X X X X 
Voice X x X x X X 
Television X X X 
Command X X X 
Guidance, 
navigation, 
and control X x x X 
Caution and 
warning X X X 
Master timing X 
Rendezvous X X 
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Deployment and retrieval the capability exists to hold or lock one arm 
The deployment and retrieval of payloads will 
be accomplished by use of the general purpose 
remote manipulator system. Deployment can also 
be accomplished with a tilt/spin table. 
One manipulator arm is standard equipment on 
the Orbiter and can be mounted on either the left 
or the right longeron. A second arm' can be in-
stalled and.controlled separately for payloads that 
require handling with two manipulators. Manipula-
tors cannot be operated simultaneously. However, 
PAYLOAD OPION KIT 
while operating the other. Each arm is associated 
with remotely controlled television cameras and 
lights to provide side viewing and depth percep­
tion. Lights on booms and side bulkheads provide 
sufficient illumination levels for any task that 
must be performed in the cargo bay. Payload re­
trieval involves the combined operations of rendez­
vous, stationkeeping, and manipulator arm control. 
Handling of upper stages is discussed in the sec­
tion describing those systems. 
"x /WHIST PITCH, 
lop 
YAW, AND ROLL. 
ACTUATORS 
ELBOW PITCH ACTUATOR 
MANIPULATOR RETENTION LATCH 13 PLACES) 
SHOULDER YAW ACTUATOR
 
MANIPULATOR JETTISON SUBSYSTEM 
MANIPULATOR POSITIONING MECHANISM 
X. 67T,5 IN 117 25S9 3 rr: 
Manipulator arm assembly showing where it is located on the Orbiter. 
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- --
MOLD LINE 
PAYLOAD ENVELOPE 
FORWARD
 
BULKHEAD Xo 576 (14 630) X01307 (33 198)
 
FLOODLIGHT0
 
F 0 D 0 --- Yo 56 (1422) YO 92.4 (2347) 105 (2667)
 
- 90 (2286) 
TV
RENDEZVOUS/ 

PAYLOAD LIGHT CAMERA 
YO0 - :: yV0 = 70 (1778) 
TELEVISION CAMERA - 1
 
20-2286)

Yo -69 L lit(-26-7(-1753) Y-942.4 (2347)-,0 1140.67 (28 973) y -56 (-1422)1219) 1 X0 
750 (19 050) Z 325 (8255)X0 o 
Z 325 (8255) 979 5 (24 879)o X0 
Zo 378 (9601) 
PLAN VIEW 
X 565 (14 351) 
Zo +500 (±12 700)- h LIGHTS 
CAMERA I--S(PLACES)
Z0, ±454 (±11 532)-- CAMERA 
Z 462 (11 735)U 2o 
SIDE VIEW 
Locations of lights and television cameras are shown in relationship to the overall structure of the cargo bay. Orbiter stations are 
shown for reference. Dimensions are in inches (millimeters). 
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Structural Interfaces The fittings are designed to be adjusted to 
Numerous attachment points along the sides and specific payload weight, volume, and center-of­
bottom of the cargo bay provide structural inter- gravity distributions in the bay. The fittings to 
faces in a multitude of combinations to accommo- attach payloads to the bridge fittings are standard­
date payloads. Thirteen primary attachment points ized to minimize payload changeout operations. To 
along the sides accept X- and Z-axis loads. Twelve further minimize payload operations involving the 
positions along the keel take lateral loads. Vernier Orbiter, standard payload handling interfaces have 
locations are provided on each bridge fitting, been provided. 
N/fJr 
V0 = 0 Q 4- 4---' ASIIGKEELVEE 
PAYLOAD FITTING (BOLTED
 
IKEEL POINTS BRIDGE TRACK) I
 
.nFUSELAGE FRAME 
SELF-ALIGNING 
PAYLOAD KEEL--\ + BEARING 
Keel bridge and attachment interface. 
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SWINGS AFT 
JOURNAL CAP .-. TRUNNION,, ' 

RETAIN ER 
--Z 414 IN. (10515 mm)o 

-TVPICAL ATTACHMENT LOCATION 
I!Z 410 IN. (10 414 mm)o 

f ., LONGERON 
 191 1307
 
302-1249 (33198) 
1141 01725) 
10(28973) 
1040 (27694 1
980 (2646 
(24879) 
83(23 3)3 
9 

807' (21 920) 
IN, 693 (19050) 1
 
(mM) 636 (17 602)
 
582 116 154i) 1
 
(14 783)
 
b KEEL WING 
BOX SPACELAB 
• BRIDGE 
' LOWER 
CARGO SAY 
KEEL BRIDGES 
MIN FRAME 
LOCATIONS 
Payload structural attachment locations for use.as required by various types of payloads. Detail of a standard fitting that holds the 
payload onto the bridge is also shown. 
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Electrical interfaces For the usual 7-day 
Electrical power is provided to the payload megajoules) of electrical 
from three fuel cells that use cryogenically stored payloads. If more energy 
hydrogen and oxygen reactants. The electrical be added as required by 
flight, 50 kWh (180 
energy are available to 
is needed, flight kits can 
the flight plan. Each kit 
power requirements of a payload during a flight contains enough consumables to provide 840 kWh 
will vary. During the 10-minute launch-to-orbit and (3024 megajoules). These are charged to the 
the 30-minute deorbit-to-landing phases (when most payload mass and volume. 
of the experiment hardware is on standby or Each of three fuel cell powerplants provides 2 
turned off), 1000 watts average to 1500 watts kilowatts minimum and 7 kilowatts continuous, 
peak are available from the Orbiter. In orbit, as with a 12-kilowatt peak of 15 minutes duration 
much as 7000 watts average to 12000 watts peak every 3 hours. 
can be provided to the payload. Payload power interface characteristics are 
shown in the table. 
Payload power interface characteristics 
Power 
Flight Xo Voltage available, kW Peak power 
phase Interface station range Maximum Peak time limits 
continuous
 
Ground Primary 693 27 to 32 1.0 1 5 15 min/3 hr 
operations payload bus 
(GSE power) 27 to 32 6 TaD 15 min/3 hr 
,27 to 32 7 12 15 min/3 hr 
Auxiliary 693 25 5 to 32 04 25 amp 2 sec 
payload A Aftflight 25.7 to 32 
deck 
Auxiliary 693 25.5 to 32 0.4 25 amp 2 sec 
payload B Aft flight 25.7 to 32 
deck
 
Aft payload B 1307 28 to 32 1 5 2 15 mini3 hr 
Aft payload C 1307 28to32 1.5 2 15 min/3 hr 
Right GSE 1307 TBD TaD TBD TAD 
payload panel 
Cabin payload Aft flight 25.7 to 32 0.35 0.42 15 mini3 hr 
bus deck 
25.7 to 32 0.75 1 15 mini3 hr 
ac 2 or ac 3 Aft flight 11 ± 5 c 690 VA 1000 VA 2 mini3 hr 
deck (3-phase) 
comments 
Normal checkout, limited to 
5200 Btu/hr (1523 W) 
Orbiter powered down, without 
radiator kit 
Orbiter powered down, with 
radiator kit 
Circuits automatically open when 
25 amp is reached; power can be 
restored by switching off and on 
Power can be used simultaneously with 
primary and auxiliary payload buses 
GSE power via T-O umbilical 
independent of Orbiter 
Normal checkout; total power on aft 
flight deck (ac or dc) not to exceed 
750 W continuous or 1000 W peak 
Orbiter powered down 
Orbiter powered down 
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Payload power interface characteristics - Concluded 
Power 
Flight 
phase Interface 
X0 
station 
Voltage 
range 
available, kM 
Maximum Peak 
Peak power
time limits, Comments 
continuous 
Prelaunch, Primary 693 27 to 32 1 1 5 2 min/phase Any active thermal control 
ascent, payload bus subsystem configuration 
descent, and 
postlanding Auxiliary 693 25.5 to 32 04 25 amp 2 sec Power mAy be used simultaneously 
payload A Aft flight 25.7 to 32 
deck 
Auxiliary 693 25.5 to 32 0.4 25 amp 2,sec Dedicated fuel cells not available 
payload B Aft flight 25.7 to 32 
deck 
Aft payload B 1307 24 to 32 1 1.5 2 min/phase 
Aft payload C 1307 24 to 32 1 1.5 2 rin/phase 
Cabin payload Aft flight 24.2 to 32 0.35 0.42 2 rin/phase Total power on aftflight deck (acor dc) 
bus deck not to exceed 350 W continuous or 
420 W peak 
ac 2 or ac 3 Aft flight 
deck 
115 ± 5ac 350 VA 420 VA 2 rin/phase During prelaunch and descent, ac 
power not available 
On-orbit Primary 693 27 to 32 7 12 15 mini3 hr With radiator kit; dedicated fuel 
payload payload bus cell mode; Orbiter powered down 
operations 27 to 32 6 TBD 15 minf3 hr Without radiator kit; dedicated fuel 
cell mode or time-share Orbiter 
bus with 3 fuel cells operating; 
Orbiter powered down 
Peak voltage can be as large as 39 V 
for power loads less than 2 kW on a 
dedicated fuel cell 
Backup 693 26.3 to 32 5 8 15 mini3 hr Time shared power; one fuel cell failed 
Auxiliary 693 25.5 to 32 0.4 25 amp 2 sec Power can be used simultaneously with 
payload A Aft flight 25.7 to 32 all buses 
deck 
Auxiliary 693 25.5 to 32 OA 25 amp 2 sc Total power on aft flight deck ae or do) 
payload B Aft flight 25.7 to 32 not to exceed 750 W continuous or 
deck 1000 W peak 
Aft payload 8 1307 24to32 1.5 2 15 min/3hr 
Aft payload C 1307 24 to 32 1.5 2 15 mini3 hr 
Cabin payload Aft flight 24.2 to 32 0.75 1 15 min/3 hr 
bus deck 
ac2 or ac3 Aft flight 115±5ac 690VA 1000 VA 2 min/3 hr 
deck (3-phase) 
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Environmental control 
Cooling services are provided to payloads by 
the Orbiter. Prelaunch and postlanding thermal 
control is provided by ground support systems. In 
orbit, the primary Orbiter heat rejection is by use 
of radiators on the cargo bay doors. The payload 
heat exchanger is designed so either water or 
Freon 21 can be selected as a cooling fluid, ac-
cording to the needs of the payload. The payload 
side of the heat exchanger has two coolant pas­
sages; either or both can be used. Coolant is pro­
vided to the payload at 40' to 450 F (278 to 
280" K). Fluid circulation through the payload side 
of the heat exchanger must be supplied as part of 
the payload. A water flash evaporator is used to 
supplement the radiator cooling capacity. During 
ascent and descent, when the cargo bay doors are 
closed and -the radiators are ineffective, cooling is 
provided by the water boilers. 
Payload heat rejection available 
Flight phases 
Prelaunch, ascent, 
descent, postlanding 
(cargo bay doors closed) 
On orbit without radiator 
kit (cargo bay doors open) 
T 
On orbit with radiator kit 
(cargo bay doors open) 
Capability, KW 
Aft 
flight deck 
Cargo 
bay 
.35 1.52 
.42 NA 
.75 5.90 
1.00 5.65 
.35 6.30 
V -
.75 8.10' 
1.00 7.85 
.35 8.50 
Description 
Average 
2-min peak 
Average 
Peak for 15 min each 3 hr 
Minimum for aft flightdeck, 
-maximum-for-cargo bay-
Average 
Peak for 15 min each 3 hr 
Minimum for aft flight deck, 
maximum for cargo bay 
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CONTROLS AND DISPLAYS 
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Orbiter environmental control subsystem. 
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Optional flight kits 
A group of flight kits to provide special or ex-
tended services for payloads can be added when 
required. They are designed to be quickly installed 
and easily removed. The major flight kits are as 
follows. 
* Oxygen and hydrogen for fuel cell usage to 
generate electrical energy 
* Life support for extended missions 
* Added propellant tanks for special on-orbit 
maneuvers 
* Airlocks, transfer tunnels, and docking mod-
ules 
* A second high-gain antenna 
* Additional radiator panels for increased heat 
rejection 
* Additional storage tanks 
These flight kits are considered part of the pay-
load and, as such, are charged to the payload 
weight and volume allocation. The most significant 
payload weight increase results from the additional 
energy kits. The extra tanks may result in a sig-
nificant volume penalty as well., 
Extravehicular activity 
Capability for extravehicular activity (EVA) is 
available on every Space Shuttle flight. 
Payload EVA falls into three categories: planned 
before launch in order to complete a mission ob­
jective; unscheduled but decided upon during a 
flight in order to achieve payload operation suc­
cess or advance overall mission accomplishments; 
or EVA involving contingency measures necessary 
to get any payload items out of the way of the 
cargo bay doors. 
Equipment and consumables required for un­
scheduled and contingency EVA's are included on 
every Orbiter flight. Planned payload EVA is a 
user option. 
Planned EVA can provide sensible, reliable, and 
cost-effective servicing operations for payloads. It 
gives the user the options of orbital equipment 
maintenance, repair, or replacement without the 
need to return the payload to Earth or, in the 
worst case, to abandon it in' space. Therefore, the 
EVA capability can help maximize scientific re­
turn. 
All EVA operations will be developed using the 
capabilities, requirements, definitions, and specifica­
tions set forth in Shuttle EVA Description and 
Design Criteria (JSC-10615). 
Standard tools, tethers,- restraints, and portable 
workstations for EVA are part of the Orbiter. 
baseline support equipment inventory. The user is 
encouraged to make use of standard EVA support 
hardware whenever possible to minimize crew 
training, operational requirements, and cost. Any 
payload-unique tools or equipment must -be 
furnished by the user. 
Crewmembers using extravehicular mobility units 
(spacesuits and life support systems) can perform 
the following typical tasks. 
* Inspection, photography, and possible manual 
override of vehicle and payload systems, mecha­
nisms, and components 
a Installation, removal, or transfer of film cas­
settes, material samples, protective covers, instru­
mentation, and launch or entry tiedowns 
* Operation of equipment, including tools, cam­
eras, and cleaning devices 
* Cleaning of optical surfaces 
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* Connection, disconnection, and storage of 
fluid and electrical umbilicals 
* Repair, replacement, calibration, and inspec-
tion of modular equipment and instrumentation of 
the spacecraft or payloads 
* Deployment, retraction, and repositioning of 
antennas, booms, and solar panels 
* Attachment and release of crew and equip-
ment restraints 
* 	Performance of experiments 

SCargo transfer 

These EVA applications make it possible to de­
mechanize operational tasks and thereby reduce 
design complexity (automation), simplify testing 
and quality assurance programs, lower manufactur­
ing costs, and improve the probability of success. 
Given adequate restraints, working volume, ud 
compatible man/machine interfaces, the EVA crew­
members can accomplish almost any task designed 
for manned operation on the gond. 
Additional EVA capability is provided by the 
manned maneuvering unit, a propulsive backpack 
. Orw mbe petonwdig reprmeataive twp of extvwdulwl mtivity in support at a pe ,se. 
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device (using a low-thrust, dry, cold gas nitrogen 
propellant), which enables a crewmember to reach 
areas beyond the cargo bay. The unit has a six-
degree-of-freedom control authority, an automatic 
attitude hold capability, and electrical outlets for 
such ancillary equipment as power tools, a port-
able light, cameras, and instrument monitoring de-
vices Because the unit need not be secured to the 
Orbiter, the crewmember can use it to "fly" un-
encumbered to berthed or free-flying spacecraft 
work areas, to transport cargo of moderate size 
such as might be required for spacecraft ser,icing 
on orbit, and to retrieve small, free-flying payloads 
that may be sensitive to Orbiter thruster perturbs-
lion and contamination (the unit's own propellant 
causes minimal disturbances with no adverse can-
tamination), 
The manned maneuvering unit Is normally car-
ried only on those missions having requirements 
for it. 
The following general constraints should be con-
sidered in early planning if a payload is expected 
to require EVA. These limitations we general In 
nature and, in certain circumstances, variations 
may be possible. 
* EVA operations are normally performed by 
two EVA-trained crewmembers; however, one-man 
EVA is also possible 
* Planned EVA periods should not exceed one 
6-hour duration per day (excluding the time re­
quired for preparation and post-EVA activities); 
this does not preclude multiple shorter EVA's 
* EVA may be conducted during both light 
and dark periods 
* EVA will not be constrained to ground com­
munications periods 
* An EVA egress path into the cargo bay. 4 
feet (1219 millimeters) minimum length, must be 
available adjacent to the airlock outside hatch; 
payloads that infringe into this ar must be cape­
ble of being jettisoned to allow for contingency 
EVA operations 
* The size of the airlock, tunnel adapter, and 
associated hatches limits the external dimensions of 
packages that can be transferred to or from pay­
loads to 18 by 18 by 50 inches (457 by 457 by 
1270 millimeters) 
* Payloads requiring EVA operations must have 
access corridors and work areas large enough to 
allow the EVA crewmember to perform the re­
quired tasks safely and with adequate mobility- a 
translation path requiring the EVA crewmember to 
use mobility aids must be at least 43 inches 
(1092' millimeters) in diameter; additional volume 
is required when abrupt changes in the direction 
of travel are required; tasks requiring extensive 
body and arm manipulation require a working en­
velope 48 inches (1219 millimeters) in diameter 
0 EVA support equipment, loose payload corn­
ponts, and umbilicals must be firmly secured or 
tethered at all times during EVA operations to 
prevent loss, damage, or entanglement 
S Payload components susceptible to inadvertent 
physical damage or contamination by an EVA 
crswmember should be protected or located away 
from EVA workstations and translation paths 
* EVA is an acceptable mode of operation in 
low-Earth-orbit radiation zones if flight planning 
constraints inhibit planning around them 
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SAFETY AND INTERFACE VERIFICATION
 
All payloads using the Space Transportation 
System will be subject to a uniform set of basic 
safety and interface verification requirements. The 
verification system is designed so that the user 
will not need to duplicate or repeat verifications 
already made. 
Payload safety requirements 
The safety requirements, developed by the 
NASA Headquarters Office of Space Flight, will be 
tailored to the identified hazard potential of the 
payload. The Payload Safety Guidelines Handbook 
(JSC-11123) has been developed to assist the user 
in selecting design options to eliminate hazards. 
The intent of the safety policy is to minimize 
active involvement of the STS, both at the design 
level and during actual flight, without compromis-
ing safety. The exact method of implementing 
payload safety will be negotiated between the pay-
load supplier and the STS organization, 
The STS safety policy requires that the basic 
payload design assure the elimination or control of 
any hazard to the Orbiter, crew, or other pay-
loads. The requirements are not intended to assure 
a high probability of mission success. 
The payload supplier is responsible for assuring 
the safety of any hardware proposed for use in 
the STS. In turn, the STS organization will plan 
cargoes to minimize hazards created by interaction 
among payloads and between a payload and the 
STS. 
Safe payload operation with a minimum de­
pendence on the Orbiter and its crew is an STS 
goal. The payload supplier must identify all poten­
tially hazardous operating sequences. Hazardous sit­
uations that require a rapid response should, if 
possible, be corrected by automatic systems that 
are part of the payload. 
The STS provides a limited capability for dis­
play and subsequent command of payload param­
eters. Therefore, use of this capability should be 
limited to safety conditions that cannot or logic­
ally should not be handled by design or opera­
tional provisions. The status of safing systems and 
the indication of anomalous conditions occurring 
within a payload that do not meet these criteria 
should be handled in the same manner as general 
payload telemetry and command and control; i.e., 
by ground control or through the Orbiter payload 
station. 
The same basic safety approach applied to at­
tached payloads should also be used for those that 
are to be deployed and. retrieved. Configuring pay­
loads for safe retrieval should, if practical, be per­
formed by ground control. 
The payload design must preclude propagation 
of failures from the payload to the outside envi­
ronment. In addition, safety-critical redundant sub­
systems must be arranged to minimize the possibil­
ity of failure of one affecting the other. 
Previous manned space-flight standards for flam­
mability, offgassing, and odor of material,. have 
been reduced somewhat for payloads carried out­
side the Orbiter cabin (either in other pressurized 
areas or in the open cargo bay). The Orbiter 
cabin provides smoke detection, fire suppression, 
atmospheric scrubbing, and a trace gas analyzer, 
which mitigate the hazards from flammability and 
offgassing. 
The major goal is to design the payload for 
minimum hazard by including damage control, con­
tainment, and isolation of potential hazards. Haz­
ards that cannot be eliminated by design must be 
reduced as much as possible and made controllable 
through use of safety devices as part of the sys­
tem, subsystem, or equipment. 
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Payload interface 
verification requirements 
Testing and interface verification of flight hard-
ware is greatly simplified by the reuse of proven 
systems (Spacelab, Long Duration Exposure Facil-
ity, or Multimission Modular Spacecraft) or by the 
flight of identical expendable items (interim upper 
stage and spinning solid upper stage). The users 
will not need to repeat the verification process 
that the standard flight systems must undergo as 
part of their development. This will significantly 
reduce the time and cost of interface verification 
for the user. 
The payload accommodation interfaces for the 
Space Shuttle system have been defined in the 
document, Space Shuttle System Payload Accom-
modations (JSC-07700, Volume XIV). Interface 
verification requirements are defined in Space 
Shuttle System Payload Interface Verification -
General Approach and Requirements 
(JSC-07700-14-PIV-01). The latter document re-
,quires that new hardware projects have a verifica-
ltion program planned to assure that the necessary 
verification requirements of the respective inter-
faces are met before the payload is installed in 
the Orbiter. 
Users of the standard payload carriers will as-
sess. their -payload. to. determine if. new. or unique. 
configurations require verification before flight, 
This assessment and necessary verification will be 
accomplished in conjunction with the STS opera-
tions organization. 
Few or no additional verification requirements 
are anticipated for payloads that are reflown; how­
ever, some assessment of the payload should be 
made to assure that configuration changes to the 
payload or cargo do not create a new interface 
that would require preflight verification. 
The term "payload" describes any item pro­
vided by the user having a direct physical or func­
tional interface with the Space Shuttle system. 
Payload verification plans shall be submitted to 
JSC for review and concurrence of the verification 
methods for safety-critical interfaces. When neces­
sary, the verification methods for the safety-critical 
interfaces will be negotiated with the responsible 
payload organization to achieve an acceptable veri­
fication that will ensure a safe system. These 
safety-critical interface verification methods shall be 
subject to appropriate management control within 
the Space Transportation System. 
A verification plan should contain the following 
information: 
1. Scope. 
2. Applicable documents. 
3. Interface verification requirements and meth­
ods matrix, identifying specific direct (physical or 
functional) payload interfaces with the Orbiter and 
defining the verification method (test, demonstra­
tion, etc.) for each specific interface. 
4. Safety-critical interface verification method 
synopsis. 
5. Verification requirement waivers (these must 
be negotiated with JSC). 
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6. Verification requirement deferrals (i.e., defer­
ral until installation in the Orbiter, until flight, 
etc.). These deferrals will have to be negotiated in 
the same way as waivers. 
7. Schedule for plan submittal and required ap­
proval date. 
8. Schedule for payload interface verification 
testing program and specific dates for safety-critical 
interface verification tests. 
Equipment suitable for interface verification 
testing is available at the launch site. The cargo 
integration test equipment (CITE) at KSC is capa­
ble of both payload-to-payload interface testing for 
mixed cargoes and cargo-to-Orbiter testing. The 
CITE simulates the Orbiter side of the interface in 
form, fit, and function. 
At the completion of the interface verification 
process, but before the payload is installed in the 
Orbiter, a certificate of compliance confirming in­
terface compatibility shall be prepared by the us­
ing payload organization and submitted to the 
Shuttle system organization. The certificate of 
compliance documentation shall include all inter­
face verification requirement waivers, noncompli­
ances, and deferrals; this documentation will be­
come a permanent part of the payload data 
package.
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SPACELAB
 
Spacelab is a versatile, general-purpose orbiting lab­
oratory for manned and automated activities in near-
Earth orbit. The primary program objective is to pro­
vide the scientific community with easy, economical 
access to space. Involvement of ground-based scientific 
personnel in direct planning and flight support is an 
integral part of this program. 
The Spacelab, built in Europe with European funds 
to joint U.S. and European requirements, is carried by 
the Space Shuttle and remains attached to the Orbiter 
during all phases of the mission. The overall physical
characteristics of most importance to users of the 
Spacelab are summarized here.a All accommodations 
are described in more detail in the Spacelab Payload 
Accommodations Handbook (European Space AgencySLP/2104).n
Services to the Spacelab payload in excess of those 
included in the Orbiter and Spacelab baselines are avail­
able as user options as needed. Appropriate care must 
be taken to ensure that all items are included in pay­
load flight planning. 
The Spacelab consists of module and pallet sections 
used in various configurations to suit the needs of a 
particular mission. The pressurized module, accessible 
from the Orbiter cabin through a transfer tunriel, pro­
vides a shirtsleeve working environment. The module 
consists of one or two cylindrical segments, each 13 
feet 4 inches (4060 millimeters) in diameter and 8 feet 
7 inches (2694 millimeters) long, and two end cones. 
The forward end cone is truncated at the diameter re­
quired to interface with the crew transfer tunnel. 
Spacelab subsystem equipment is located in the core 
segment, leaving about 60 percent of the volume avail­
able for experiments; all of the experiment segment is 
available for experiments. 
Pallets accommodate experiment equipment for di­
rect exposure to space. Each standard pallet segment is 
9.8 feet (3 meters) long. Two or three can be con­
nected to form a single pallet train, supported by one 
set of retention fittings. When no module is used, a 
cylindrical "igloo," mounted on the end of the forward 
pallet, provides a controlled, pressurized environment 
for Spacelab subsystems normally carried in the core 
segment. 
In addition to the basic hardware inventory, the 
Spacelab Program provides a selection of mission­
dependent equipment that can be flown according to 
the requirements of a particular mission. 
aSpacalab is in a developmental phase and the system char­
-tk-described in this section may change in detail as 
european space agency 
1 n d 
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When the module is used, primary control of advisory capacity to onboard activity. In a pallet­
scientific equipment will be from the module it- only configuration, equipment is operated remotely 
self. A Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) from the Orbiter aft flight deck or from the 
on the ground will function in a support and POCC. 
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Basic configurations 
Eight basic flight configurations have been de-
signed to meet most user needs. (The Spacelab 
hardware, however, allows other flight configura-
tions by combining appropriate hardware elements.) 
In each illustration the forward Orbiter attachment 
point (Xo ) is shown. Dimensions are in inches 
with millimeters in parentheses. Arrows, if they do 
not mark dimensions, indicate the load-carrying 
direction of attachment fittings. The standard con­
figurations are as follows. 
0 Long module. The long module consists of 
core and experiment segments. This configuration, 
without pallet, provides the largest pressurized vol-
ume for Spacelab payloads with 784 cubic feet 
(22.2 cubic meters) available for payload equip-
ment 
3 0 9 (7848)- -309(784) 
268 I 212 4G 14113 I214149- 84 
-I 
-
660X0 

(16 764) 
* Long module/one pallet. In this configuration, 
184.1 square feet (17.1 square meters) of surface 
mounting area are available on the pallet. The pal-
let length is 9.4 feet (2.88 meters). (In excep-
tional instances, payloads can overhang at both 
ends of a pallet.) The inside dimensions of the 
module are given in the description of the long 
module. 
2156 (538 96) 
303M 1132 
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* Long module/two pallets. This configuration in­
creases the space-exposed mounting area by connecting 
two pallets in a train. The two pallets provide 368.1 
square feet (34.2 square meters) of mounting area and 
a pallet length of 19.3 feet (5.87 meters). 
10784 
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* Short module/two pallets. This pallet configu­
ration is the same as the one described previously ex­
cept that a short module has replaced the long one. 
This configuration also provides a pallet length of 19.3 
feet (5.87 meters). 
924157(34 
30 9 
1062 
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X 660 
(16 764) 
0 Short module/three pallets. This configuration 
offers the largest pallet area if both module and 
pallet are required for a single mission. The usable 
pallet length is 29.1 feet (8.87 meters) with a 
mounting surface of 552.2 square feet (51.3 
square meters). The volume available to payload 
equipment inside the short module is 268.4 cubic 
feet (7.6 cubic meters). 
10637 169 
12659 16)-d -(4267.08) ---- 349 2(28696 -17-14 
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* Pallets only, independently suspended (28.3 * Five pallets. This configuration provides the 
feet (8.63 meters)). This configuration consists of longest possible experiment platform for Spacelab 
three independently suspended pallet segments payloads requiring exposure to the space environ­
spread along the length of the cargo bay. The ment. The surface mounting area is 920.3 square 
total surface mounting area is 552.2 square feet feet (85.5 square meters) and the usable length is 
(51.3 square meters). 48.8 feet (14.86 meters). The configuration con­
sists of independently suspended pallet rains 1132 603 6OS2 
8925 2231 18) 2 1287S2) (15207) 1520S2) separated by a dynamic clearance gap.
.I271 ~ 113.2121120 ) 1287S52) 12852) 4 58 
B "449 1132 48 .3 
r t + (2i17(551 (28762) .- 122 -11347) 
X. 660 
(1764) 
(16764)
* Two pallets plus two pallets. This configura­
tion, consisting of two independently suspended Payload mass 
pallet trains, is well suited for a number of as- A wide range of payload mass capabilities 
tronomy missions. It provides a maximum mount- exists. Maximums depend on configurations, 
ing area for payloads of 736.2 square feet (68.4 mission-dependent Spacelab equipment, and other 
square meters). The length available to payloads is factors. The actual mass available to payloads for 
38.5 feet (11.74 meters). any given configuration of Spacelab and Orbiter 
hardware will be limited by the launch/landing 
514 W (1mission capabilities of the Shuttle and the specific 
"09 2.17 4484 1-22) "9 load-carrying capabilities of Spacelab. The inf6rma­
(1120) (l1zoAR) -55) -. 7) tion provided here will- help users to determine 
r- the -mass- available- -for the total- payload to -meet 
specific mission needs. 
The mass available to Spacelab and its payloads 
- - - - "is limited by the maximum Orbiter landing mass 
Xo660 (although for a wide range of orbits, the Orbiter 
(16 764) 
load-carrying capability is considerably greater at 
launch than at landing). The landing masses listed 
in the accompanying table are about 885 pounds 
(400 kilograms) less than those for launch. Con­
sumables, primarily fuel in the energy kit, account 
for the difference. 
Hardware and consumables that must always be 
flown in a given Spacelab configuration comprise 
the Spacelab mission-independent mass budget. The 
total contro mass for each standard configuration 
is shown in the accompanying table. The following 
categories are included. 
0 Spacelab subsystem equipment. These items 
are essential for the operation of Spacelab and are 
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always flown. Included in this category are all of 
the structure, the environmental control system, 
power systems, data-handling systems, and the like. 
0 Mission-independent equipment furnished by 
NASA. The transfer tunnel and trace gas analyzer 
(for all configurations with module) and forward 
utility connections are in this category. 
* Orbiter support equipment. This is necessary 
for Spacelab operation and is charged to the 
Orbiter payload. In this category are Orbiter heat 
rejection subsystem components not included in 
the Orbiter baseline, tankage and consumables for 
Spacelab power in excess of 50 kWh (180 
megajoules), Orbiter payload attachment fittings in 
excess of four, and hardware for attaching the 
extravehicular activity (EVA) airlock to the tunnel 
and to the Orbiter cargo bay. 
The remainder of the mass capability is availa-
ble for payloads. Included is all equipment hard-
ware, whether actually located in the Spacelab or 
the Orbiter, as well as any user-provided special 
displays, 'controls, service panels, or the like. 
Spacelab mission-dependent equipment is also 
charged to the payload mass allocation. It corn-
prises hardware that is not an integral part of the 
basic Spacelab but can be added to meet the re-
quirements of a particular mission. The following 
categories are included. 
* Common payload support equipment 
* Experiment consumables
 
0 Crewmembers in excess of four
 
* Any additional mission-dependent Orbiter sup­
port equipment, such as EVA equipment above 
the Orbiter baseline, reaction control subsystem 
tankage and propellant for special Spacelab pay­
load pointing requirements, orbital maneuvering 
subsystem kits, and propellant required by the 
Spacelab payload, additional electrical energy kits, 
second Orbiter remote manipulator system, and ex­
tra hardware and consumables required for mis­
sions longer than 7 days.-
Each of the many possible configurations will 
have a different total mass. The control masses 
listed in the table represent the maximum mission­
dependent equipment that can be flown in each 
configuration. 
The total mass available for both payloads and 
mission-dependent equipment is listed for each 
configuration. However, actual mass capability is 
further limited by structural limitations of various 
components. Additional localized constraints exist, 
such as mass-supporting capabilities of racks and 
hardpoints. 
Mass allocation to 
Total mission-indepandantConfiguration Spacelab mass, b (kg) 
14211 (6446) 
16182 (7340) 
17031 (7725) 
14941 (6777) 
15790 (7162) 
8369 (3796) 
9 129 (4141) 
10357 (4698) 
Spacelab and payloads 
Mass of 100 percent
mission-dependent 
equipment, lb (kg) 
2646 (1200) 
2976 (1350) 
3174 (1440) 
2006 (910) 
2116 (960) 

1164 (528) 
1190 (540) 
1301 (590) 

Mass available to payload
and mission-dependent
 
equipment, lb (kg)
 
14066 (6380) 
13614 (6175) 
12765 (5790) 
14414 (6538) 
13717 (6222) 
20613 (9350) 
19 564 (8874) 
18263 (8284) 
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--------------- 
Center of gravity To establish the overall center of gravity of a 
The Orbiter imposes stringent center-of-gravity combined Spacelab and its payload, the masses 
constraints on the Spacelab. The center-of-gravity and centers of gravity for individual hardware and 
locations shown apply to specific locations of consumable items must be combined according to 
Spacelab in the cargo bay. Other locations are the requirements of a particular mission. 
possible. 
30X1oSxO3 
.4-MAXIMUM DESIGN 
ORBITER I so LAUNCH MASS 
A2 6 000 LBDEC K 
FLIK Z=4001IN (11SOMM1;ZL-0IN.(Om) so- (29 484 kg) 
I 
 Z
 
L---------------- 20 40 
ORBITER CARGO BAY I-
X =582 IN.(14 783 m.) y- 5 MAXIMUM DESIGN o 
X L0 l I 0 M LANDING MASS 
L394IN (10000 mm) 0 32100 
14515 k)LOOKING AFT 
5 101 
Coordinate system for Spacelab. The axes of the Spacelab are 582 702 822 942 1062 1182 1302 
indicated by subscript L. ORBITER STATION, X. IN. 
10 15 20 25 30 
i" SPACELABS TATION, XL,m 
EL ITnm -t Center-of-gravity locations of basic Spacelab configurations 
along the X-axis. The forward end of the Orbiter cargo -bay 
__ Q 4 E is at the oft of the scal. 
30 103 65 X10 3 -MAXIMUM DESIGN 30X10365y 103 -MAXIMUM DESIGN 
60 LAUNCH MASS s1- LAUNCH MASS25 65 000 LB 65 000 LB 
50 , (294 kg)50 C29484 kg) 
208 2 0 2 0 
= 140 = .40
 
~~'j 15 ~MAXIMUM DESIGN
-- 4 MXMMDSGC 0LANDINGMASS 4 30 -LN10-32 WO LB 32 00 L LANDING MASS32 OD LS 
10 20 (14 515 kg) 1-20 -(14 515 ks)51 10 t 000 
10 h 
00 0
 
a -4- 0 44 a 0..
-8 O B56304 352 400 448 496 
ORBITER STATION, Y.. IN ORBITER STATION, Z., IN 
-02 
-01 0 0A 02I I- -sI -2-I I I-1 0 1 2 
SPACELAB STATION, YL m SPACELAB STATION ZL. ' 
Basic Spacelab center-of-gravity locations along the Y-axis. The Z-axis center-of-gravity locations of basic Spacelab 
configurations. 
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Module segments Except for the center floor plates, the panels arehinged to allow underfloor access, both in orbit 
Modules for all flight configurations contain the and on the ground. 
same basic internal arrangement of subsystem Mission-dependent experiment racks are available 
equipment; the main difference is the volume for experiments, experiment switching panels, re­
available for experiment equipmbnt installation, mote acquisition units, intercom stations, and simi-
Although subsystem equipment is located in the lar equipment. The standard 19-inch (483­
core segment about 60 percent of the volume is millimeter) racks can accommodate laboratory 
available for experiments. equipment. As many as two double and two single 
The interior design provides flexibility to the racks can be installed in the core segment, four 
user. The floor, designed to carry racks with in- double and two single in the experiment segment. 
stalled equipment, is in segments. The floor itself If experiment racks are replaced by stand-alone ex­
consists of a load-carrying beam structure and is periment equipment, the same attachment points 
covered by panels on the main walking surface, must be used. 
EXPERIMENT 
WORKBENCH CONTROL RACKS 
C eCK--gm r CENTER RACKv(a 
~FORWARD
 
AFT 
Core segment cutaway view (starboard). 
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A detailed breakdown of the available volume 
inside the module is shown in the illustration. The 
listed values for the racks are available usable vol-
ume. The overhead volume indicates the volume 
available inside the mission-dependent storage con-
tainers (eight are provided in the baseline equip-
ment). 
The center-aisle volume is the maximum enve-
lope available for payload equipment mounted on 
the floor without effect on crew habitability and 
safety requirements. The underfloor volume is 
available for payload use only in the experiment 
segment. If the racks. are not used, the volume 
they would occupy is available for other experi-
ment equipment 
The module interior is sized and shaped to 
,allow optimum task performance by crewmembers 
in a weightless environment. The module can ac-
CORE EXPERIMENT 
OVERHEAD SEGMENT SEGMENT 

STOWAGE 
FLOOR 
MOUNTED
 
UNDERFLOOR 
-STOWAGE 
3Volume inside racks, ft (n 3) 
Segment Left side Right sde 
A B C A B C 
Core e 1.7 61.8 31.78 
re(1.75)(o0g) (1.75) (09)
II 
1 618, 31.78 618 618 31.78 

_xper ent_ (1.75) (1.75) { .9) (1.75) (1.75) (0.9)
Experiment 0
(1GE) (056) (2.7)7 
(275 
L 
commodate as many as three payload specialists 
working a 12-hour shift. For shift overlap, as 
many as four can be accommodated for an hour. 
The cabin air temperature is maintained between 
640 and 810 F (291 and 300 K). The airflow is 
directionally controllable and is between 16.5 and 
39.6 ft/mn (0.084 and 0.201 m/sec). 
Foot restraints, handholds, and mobility aids are 
provided throughout the Spacelab so that crew­
members can perform all tasks safely, efficiently, 
and in the most favorable body position. The ba­
sic foot restraint system is identical in Orbiter and 
Spacelab. 
Fixed handrails and handholds are distributed 
throughout the habitable area, such as along the 
standard racks and along the overhead utilities/ 
storage support structure. 
EXPERIMENT RACKS
 
I
 RACKr-r---
J
 
Ceiling, Center aisle. Subfloor, Total.3 3 3ft3 (.3) ft (mI) ft
3 (m3 ) ft3 ( ) 
268.392825 (08) 5297 (15) 
(76)
 
515 59 
2825 (o8) 85 46 (2.42) 9111 (2.58) (146) 
(146)
 
1.90 197-1 h-(06) 
344 49.21 8.83
7 
1(269-

T f5-,1E. 
197 CORE (t 6 ) (06)(26)(o 6) L101, 
17.65 
(538) 
Approximate volume available for payload equipment in the module experiment racks, overhead and underfloor areas. 
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In addition to handrails, the overhead structure 
contains lights and air ducts. The nbminal illumi-
nation level in the module is 200 to 300 lumens/ 
R ' A LOVERHEADSUPORTUTILITYAND HO IZ
 
SUPPORT AND HORIZONTAL 

AIR OUTLET VERTICAL 
RAILS 
S 
STORAGE 
S CONTAINERS 
o,
T 
HORIZONTAL 
RAILS/FOOT 
RESTRAINT 
C NTROLeCENTER 
RACK 
m2. At the workbench, it is 400 to 600 lumens/ 
m2. Individual lights can be turned off as neces­
sary. 
A workbench in the core segment is intended 
to support general work activities rather than 
those associated with a unique experiment. One 
electrical outlet (28 volts dc, 100 watts) is avail­
able to support experiment equipment. Also associ­
ated with the workbench are such items as wipes 
for housekeeping tasks, writing instruments and 
paper, and a'stowage pouch with individual com­
partments, allowing easy removal of single items 
withou't disturbing other stowed equipment. 
Stowage containers at the workbench, the racks, 
and in the ceiling provide storage space for experi­
ment hardware, spare parts, consumables, and 
other loose equipment. Each ceiling container has 
a volume of 4.24 cubic feet (0.12 cubic meter) 
and a loading capacity of 79.4 pounds (36 kilo-
Primary crew working area Croakingl forward) end 3)(5O(00
 
examples of the many possible working positions. Typical workbench, teiling, or rack stowage container.
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grams). Workbench and rack containers are smaller, 
having a volume of 2.65 cubic feet (0.075 cubic 
meter) and a load capacily of 49.4 pounds (22.4 
kilograms). A grid pattern of mounting holes in-
side the container is provided for attachment of 
internal restraints. The container door can be 
fastened open. Two workbench containers will be 
available for payload use on most missions; eight 
ceiling and four rack containers are exclusively for 
experiment use. In a long-module configuration, 
there is room for 14 ceiling containers, but only 
8 are provided as baseline hardware. The optical 
window takes the space of at least five (depending 
on space required for payload activities) ceiling 
containers. The airlock requires the space of six 
containers, 
Rack and ceiling containers can be converted to 
accommodate as much as 331 pounds (150 kilo-
grams) of film in plastic foam protective carriers. 
A range of standard equipment (such as tools 
and contingency maintenance items), stowed in the 
workbench containers, is used to support Spacelab 
activities but will also be available for experiment 
use. In addition, a tool and maintenance assembly, 
with a utility box for stowage, will include off-
the-shelf tools, specially designed tools, and main-
tenance items. 
Utility straps. and bungees are provided so that 
crewmembers working- on orbit can temporarily re-
HANDRAILS OR 
USABLE STRUCTURE 
ON PALLET 
strain equipment at various locations throughout 
Spacelab. 
The transfer tunnel connecting the Spacelab 
module and the Orbiter enables crew and equip­
ment transfer in a shirtsleeve environment. Mobili­
ty aids are installed in the tunnel. The lighted 
tunnel has the same internal atmosphere as the 
Spacelab module. It has a minimum of about 3.28 
feet (1 meter) clear diameter, sufficient for a box 
with dimensions of 1.84 by 1.84 by 4.17 feet 
(0.56 by 0.56 by 1.27 meters) and a crewmember 
(including one equipped for EVA) 76.77 inches 
(1.95 meters) tall and with a maximum elbow 
width of 2.46 feet (0.75 meter). The tunnel can 
also be used for ground access to the Spacelab 
while it is still horizontal. 
For EVA, Spacelab provisions allow a crew­
member in a pressure suit to move through the 
EVA hatch (the Orbiter personnel airlock in the 
Spacelab tunnel adapter, or the docking module, 
depending on the mission configuration), up the 
end cone of the module, over the module, down 
the aft cone, and along the pallet. 
The size of the airlock ar'd associated hatches 
limits the external dimensions of a package that 
can be transferred to payloads to 2.95 feet (0.9 
meter) in diameter and 4.59 feet (1.4 meters) 
long. 
EVA
 
FOOT RESTRAINT
 
POSITIONED AS
 
REQUIRED BY EXPERIMENT
 
HANDRAI LS ON 
MODULE
 
Mobility aids and restraints for EVA. 
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Common payload support 
equipment 
The common payload support equipment, which 
are mission-dependent items, includes a top airlock 
and an optical window/viewport assembly. Each 
can be flown as needed. Locations for installation 
'TOP AIRLOCK 
FORWARD 
Common payload support equipment for module. 
Airlock for experiments 
The airlock enables experiments to 'be exposed 
to a space environment. Experiments are mounted 
on a sliding platform parallel to the airlock axis. 
This platform can be extended into space, where 
it is protected by a removable thermal shield. 
Experiments can be observed through an inner 
hatch window 5.9 inches (15 centimeters) in di-
ameter that provides a 1200 viewing angle. The 
platform can also be pulled back into the Space-
lab module for experiment mounting and checking 
(both on orbit and on the ground). The inner 
hatch can be completely detached for payload in-
stallation and access. All controls are manual. 
A control panel on the outside of the cylin-
drical.shell provides for monitoring the airlock op-
erations. Monitoring and display of airlock status 
are also provided by the command and data man-
agement system. Electrical and mechanical inter-
faces prevent dangerous operations sequences. 
of these items on the module are shown in the 
figure. 
A flanged cutout of 51.18 inches (1300 milli­
meters) internal diameter in the top of each cylin­
drical segment of the module is for installation of 
the airlock or optical window/viewport. Both open­
ings are sealed with coverplates if not needed. 
VIEWPORT 
- OPTICAL 
WINDOW 
VIEiWPORT 
The platform, when extended into space, pene­
trates the Orbiter cargo bay envelope (as does the 
outer hatch). To preclude a critical situation if the 
retraction or hatch mechanism malfunctions, both 
the sliding platform and hatch are capable of be­
ing jettisoned. 
The dynamic envelope available for experiments 
is illustrated on the next page. Lamps inside the 
airlock may protrude into this envelope, but can 
be removed if a voluminous experiment is flown. 
The top airlock is 3.28 feet (1 meter) in diam­
eter and thp same length. It is designed to carry 
an experiment or experiments with a total mass of 
220 pounds (100 kilograms) during launch and de­
scent 
Experiments will be bolted on the platform on 
two parallel channel bars 19.69 inches (500 milli­
meters) apart and 12.2 inches (310 millimeters) aft 
of the airlock axis. This interface allows a variety 
of convenient experiment attachments. For experi­
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ment mounting and checkout, the platform can be Heaters are incorporated for thermal control of
extended into the module 2.3 feet (0.7 meter). the airlock structure and seals. The exact power atFor ground operations, however, the extended plat- any time will depend on the particular mission op­form must be supported by a special kit because erating conditions. The airlock is able to absorb
the drive mechanism is not designed for one-g full- some experiment-generated heat, but the experi­load operation. menter has the responsibility to provide thermal 
After the outer hatch is opened, the experiment control for the experiment.

platform can be extended any distance up to 3.15 The 
 removable thermal shield prevents excessivefeet (0.96 meter). A thermal shield closes the air- heating from solar radiation or Earth albedo atlock opening, protecting the airlock interior and the airlock cavity. Two holes in the cylindricalthe module from thermal exposure. In certain cir- shell of the airlock (opposite the top surface of 
cumstances, thermal constraints may require that the platform) are for payload-provided feed­the platform always be extended for experiment throughs and cooling lines (e.g., to use the experi­
operation. ment heat exchanger). 
17SO
 
HATCH OPEN r" 
o- 31.5 (800) 1 SPACE 
SHELL REFERENCE PLANE 
MODULE 
EXPERIMENT 
DYNAM IC, 37A4 (950) 
39.37 (1000) ENVELOPE 
VIEWING ANGLE Ii " 
SHELL REFERENCE PLANE - -"-RAU 
HATCH COMPLETELY 
REMOVABLEVIEWPORT 
rl FORWARD 
Experiment dynamic envelope of the airlock, showing dimensions in inches and millimeters. 
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Power connectors are provided at the platform 
for 28 volts dc primary, 200 watts; and 115/200 
volts ac, 400 hertz/three-phase, 3 amperes. 
Experiment data handling and control can be 
performed either by the command and data man-
agement subsystem (by use of an experiment re-
mote acquisition unit {RAU) mounted on the air-
lock platform) or by hardwired lines through the 
airlock shell to payload equipment in the module. 
A flexible cable harness connects the platform 
with feedthrough connectors in the airlock shell; 
thus, experiment equipment can be checked while 
the platform is pulled into the module. 
Inside the airlock, illumination is 100 Im/m 2 
(controlled from the airlock control panel). 
Seven repressurization cycles per 7-day flight for 
the experiments can be accommodated by the ba­
sic environmental control subsystem nitrogen re­
sources. Additional repressurizations will depend on 
usage of nitrogen by the environmental control 
and life support subsystem. 
The top airlock can be mounted into a single­
segment module; however, planned or contingency 
ground operations (those requiring late access to 
the module) may prevent use of the airlock in the 
core segment. 
O ARD 
LAMP 
EXPERIMENT DYNAMIC ENVELOPE LOCATION 
45.67 
(1160) CHANNEL BAR SPACING 
12.2 1EXPERIMENT 
EXTENDABLE
 
EXPERIMENT 
TROLLEY-21-f
 
LL45.67 (10 
View up into top airlock. Dimensions are shown in inches with millimeters in parentheses. 
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Optical window and viewport 
The optical window (adapted from the Skylab 
S190A window) consists of a single rectangular 
pane of BK-7 glass measuring 16.14 by 21.65 
inches (41 by 55 centimeters) and having a thick-
ness of 1.61 inches (4.1 centimeters). It is en-
closed in a molded seal and supported by a flexi-
ble spring system in an aluminum frame. An auto-
matic heating system controls window temperatures 
to minimize thermal gradients across the glass and 
to prevent condensation. This power use is charged 
to payload and mission-dependent equipment. 
When the window is not in use, a manually 
operated cover protects the glass outside from 
radiation, meteoroid impact, contamination, etc. A 
removable glass safety shield inside protects the 
window from impacts and provides a redundant 
pressure seal. 
100 ­
90 ­
80 
S70 
X 
5- 60 
9 50 
Co 
S40 
20 
10 
0 (1,
300 400 500 600 
I 
700 
WAVELENGTH, nm 
Transmission characteristics of S190A window. 
The window transmission characteristics are 
shown in the figure. Some other optical charac­
teristis are as follows. 
Parallelism 2 arc-seconds 
Reflectance 2 percent on inside; 
4 percent on outside 
3Seeds and bubbles Total area 0.1 mm2/100 cm 
of glass; maximum 
dimension of 
single imperfection, 
0.76 millimeter 
Surface quality 60 to 40 or better
 
(as defined
 
in MIL-13830)
 
Wavefront variation is an optical performance 
criterion that affects distortion, resolution, and 
contrast. Some preliminary measurements for dif­
ferent possible viewing conditions are listed in the 
I I I 
800 900 1000 
20 
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table. The measurements were made using a laser Viewports can also be installed as part of the 
beam with a wavelength of 632.8 nanometers and window assembly. Each consists of two panes 
refer to a circular area 2.99 inches (7.6 centi- 11.81 inches (30 centimeters) in diameter, the 
meters) in diameter. outer one of quartz glass and the inner pane of 
safety glass. Optical characteristics are shown in 
the table. Experiment-mounting capability can be 
provided on the interface flange.Wavefront variation through window 
Wavefront variation, 
Viewing nm (root mean square) Optical characteristics of viewport 
conditions 
Best fitting plane Mean deviated plan Transmission,Spectrum percent 
< 26< 13Deep space 
0.01Ultraviolet, 200 to 300 nmC13 C 25Earth 
65Visible range, 400 to 700 nm Sun <53, 
Infrared. 800 to 1200 nm 10 
mthere may be some constraints on Sun viewing 
because of themnal stresses in the window glass. 
VIEWING ANGLE 12( 
11!.8t 
FUSED 38! _ 
- ' SILICA GLASS 
SAFETY
 
GLASS 
Vsewport design. Dimensions we in inches and millimeters. 
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Pallet structure 
The standard U-shaped pallet segments are of 
aeronautic-type construction covered with alumi-
num panels. These panels can be used for mount-
ing lightweight payload equipment. A series of 
hardpoints attached to the main structure of a 
pallet segment allows mounting of heavy payload 
itemL 
The pallet provides basic services, such as: 
* Subsystem and experiment electric power 
buses 
* Experiment power distribution boxes 
* Subsystem and experiment data buses 
* A subsystem RAU and as many as four 
RAU's for experiments 
* Thermal insulation blankets 
* Cold plates and thermal capacitors 
* Plumbing 
In a pallet-only configuration (one to five pal­
lets with no module), the Spacelab subsystem 
equipment that is ordinarily in the module is in­
stalled in the igloo. The igloo, pressurized to 1 
- . 
2 ), has 
volume of 77.69 cubic feet (2.2 cubic meters).
The internal temperature is compatible with corn­
mercial aviation and military equipment require­
ments. The equipment igloo weighs approximately 
1410 pounds (640 kilograms). 
standard atmosphere (101 325 N/m ausable 
GA 
R2-eg6emtfr .pelmmnt mnted on a pt 
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The following list is representative of items the 0 A power control box 
igloo contains. 0 A subsystem power distribution box 
* Three computers * A remote amplifier and advisory box 
* Two input/output units 0 A multiplexer 
* A mass memory - 0 A subsystem interconnecting station 
* Two subsystem RAU's On the ground, access to the igloo interior is 
* An emergency power box through a removable bulkhead. 
* An experiment and a subsystem inverter 
(each 400 hertz) 
HARDPOINTS 
25.4 
6342) 
113.2 59.95 
(28752) (1498.6) 
25.4 
(634.2) 
2.56 (134) 
--- 89.2 (2230) RADIUS 
/ /'N. STATIC PAYLOAD 
EN w '
 
91.44 (2286) LOP/"75(1875) RADIUS , 
RADIUS AI 
RADIUS PAYLOADMAXIMUM 
CYLINDRICAL ENVELOPE 
ENVELOPE 7.6 (1940) 3 Z414,3?
 
16.6 (416) (104515 
640 44.22 (355.6)
58.8 (1470) 
2. HAROPOINT
-
880) /18 7r-1rV(
\ 
SIDE PANELS 
FLOOR PNL
 
Hardpoints and envelope for pallet payloads.
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Instrument pointing gsubsystem 
An instrument pointing subsystem (IPS) can 
provide precision pointing for payloads that require 
greater pointing accuracy and stability than is pro-
vided- by the Orbiter. The IPS can accommodate a 
wide range of payload instruments of different 
sizes and weights. 
The gimbal system is attached to the payload 
when on orbit; and performs the control maneu-
vers required by the observation program. 
During ascent and descent, the payload is physi-
cally separated from the IPS to avoid imposing 
flight loads from the IPS to the payload. The" 
payload is supported by the payload clamp as-
sembly, which distributes the flight loads of the 
payload into the pallet hardpoints. The payload 
clamp assembly is capable of mounting and distrib-
uting the load of a nominal 4410-pound (2000-
kilogram) payload and' the IPS into a single un-
modified pallet without exceeding safe loading con-
ditions. 
The IPS provides three-axis attitude control and 
stabilization for experiments. The typical payloads, 
whose characteristics are shown in an accompany­
ing table, are used as design reference payloads 
except when a requirement specifically states 
otherwise. Pointing and stabilization characteristics 
are summarized in the other table. 
During orbital operations, the IPS is capable of 
continuous operation in full solar illumination or 
in a completely shadowed configuration. 
Overall control of the IPS during normal opera­
tions is exercised from the Spacelab control con­
sole using the keyboard and display of the corn­
mand and data management subsystem. The flight 
operating software is capable of interfacing, 
through the Spacelab subsystem, with the Orbiter 
data-handling system. The IPS control system uses 
this Spacelab subsystem for all normal operations. 
Emergency retraction or jettison is exercised from 
a separate IPS control panel located on the Orbit­
er aft flight deck. 
"Chiacteristi -f no ina payloads with IPS 
Parameter Large payload Small payload 
Mass, lb (kg) ...... .................. 
Dimensions, ft (rn) ................... 
Moment of inertia about payload 
center of gravity, kgrn2 
About axis perpendicular to 
line of sight ........ ................ 
About line-of-sight axis ..... ........... 
Center of gravity offset from center 
of rotation of gimbal axes, ft (ml 
Along line of sight ...... ............. 
Perpendicular to line of sight ....... 
4410(2000) 
(2 by 4) 
1200 
1000 
6.6 (2.5) 
1 (0.30) 
440(200) 
(1 by 1.5) 
20 
25 
4.9 (1.50) 
0.33 (0,10) 
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Attitude control of the payload is based on The IPS provides the following interfaces across 
rate-integrating gyro error signals processed within the gimbal system for use of payloads. 
the Spacelab computer to generate command sig- * Wiring for four independent 800-watt peak 
nals. The rate-integrating gyro package is on the (15 minutes maximum) power loads at 28 volts 
outer gimbal; therefore (aside from distortion or dc; one of the four sets of wiring is capable of 
flexures occurring within the payload), it can carrying 115 volts, ac, 400 hertz 
maintain the payload as an inertially stabilized 0 Wiring for three remote acquisition units 
platform. 6 Ten coaxial cables, each adequate fbr trans-
To correct for gyro drift and to provide an mission of the Orbiter high data rate of the Ku­
absolute attitude reference, a package of optical band signal processor 
sensors is also included. In a stellar mission, this 
would consist of three star trackers; in a solar 
mission, one star tracker would be replaced by a 
solar sensor. 
IPS pointing and stability characteristics 
Parameter Requirement Goal Comment 
Pointing accuracy, arc sec 
Line of sight ........... 2 0.8 1sigma 
Roll ... .................. 40 15 1sigma 
Quiescent stability 
error, arc sec 
Line of sight ........... 1 0.33 1 sigma 
Roll .................... 3 1.6 1 sigma 
Crew motion disturbance8 
error, arc see 
Line of sight ........... 3 1 Peak 
Roll ......... ................ 10 4 Peak 
Stability rate 
Line of sight, 
arc min/sec ........... 1 - Peak 
Roll, arc sec/sec ......... 130 - Peak 
Line of sight, 
are sec/sec ............ - 5 rms
 
Roll, arc sec/sec ......... - 25 rms
 
Pointing range, red 
Line of sight ..... ........... 3.14 (or n) N/A 
Roll ..................... i3.14 (or r) N/A 
Slewing rate, deg/sec ....... 2.5 Maximum
 
aCorresponds to a typical wall push-off by acrewmimber. 
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Utility connections 
Utility lines and routing from the Orbiter to 
the Spacelab interface are provided by the Orbiter. 
Experiment-dedicated lines allow experiment equip-
ment (both in the module and on a pallet) to be 
connected with experiment-supplied equipment in 
the Orbiter aft flight deck. Utility lines from the 
interfaces must be provided as part of the experi-
ment. 
In a pallet-only configuration, utility lines dedi-
cated to experiments are routed to an electrical 
interface plate on the first pallet. 
When both module and pallet are used, utility 
lines are routed from feedthrough connectors in 
the module's aft end cone through a utility sup-
port structure to the pallet. One of the two feed-
through plates is for experiment utilities and the 
other for Spacelab subsystem utilities. The feed-
through plate and utility support structure can ac-
commodate at least 100 twisted shielded pairs 
(American Wire Gauge (AWG) 24)), 20 coaxial 
cables, two 5-kilowatt powerlines (AWG 8), and 
two fluid lines for experiments. Connectors and 
utility lines must be provided with the experi­
ments. 
Inside the module, experiment signal lines can 
be routed between experiment equipment (e.g., 
racks, airlock, items in the center aisle, window, 
etc.), to the feedthrough connectors in the aft end 
cone, and to the connector bracket (which is the 
interface to experiments from the Orbiter) on the 
subfloor of the core segment. The cabling must be 
provided as part of the experiment hardware. 
Routing of experiment signal lines is also pos­
sible between racks on the same and' on opposite 
sides of the module. However, other experiment 
powerlines can be routed only between racks on 
the same side. 
On a pallet, experiment utilities will normally 
be routed on top of the inner pallet panels. 
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Payload resources summary Calculating power available to a payload is 
more complex than estimating mass or volume, be-
The accompanying tables summarize the princi- cause it depends on several other factors. Power 
pal resources available to payloads using the Space- for experiment use depends on the power con­
lab. All accommodations are described in more de- sumption of the basic Spacelab subsystems and is 
tail in the Spaelab Payload Accommodation Hand- also a function of the use of mission-dependent 
book. 
Electrical power and energy resources for payloads 
Parameter 
On-orbit power at electricalEnergy available to power distribution subsystem 
payload during flight, interface, kWb 
kWh (MJ)a 
Maximum continuous Peakc 
123.2 (443.5) 2.5 6.9 
59.2 (213.1) 2.0 6.4 
53= =; 55.2 (198.7) 2.0 6.4 
65.2 (234.7) 2.1 6.5 
W [E . 62.2 (224) 2.1 6.5 
457.6 (1647.4) 4.6 9.4 
Ltmcm 455.6 (1640.2) 4.6 94 
Lrrlzrr_ _ 453.6 (1633) 4.5 9.3 
aFrom basic 890 kWh (3204 MJ) Orbiter supply. Additional energy isavailable only by 
decreasing the mass capacity for experiments 
bwith operation of mission-dependent nondiscretionary equipment. In addition, figures 
for all module configurations assume approximately 1 kW of power is available because some 
discretionary subsystem and mission-dependent equipment is not powered. 
c15 minutes duration for 3-hour intervals. 
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equipment. Therefore, no attempt has been made discretionary subsystem and mission-dependent 
to provide a detailed power budget. To establish equipment have been selected. 
an accurate mission power budget, an extensive The command and data management subsystem 
time-lining effort is required after basic experiment is largely independent from the Orbiter. It pro­
accommodation and functional requirements are vides data acquisition command, formatting, dis­
fixed. In addition, the energy budget has to be play, and recording. Communication with ground 
considered. A maximum amount of power is avail- stations is through the Orbiter's communication 
able to the experiments if no discretionary subsys- system. The communications network and data­
tem or mission-dependent equipment is used, and handling procedures for all STS payloads are de­
a minimum amount of power is available if all the scribed in part 4. 
Heat rejection capabilities and module atmosphere aspects 
Configuration 
Parameter 
Module Pallet 
Atmosphere 
Nominal total pressure, bar (N/m2 ) .. ............ 
Partial oxygen pressure nominal, bar (N/m2 ) ... 
Partial carbon dioxide pressure nominal, bar (N/m 2 ) 
.... 
........ 
...... 
1.013 t 0.13 (101 300 ± 13 000) 
.220 ± 017 (22 000 ± 17 00) 
0067 (670) 
(igloo) 
1.096 (960) a 
.035 (3 50 0 )b 
Cabin air temperature, 'F (K) .......... ................ 64 to 81 (291 to 300) 95 (308)c 
Minimum humidity (dewpoint), OF (K) ........... 43(279) 
Maximum relative humidity, percent ............ 
Maximum allowable internal wall temperature, 0 F (K) ..... 
70 
113(318) 
Air velocity in habitable area, ft/sec (m/sec) ................ 0.33 to 0.66 (0.1 to 0 2) 
Total heat transport capability,d kW ............. 8.5 8.5 
Prelaunch/postlanding power,d kW 
GSE connected 
Orbiter powered down ............................ Same as operational phase 
Orbiter powered up ................... 1.5 1.5 
Ascent/descent .... .......... . .......... 1.5 1.5 
Peak heat rejection capabilityd 
For payload power peaks during operational 
phase, kcW .... ..................... 12.4 12.4 
Minimum interval between peaks, min .... . ... 165 165 
aMaximum gaseous nitrogen differential pressure. 
bMinimum gaseous nitrogen differential pressure. 
CMaximum internal temperature.
 
dAvailable to payload and Spacelab subsystems.
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Command and data-handling resources 
Payload data acquisition 
Housekeeping and low rate scientific data (to computer via SAU's) 
Number of remote acquisition units (RAU's) of basic system ........... ....................... 8 
Maximum number of RAU's (extension capability) ........ ......................... .... . . 22 
Number of flexible inputs (analog or digital) per RAU ............ .......................... 128 
Analog: resolution of analog/digital conversion, bit ........ .............................. 8 
Discrete: number of inputs addressable asgroup ........ ........................... ..... 16 
Number of serial pulse code modulation inputs per RAU ............ ......................... 4 
Clock rate, Mb/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Maximum number of words transferred per sample ....... ........................... ..... 32 
Word lengths, bit .................. ......................................... 17 
Maximum basic sampling rate, Hz ........... .................................. ..... 100 
Data rate of transfer RAU/computer (including overhead), Mb/sec. ........... ..................... 1 
Wideband scientific data 
Number of experiment channets of the high rate multiplexer (HRM) ..... ..... ... ............... 16 
Minimum data rate of HRM input channels, kb/sec ............. ......................... 64 
Maximum data rate of HRM input channels, Mb/sec ............ ........................... 16 
Number of closed circuit television video input channels ............ ......................... 1 
Number of 4.2-MHz analog chanrnels ................ .................................. 1 
Data transmission to ground 
Nominal data rate for housekeeping and low rate scientific data from 
subsystem and experiment computer, kb/sec ........ .............................. ...... 64 
Maximum data rate for wideband scientific data (via TDRSS), Mb/sec .......... ..................... 50 
Maximum data rate of high rate digital recorder (HRDR) bridging 
TDRSS noncoverage periods, Mb/sec ............... .................................. 32 
Storage capability of HRDR, bit .............. ...................................	 3.6 X 1010
 
Payload command capability 
Telecommand rate from ground via Orbiter, kb/sec .... ........................ ........... 2
 
Number of on/off command outputs per RAU ... .. ............... ......... . ........ 64
 
Number of serial pulse code modulation command channels per RAU .......... ..................... 4
 
Clock rate. Mb/sec. ..... ................... .. .......... ..................... 1
 
Maximum number of words per command .......... ............................... ..... 32
 
Word length (including parity bit), bit ............... ................................. 17
 
Payload data processing and displays 
Data processing" 
Word length, bit .................. .......................................... 16 
Speed (Gibson mix), operations/sec......................................... 350 000
 
Floating point arithmatic, bit ............. .. .................................. 32 (24+8)
 
Mass memory, Mbit ........ .... . ....................................... 131
 
Display: 	 alphanumerical display screen (tri-color 
diagonal, in. (cm) ............. ....................................... ... 12 (30.5) 
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Mission scenarios 
In order to orient the user In the uses of 
Spacelab, the results of a number of Spacelab con-
ceptual mission studies are described in the follow-
ing pages. Included are types of missions, their 
goals, and basic experiment equipment. These de-
scriptions can be used for planning purposes, but 
none has been specifically approved as a NASA 
mission. For missions supporting specific disciplines 
in basic science or technology, NASA will provide 
specialized research and development facilities and 
equipment 
These Spacelab missions will concentrate on in-
tense, short-term investigations and will, therefore, 
complement those long-term observations programs 
that use free-flying satellites. Payload operations 
studies have been directed at providing the greatest 
scientific return from each mission while most ef-
fectively using the resources of the Spacelab, the 
standardized experiment equipment, the individual 
experimenter's equipment, and the expertise of the 
crew. The payload specialist, trained by the user 
and working with ground-based scientists and tech-
nicians, is an integral part of the plan. 
The modular design of the Spacelab and of the 
specialized experiment equipment permits their re-
peated use in long-range program planning. They 
provide broad flexibility to accommodate the di-
verse -needs- of both- large -and- small- users. The-
available equipment, as, well' as the number of 
planned missions, can be varied in response to 
user interests and requirements. The equipment can 
be used as part of mixed payloads as well. 
Three levels of user involvement in these spe­
cialized missions are defined. 
1. The user provides the complete experiment 
unit, both the facilities and the detectors or sam­
pies. 
2. The user provides only the experiment, 
which will be accommodated by standardized, 
NASA-provided equipment. 
3. The user receives data generated on a mis­
sion (such as Earth observations images or tapes), 
but provides no actual experiment or hardware. 
Planned missions will involve space processing, 
advanced technology, Earth viewing, life sciences, 
astronomy, astrophysics, solar physics, and- terres­
trial physics. Sources of information about these 
specific missions are listed with the description of 
each. 
For all missions, NASA will manage Spacelab 
operational activities. These include experiment in­
tegration, payload specialist training, checkout, 
flight operations, refurbishment, and data acquisi­
tion, preliminary processing, and distribution. 
Additional information about the Spacelab Pro­
gram in general is available in the United States 
from the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis­
tration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Mail Code NAO1, Marshall Space Flight Center, 
Ala. 35812; Telephone (205) 453-4610; FTS 
872-4610. In Europe, Spacelab information is avail­
able from the- European Space -Agency, 8-10 Rue 
Mario Nikis, 75738-Paris Cedex 15, France. 
7'. 
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Astrophysics payloads Parallel control capability of the APP instru-
The astrophysics payloads (APP) project involves ments allows the payload specialist to react to un­
a set of instruments that will be used to investi- expected mission events, while ground-based experi­
gate a wide range of long-term scientific problems ment operations in the Payload Operations Control 
in astrophysics, including the following. Center (POCC) supplement the payload specialist's 
* Origin and future of matter usual activities. 
* Nature of the universe Experiments will be controlled and monitored 
* Life cycle of the Sun and stars by the payload spe6ialist on the Orbiter aft flight 
* Evolution of solar systems deck, Experiments will be controlled from the 
The small instrument pointing system (SIPS) has POCC during rest periods for the payload special­
been designed to meet the 1 arc-second accuracy ist., 
with sub-arc-second stability pointing needs of Real-time data will be provided to ground-based 
many ultraviolet, optical, and infrared instruments, experimenters. 
Thermal and contamination control is provided Preprogrammed observation sequences will be 
- by a thermal canister, used and the payload specialist will be able to 
During periods when optical and ultraviolet oh- continuously monitor the computer-controlled oper­
servations may be affected by the light backscat- ations by use of -a status panel and readout sys­
tered from gas clouds in the vicinity of the Orbit- tem. 
er. it will be operated in a free-drift mode. The Many mission objectives can be met in 7 days, 
Instrument pointing systems will compensate for although major problems will require multiple or 
attitude variations, extended flights. One exception is data from the 
1110811"tI,-aaw mfl tmsvy .ufipwstl2­
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gamma-ray spectrometer, which is expected to 
meet approximately 50 percent of its objectives in 
a 7-day flight. For the planned studies of solar 
evolution, all instruments except one are expected 
to attain mission objectives through use of 7-day 
flights. The medium-energy gamma-ray detector is 
expected to observe approximately 60 percent of 
its targets. Because of these exceptions, missions 
of 20 or more days are being considered. 
The initial APP flights will be launched from 
KSC into a 216-nautical-mile (400-kilomete) circu-
.lar orbit at an inclination of 21r Two APP mis-
dons are tentatively scheduled for late 1981 and 
late 1982. More information about the APP flights 
Is available from the Office of Space Science, Mail 
Code S, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, Washington, D.C. 20546. 
Typical astrophysics instrumentationop
onfguraionopenand ouning
and mounting configuration 
Confiuration 
Instrument Origin and stellar 
future of matter evolution 
studies studies 
Ultraviolet photometr/ 

polarimeter 112SIPS 1/2SIPS

Highreolutlon ultraviolet 

qpctrograph 1/2SIPS 1/2 SIPS 
Narrow field imaging 
telescope and 
objective spectrognh 1/2 SIPS 
SX-ray dletactor/counter Instrumentintint I,nstrumentintngt 
pointing pointing 
system system
High-resolution gamma 
ray spectrometer Pallet 

Extnreme ultraviolat 

imaging telesipelfreasred 1/2 SIPS
Small ogenic 
temcope 1/2 SIPS 
Madium-energy gamma 
ray detector Pallet 
Conic radiation electron 
d elvictorlstro n r I_Pallet 
Solr physics payloads 
The Spacelab solar physics payloads (SPP) mis­
sions involve instruments designed to obtain data 
that will be used to understand the fundamental 
physical processes of energy production in the 
solar interior, the transport of this energy through 
the solar atmosphere, and its ultimate dissipation 
through radiation, acceleration of plasma, and the 
solar wind. 
The emphasis of the early SPP missions will be 
on solar/terrestrial interactions. The two specific 
areas identified for initial investigation are the 
solar wind/Sun Interface and high-energy accelera­
tion processes. 
More specifically, the investigation of the solar 
wind/Sun interface has the following objectives. 
* Define boundary conditions to the solar wind 
In the lower corona 
* Confirm solar wind emission from regions ofn m g ei fel
magnetic field 
0 Evaluate energy deposition and magnetic field 
divergence 
0 Evaluate solar wind modulation processes 
* Evaluate terrestrial consequences to the ob­
served coronal variations 
The objectives of the study of high-energy ac­
celeration processes of the Sun are summarized asfollows. 
0 Observe particle acceleration sites to define 
particle acceleration processes 
0 Observe outer corona for trapping of high­
energy particles and sites of energy dissipation 
* Correlate acceleration processes with stressed 
solar magnetic fields to develop a predictive capa­
bility for impulsive events 
0 Correlate impulsive events and energetic puti­
de emission with terrestrial effects 
These objectives reflect the problem-oriented 
approach of the SPP. Instruments for these mis­
sions can be accommodated on a five-pallet config­
uration. 
The SPP will be controlled either from the pay­
load station on the Orbiter aft flight deck or the 
Payload Operation s Control Center (PO CC ) on the 
ground. Experimenters and mission operations per­
sonnel on the ground will be able to assist the 
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payload specialist with unexpected changes in ob-
servables on the solar disk. Primary control of all 
instruments will be assigned to the payload special-
ist, who will be trained to provide assistance with 
the analysis of malfunctions and to conduct criti-
cal mission operations in order to remedy the mal-
functions. 
Operationally equivalent controls and displays 
will be employed aboard the Orbiter and in the 
POCC. Experimenters will be provided with real­
time data to assum maximum instrument use and 
productivity. 
Two fully operational software packages will be 
available to provide for an interchange of the pi-
mary and secondary mission objectives of the 
flight Ground-based computer capacity will supple-
ment the Spacelab computer capabilities where re-
quired. 
The orbit chosen for the SPP flights is a 
254-nautical-mile (470-kilometer) circular one at
. 33 inclination launched from KSC near the 
winter solstice. A preliminary schedule has been 
prepared for launches in 1981 and 1982. Integra-
tion and testing is expected to take about 6 
months before each flight and launch site activities 
will require another 2 months. 
Although the standard 7-day flight will meet 
the minimum mission objectives, three-dimensional 
obsevations of solar phenomena are best con-
ducted over a period comparable to the. 27-day 
solar rotation period. Therefore, flights of 15 days 
or longer are likely. 
More information about the SPP flights Is 
available from the Office of Space Science. Mail 
Code S, National Aeronautics and Space Adminis­
tration, Washington, D.C. 20546. 
Typical solar physics instrumentation 
Instrment study 
Solr Acceleration 
windlSun prouess 
X t 
Whie light coreogriph X X 
Ultralolet scanning 
wectvte X 
X-ray ectrometer/specitogap 
Extremeultravioletand 
X-ra nmectromer X 
Extreme ultraviotet 
monitor X 
Extremeultraviolet 
nsectraoliraphHard X-ry coilliator X X X 
Helioscope X 
Hard X-ray wectromrter X 
Solar ganm ray 
Itelescope X I 
Sd.p hf In Odfti,-.nery eefilgmutlof 
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Malnnmd physlcs laboratory Representative flight requirements 
A dedicated Spacelab will be used for the 
atmosphere. magnetosphere, and plams-in-space 
(AMPS) project, which consists of a manned phyir 
Ica laboratory for conducting a large variety of sci-
entific experiments and observations. 
The objective of the AMPS project is to assist 
in developing a comprehensive understanding of 
the region surrounding the Earth. This Involves 
studying the Earth's electric and magnetic field 
system, energetic particle and electromagnetic wave 
interactions, physical processes associated with the 
motion of bodies in rarefied plasmas, and the 
chemistry and dynamics of the upper atmosphere. 
A number of basic instruments haw been de-
fined to support experimentation In this area of 
physical investigation. The instruments and the ex­
periments that they support are suown for two 
typical flights. 
ACCELERATOR 
AS 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SENSOR PACKAGE 
Equipment location for reprsentatie initial flight of this sscializod 
Requirement Used Allowable 
Payload mass. kg 3448 5500 Center of gravity ......... Within limits
 
RCS propellant. kg.......... 1829 2851
 
OMSpropellant, kg ........ 9814 10530
 
Electrical energy, kWh ......... 229 391
 
Peak electrical power, kW ....... 4.0 8.0
 
Average power, kWload..........2.1
 
instructions . l.......... 50 000 64000
 
Maximum computer throughput, 
thousand opations/sec ...... <10 320 
Maximum data rte, 6A 50 
.. 
VECTOR
 
MAGNETOMETER
 
LIDAR 
ATMOSPHERIC 
laboratory. 
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Engineering analyses and design layouts show analyses show that the experiments can be con­
that the instruments for both flights can be ac- ducted within the constraints of the Spaomlab and 
commodated and serviced in the short module/ STS, as is illustrated for one flight Operational 
three-pallet Spacelab configuration. Operational procedures for two experiments are also shown. 
Representative experiment instrument complement 
Experiments 
Active instruments 
Gas roles. X X 
Electron accelerator X X X 
Supporing insruments 
Vector magnetometer X X X 
Level 1 diagnostics X 
Level 2 diagnostic; X X X 
Quartz crystal microbdance X 
Atmospheic arr 
LWar 
Optical bendin!W X X X X 
Infrared radiometer X 
Infrared Interfeomete x 
Envronmntatamor pckage x X X X X 
Sa flux monitor X 
- - - 100 km ALTITUDE 
THERMAL RADIATION FROM 
INFRARED I E ..... ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS 
Prmedm muenent of atanoiud eoetltwents on a dy AMPS flight. 
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The AMPS flight system and its operation are 
designed to complement the STS command, con-
trol, and communications network. Ground support 
is provided for activity replanning, payload hard-
ware performance assessment, fault isolation assess-
ment of scientific data, and the like. The scientific 
flight crew, therefore, can concentrate on scientific 
observations and make on-the-spot decisions. 
Controls and displays have been designed to 
provide direct crew involvement with the irvestig-
tions. A high degree of standardization with mini-
mum changes from flight to flight is stressed. Ex-
Second flight experiment 
Instruments0 
Active instruments 
Radlofrequency sounder X 
Chemical gas release X 
Test body X 
Supporting instruments 
Magnetometer x X X 
Langmuir probe K K K 
Neutral mass spectrometer K X 
lon mass and distribution X X x 
Atmospheric array 
Lidar 
Optical band imager X X 
Ultraviolet-visible spectrometer 
Cryogenic limb scanner 
Cryogenic infrared interferometer 
Environmental sensor package x x 
Solar flux monitor 1 
tensive use is made of Spacelab keyboard and 
cathode-ray tube (CRT) interfaces with the experi­
ment computer to control instruments and support 
equipment Some special controls and displays are 
incorporated to provide flexibility. Both automated 
and manual controls are included in the flight 
system to enhance the crew's ability to make deci­
dons and adjustment; during the experiments. 
Flight plans, crew procedures, crew training pro­
cedures, and flight data file material will be in 
modular form to provide flexibility and limit 
changes needed from flight to flight 
instrument complement 
Experiments 
X 
x 
X x x X 
x 
X K K K K 
X x 
X X K K 
X x K x 
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The AMPS concept assumes that each new item 
of equipment will be qualified for flight before it 
becomes part of the equipment inventory. 
Detailed analytic models will be developed and 
refined by incorporating data from all ground tests 
and from the early flights. These models will be 
used to analytically verify the flight readiness of 
subsequent payload assemblies. This process is 
aimed at reducing the test program in later flights. 
Analytic models will include dynamic, structural, 
thermal, contamination, and electromagnetic
interference. 
More information about the AMPS project can 
be obtained from the Office of Space Science,
Mail Code S,National Aeronautics and Space Ad­
ministration, Washington, D.C. 20546. 
ENVIRONMENTAL a 
SENSOR PACKAGE 
LOW-ENERGY
 
ELECTRONS CHEMICAL
 
RELEASE
 
/ .,HIGH 
ENERGY 
ELECTRONS ,W 
A pirupod experiment isthe thermite vFale of barium at 
high latitude. This mm sdstantl conductivity imra. 
lading to te downward atcetlion and dumping of high­
eerlgy electros ancd the upward acceleration of lowtenryW
lectrons. Electric fields both ang Ep and perpendular EL to 
the maeti ftld Bwill be gomnited. 
Advanced technology laboratory 
The advanced technology laboratory (ATL) is a 
Spacelab mission with emphasis on technology ob­
jectives. It represents the space research laboratory
of the 1980's, providing the researcher with vac­
uum conditions, null gravity, a benign environ­
ment, the recovery of experiment equipment, and 
quick-response space research. 
The ATL provides a new dimension in the de­
velopment of spaceborne systems: the flight test. 
It is an organized, systematic approach for con­
tinuing and extending research and technology ef­
forts into space. 
// 
Two views of a large power element kinfated Into a 
zto zK.. conflguration. 
0 
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The ATL offers several advantages to users: it 
provides system and subsystem developers the ca­
pability to conduct economical testing under actual 
flight conditions; it extends the capabilities of the 
ground-based research laboratory into space and 
permits participation by onboard specialists; it 
offers the capability to develop techniques, sensors, 
systems, or subsystems to establish the technical 
base for future systems; and it allows users to 
retain control of their experiments. 
Accommodations of ATL are identical to those 
of Spacelab. A typical configuration, composed of 
a short module and two pallets, is illustrated. A 
representative set of advanced space research exper­
iments is integrated in this arrangement. 
Pallet-only configurations are also possible for 
experiment hardware better suited to those config­
urations. Equipment, such as that shown in an ac­
companying figure, has been devised to remove ex­
periments from canistem and deploy those experi­
ments at a sufficient distance to neutralize the Or­
biter's influence. For example, a large antenna can 
be deployed from its canister and operated; then, 
when the experiment is completed, it can either 
be refurled and stowed in the canister for return 
to Earth, or it can be jettisoned. 
The operational flexibility afforded by the vari­
ous configurations - module only, pallets only, or 
module plus pallets- will meet a wide variety of 
requirements for creative space experiments. Flight 
durations for the ATL will normally be 7 days. 
The NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space 
Technology sponsors the ATL, and is responsible 
Antena in a Pallet-only configurntien dtown both stowed 
end deployed. 
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for the necessary integration and mission manage-
ment effort. Some experiment development is 
funded by that office and flight assignments are 
made for other promising technology experiments. 
The ATL project office provides integration and 
interface program planning data to' candidate re-
searchers and to support experiment evaluation by 
the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology. 
It can also plan and implement payloads after 
they have been selected. The ATL project office 
provides an experimenter with a single point of 
contact for detailed integration, schedules, and ex­
periment planning information. Modest documenta­
tion is required. 
More information about the advanced tech­
nology. laboratory is available from the Office of 
Aeronautics and Space Technology, Shuttle/ 
Spacelab, Mail Code RS, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, Washington, D.C_ 20546, tel­
ephone (202) 755-8505, FTS 755-8506. 
Representative module interior for the advanced technology laboratory. 
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Earth-viewing application laboratory 
The Earth-viewing application laboratory (EVAL) 
planned by NASA is a Shuttle/Spacelab project 
that utilizes elements of the Space Transportation 
System, experiment carriers, support equipment, 
and sensor instruments to carry out missions in 
the disciplines of Earth resources, communications 
and navigation, Earth and ocean dynamics, weather 
and climate, and environmental quality/pollution. -
Missions and experiments that address technique-
development, sensor development, application devel-
opment, and operational data collection are roles 
for EVAL flights. In technique development, early 
investigations of underlying scientific principles are 
examined to determine the best method for ob­
tamining -operational data on subsequent Shuttle or 
satellite flights. The major technique developments 
anticipated on initial EVAL flights are multiparam­
eter radar signatures for various phenomena. 
Sensor development missions are intended to 
provide the engineering evaluation required to 
finalize sensor design for future space missions. In 
this manner, incremental buildup of the sensor can 
be accommodated and performance verification and 
calibration can be accomplished. 
The EVAL can also be used for application de­
velopment missions in which a prototype end-to­
end applications system is exercised to demonstrate 
operational potential. 
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Finally, EVAL can serve as an operational plat-
form to perform applications missions and acquire 
information for operational resource managers. This 
role can have immediate human impact and be of 
significant monetary value to the, ultimate user. 
Payloads for EVAL will be planned to take ad-
vantage of common equipment requirements and 
derive synergistic benefits from combining mutually 
compatible experiments on the samd flight. This 
characteristic, plus the frequent flight opportunities 
offered by the STS, will contribute significantly to 
controlling the cost of development programs. 
Further enhancement of Earth-viewing projects 
will accrue from the unique resources provided by 
the Shuttle and Spacelab. These include onboard 
data processing, accurate pointing and vehicle sta-
bility, timely recovery of hard-copy data and mis-
sion hardware, broad capabilities for orbital place-
ment, and rapid turnaround of hardware and soft-
ware. Another key resource, of course, will be the 
presence of people on orbit, where they can parti-
cipate directly in mission and experiment opera-
tions, assist real-time data reduction, and provideflexibility in real-time responses to unplanned tar-
geting opportunities 	and nonnominal conditions. 
Development of EVAL payloads involves pro-
grammatic planning by the NASA Office of Appli-
cations and the eventual determination of flight as­
signments. Early assessment of candidate missions 
will be done in cooperation with the Office of 
Space Flight to determine their compatibility with 
the capabilities and resources available from the 
Shuttle and Spacelab. The NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center has been assigned the responsibility 
for developing the EVAL payloads. A Payload Op-
erations Control Center is available for on-orbit ex-
periment monitoring, evaluation, and control. 
Inquiries from those interested in participating 
in the EVAL project are actively encouraged, al­
though implementation plans for these flights are 
still tentative. Information is available from the 
Assistant Associate Administrator for the Office of 
Applications, Mail Code EB, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, Washington, D.C. 20546. 
Specific EVAL missions being considered 
Earth resources 	 * World crop survey 
* Vegetation stress 
-* Urban planning
0 Timber inventory 
. Mineral survey 
* Water inventory 
Weather and climate 	 0 Cloudl climatology 
* Ozone mapping 
a Solar energy monitoring 
* Atdtospheric X-ray emission 
* Weather modification 
Earth and ocean dynamics 	 9 Crustal motionsf Geomagnetic fields 
* Sea surface temperature 
* Ocean currents 
* Ocean waves 
* Geoid measurements 
Environmental quality/ * Stratospheric pollution 
pollution * Tropospheric trace constituents 
* Radiative flux changes 
* Thermal balance
 
e Water pollution
 
Communication and * Electromagnetic mapping
 
navigation 	 * Data collection
 
a Search and rescue
 
C Propagation effects
 
* Laser communications 
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Life sciences experiments 
The project for in-orbit life sciences payloads is 
being developed by the NASA Office of Space 
Science to use the Spacelab to conduct research in 
the null gravity and altered environments (radia-
tion, acceleration, light, magnetic fields, etc.) of 
space. The Shuttle/Spacelab presents a unique 
capability to perform numerous experiments in all 
fields of life sciences; i.e., biomedicine, vertebrates, 
man/system integration, invertebrates, environment 
control, plants, cells, tissues, bacteria, and viruses. 
Broad objectives are to use the space environment 
to further knowledge in medicine and biology for 
application to terrestrial needs, as well as to en-
sure human well-being and performance in space. 
The project is structured for the widest -partici-
pation from the public and private sectors and is 
characterized by low-cost approaches, many flight 
opportunities, short experiment turnaround times, 
provisions for qualified investigators to fly with 
their experiments, and maximum use of existing or 
modified off-the-shelf hardware. 
Initially, 7-day missions are scheduled with the 
Spacelab dedicated to life sciences experiments. 
Eventually, dedicated flights as long as 30 days 
are envisioned. The carrier will generally consist of 
the pressurized 'Spacelab module with racks and 
payload support equipment; pallets may or may 
not be used. The Spacelab will be outfitted with 
selected common operational research equipment 
(listed in the table) especially acquired to support 
the project. For a given flight, 10 to 20 life sci­
ences experiments will be carefully selected and 
developed that can be operated by one or two 
onboard payload specialists. These specialists may 
be supported by other onboard crewmembers and 
may receive real-time and off-line support from 
ground-based scientists and engineers via air-to­
ground data, television, and voice communications 
links to the POCC and to remote monitoring 
areas. Several dedicated life sciences Spacelab mis­
sions are currently planned. 
Typical common operational research equipment 
Function Equipment 
Blood sample Freezer, clinical centrifuge, hematocrit reader, radiation detector 
Urinanalysis Total solids refractometer, pH meter, freezer, refrigerator 
Cardiovascular function Limb plethysmogram, cardiotachometer, phonocardiogram,oscilloscope, 
biomedical recorder 
Small vertebrate Glove box, surgical table, mass measurement device, veterinary kit, 
physiology small vertebrate holding facility 
Primate monitoring Telemetry receiver, bipmedical recorder, oscilloscope, primate holding unit 
Cell, tissue growth, Microscope, still camera, colony chamber, biological specimen holding 
morphogenesis facility incubator 
Vestibular function Rotating chair, electrocardiograph, electroencephalograph, electromyograph, 
electro-oculograph, cardiotachometer, biomedical recorder 
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A representative life sciences laboratory layout generally be designed to require a minimum of in­
is shown. This and other typical Spacelab configu- flight crew time for operation or maintenance and 
rations will support medical/biological/technologcal will minimize inflight control and data 
applications experiments on subjects of man, pd- ransmission. Shared Spacelab missions (with mini­
mates, small vertebrates, plants, cells, and tissues, laboratories) will be similar in all respects to the 
and will provide null gravity research capability for dedicated Spacelab missions except that the life 
advanced life support systems, sciences experiments will make up only a part of 
Other payload configurations will consist of the payload. One or more racks will usually con­
carry-on laboratories and minilaboratories, which tain not only the necessary common operational
will be designed to fit either in the Orbiter mid research equipment and subsystems, but also the 
deck or in the Spacelab. Carry-on laboratories will experiments they support. 
LOWER BODY 
NEGATIVE PRESSUREDVCSPACE LAB CONTROL Box 
-low VERTEBRATE 
~CAGS 
-- PRIMATE 
GLMOASU NEVDEVIC 
WAST 
STORAGE ,. 
REFRIGERATORS ..iROTATING 
AND FREEZERS 
SURGICAL . 
"ERGOMETER : - MEASURING DEVICE 
STORAGE - ­
TV~ld lAo for a Spawlab dufae to lUse miming wit powfle tocatirs of cer ta sisde and stuboard rad. 
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The development and handling sequence for life 
sciences experiments will involve the following. 
* Issuing of announcements of opportunity on 
a periodic basis (enough for 2 or 3 years of mis-
sions) by the NASA Office of Space Science, sub-
mittal of the experiment proposal by the investi-
gator, and selection by NASA. 
* Assignment of the experiment to a NASA de-
velopment center (Ames Research Center for those 
involving animals and JSC for those involving 
humans), experiment development by the principal 
investigator, and delivery of the experiment to the 
development center for verification/checkout, 
* Mounting of experiments In flight racks, 
checkout, rack integration, integrated testing/ 
training, research equipment integration, and POCC 
interfacing at JSC. 
0 Transfer of integrated experiments to KSC 
for higher level integration, checkout, preflight pre­
paration, launch, and return. 
The life sciences payloads project is in the 
formative stages. Data given here are intended to 
serve only as a guide to the prospective experi­
menter. Additional information is available from 
NASA Director for Life Sciences, Mail Code SB, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington D.C. 20546. 
0.0 
Training in aSpanish lifeslamo inackup. 
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. UPPER STAGES
 
The expendable upper stage is a reliable, simple, 
low-cost vehicle for spacecraft missions with alti-
tudes, inclinations, and trajectories beyond the 
basic Shuttle capability. The upper stage systems 
consist of one or more solid-propellant propulsive 
stages, airborne support equipment, ground support 
equipment, software, and unique facilities, 
Two upper stage systems are currently planned. 
A solid propellant spinstabilized stage called the 
spinning solid upper stage (SSUS) is designed for 
Atlas-Centaur and Delta classes of missions. The 
solid propellant three-axis-stabilized interim upper 
stage (IUS) is intended for boosting single or mul­
tiple spacecraft to higher orbits and escape trajec­
tories. 
. - sued mper Intut1f Umr ap . 
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Spinning solid upper stage 
The SSUS, being planned by the NASA. relies 
upon an initially imparted delta-velocity and spin 
momentum for trajectory and stability control to 
boost a single spacecraft to a predetermined desir-
nation or apogee. The SSUS capability is compare-
hie to current expendable launch vehicles. 
The Shuttle Orbiter performs the initial point-
ing, spin up and release of the SSUS, similar to 
that performed by the first two stages of the 
Delta three-stage launch vehicle. The SSUS per-
forms the function of the Delta third stage for 
SATELLITE zjat 
"V" CLAMP SATELLITE SEPARATION J I 
S6US ATTACHMENT TRUNNIONS 
transfer orbit injection. This approach will simplify 
the user's ransition from expendable vehicles to 
the STS, with the added advantage of multiple 
spacecraft launches or shared launches with other 
payloads being possible. The result will be a signif­
icantly lower cost to the user per spacecraft 
launch. 
The SSUS is designed to accommodate two pri­
mary classes of spacecraft: the Delta class, which 
requires 2000 to a maximum of 2400 pounds 
(900 to 1088 kilograms) to be put into geosyn­
chronous transfer orbit, and the Atlas-Centaur 
clans, which requires 4000 to a maximum of 4400 
SPIN TABLEPIVOT' POINT 
CONTROLL 
ILATCH (TYPICAL'I FN TABLE 
ALL TORQUE MOTORSTRUNNIONSI-
ORBITER CARGO BAY LONEINS 
CRADLE ATTACHMENT TRNN ERECTING 
CRADLE ASSEMBLY
 
Diagram of SSUS structure in ow" bay. 
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pounds (1800 to 1996 kilograms) to be put into 
geosynchronous transfer orbit. It is expected that 
four Delta class (SSUS-D) or two Atlas-Centaur 
(SSUS-A) class stages with spacecraft can be car-
ried on a single Shuttle flight. One or two SSUS/ 
spacecraft may also share a flight with other Or-
biter payloads, 
For a nominal geosynchronous mission, the 
Shuttle Orbiter places the payload into a 160-
nautical-mile (296-kilometer) circular orbit inclined 
at 28.5o. After checkout, the SSUS and spacecraft 
are spun up and deployed by the Orbiter. Initial 
stabilization position, attitude, and the perigee ve-
locity vectors are obtained from the Orbiter. The 
spin-up procedures are initiated and controlled 
from the Orbiter aft flight deck. Spin capability 
of up to 100 rpm for the SSUS-D and 65 rpm 
for the SSUS-A is available from the airborne sup­
port equipment (ASE) spin-up mechanism. After 
the SSUS and spacecraft are released; the Orbiter 
maneuvers to a safe distance. The SSUS and Or­
biter coast in the parking orbit for approximately 
45 minutes until the appropriate crossing of the 
Equator. At this time, the SSUS motor fires and 
injects the SSUS/spacecraft into a 160- 1y 
19 323-nautical-mile (296- by 35786-kilometer) 
geosynchronous transfer orbit. 
SSUS tilt/spin table mounted in the Orbiter cargo bay. 
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Interim upper stage 
The IUS, under development by the Department 
of Defense (DOD), relies upon a three-axis stabil-
ized propulsive and avionics system for trajectory 
and stability control to place larger class spacecraft 
or multiple spacecraft in Earth orbit, or to place 
planetary spacecraft on escape trajectories. The 
IUS has the potential for simple and standard op-
erational and functional interfaces with the space-
craft, Orbiter, supporting facilities, and ground 
equipment for a wide range of missions. Spacecraft 
are cantilevered from the interface adapter and all 
services to and from the spacecraft are through 
GEOSYNCHRONOUS 
the IUS. Deployment is by means of the remote 
manipulator system. 
The IUS family consists of a basic two-stage 
vehicle with three- and four-stage configurations 
fr the high-energy missions. The two-stage vehicle 
can accomplish all of the projected DOD and 
NASA Earth-orbital missions. The three-stage ve­
hile is formed by adding another large motor as 
a lower stage to the two-stage vehicle. The four­
stage vehicle is formed by adding an existing 
motor to the three-stage vehicle. The three- and 
four-stage vehicles are required for the Earth 
escape missions. 
CIRCULAR 12-HR ELLIPTIC PLANETARY 
APOGEE JUPITER ORBITER ' 
19323N MI. (35786km) 21450N. Mi,(39725km1l
_ 
PROBE-"'"R 3307 LBPROBE 
5000 LB K---. 

(2268 kg) r 
5000 LB (2270 kg) 6000 LB (2720 kg) 

TO TO 12 HR 

GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 

FT ~~178 
149 FT(543 MIl 
(454ni 
DOD AND NASA DOD 
Wo-STAGE TWIN-STAGE 
32 00 LS (14 S15 kg) 48 SOO LB (22 O kg) 
.0150_k,~L 
C3 -80 km 2/SECZ 
6000 LB MARS MOBILE
 
2"22 kg) LANDER
 
11 023 LE 
(5000 kg) 
C3) 15 k.21eECZ 
PERIGEEe 
s0N MI. 
(649 kin) 
10 000 LB (4540 kg) 1200 LB (540 kg) 
TO INNER TO OUTER 
PLANETARY PLANETARY
 
3323 FT 
276I FT (10.15 MI 
88M 
NASA NASA 
PLANETARY PLANETARY PIONEER 
55 000 LB (24 950 kg) 58 200.LB (26 400 kg) 
Preliminary performance options of the IUS configurations. (Final performance data will be available late in 1977. 
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LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
 
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDFF), 
being developed by the NASA Office of Aero-
nautics and Space Technology, is a reusable, un-
manned gravity-gradient-stabilized, free-flying struc-
ture. It can accommodate many, technology, sci-
ence, and applications experiments, both passive 
and active, that require exposure to space. The 
LDEF provides an easy and economical means for 
conducting these experiments. Users are expected 
to include governments, universities, and industries 
in both the United States and other countries. 
Though not considered an STS element, it is 
available to users from NASA and is delivered by 
the STS. The Space Shuttle Orbiter places the 
LDEF in Earth orbit, where it remains, for 6 
months or more until another Shuttle flight re­
trieves it and returns it to Earth. In orbit, the 
Orbiter remote manipulator system removes the 
LDEF from the cargo bay. The longitudinal axis 
of the LDEF is aligned with the local Earth verti­
cal, other required orientations are established, and 
the angular velocities are brought within specified 
limits. The LDEF is then released into a circular 
orbit of approximately 300 nautical miles (556 kil-
ometers) with an inclination to the equatorial 
plane between 28.50 and 570 . Gravity-gradient sta­
bilization is used in combination with a viscous 
magnetic damper to null transients. Initially, the 
LDEF undergoes large periodic motions. Within 8 
days, the steady-state point is within 20 of local the longitudi-Earth vertical and oscillations about 
nal axis are within 50. The maximum acceleration 
level at release is 1 x 10"3g and the maximum 
lively with the LDEF Project Office at the NASA 
Langley Research Center in establishing that the 
experiment is safe to fly and will not adversely 
affect other experiments on the LDEF. 
The "natural" orbital environment (acceleration, 
ambient atmosphere, particle flux, magnetic field, 
and solar radiation) combines with the predicted 
YAW AXIS 
ROLL AXIS 
%%\ 
VELOCITY 
steady-state acceleration is 1 x 1098g. The 
period ranges from 92.8 to 95.6 minutes. 
the planned exposure the altitude decays 
20 nautical miles 37 kilometers). 
After the Orbiter lands and the LDEF 
orbital 
During 
about 
is re­
moved from the cargo bay, the experiments are 
removed and returned to the experimenter. 
For passive experiments, data measurements will 
be made in the laboratory before and after expo­
sure to space conditions. Power, data storage, andEARTH 
other data-gathering systems may be necessary for LOCAL 
active experiments. These must be provided by the VERTICAL 
experimenter as an integral part of the experiment 
assembly. Each experimenter will work coopera- Orientation of LDEF in free flight. 
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thermal environment shown in the table to estab- The LDEF is a 30-foot (9.14-meter) long struc­
lish the conditions under which an experiment tural framework as shown in the figure, with 
must operate. Temperatures shown in the table room for 72 experiment trays on the periphery 
could vary as Much as ±27 'F (±15 K) as a re- and 2 trays on each end. The LDEF cross section 
suit of variations in design and coatings or accu- is a 12-sided regular polygon of bolted aluminum 
racy of the mathematical model. The overall envi- I[beam construction with a diameter of 14 feet 
ronment will vary, depending on the exact orbit (4.27 meters). The primary framework consists of 
and'the location of the experiment on the LDEF. 7 ring frames and 12 lqngerons fabricated from 
In 'addition, an experiment environment can be aluminum extrusions. Trays containing experiments 
modified by such design parameters as shielding, are mounted into the bays formed by the ring 
pressure-sealed containers, or special thermal coat- frames and longerons. Each tray is approximately 
ings. (The data in the table are for experiments 50 inches long and 38 inches wide (127 by 97 
using typical surface coatings.) Any such modifica- centimeters). Trays, are 3, 6, or 12 inches deep (8, 
tion will be the responsibility of the experimenter. 15, or 30 centimeters). Trays are provided by 
However, the LDEF Project Office will provide NASA and individual experiments are bolted to 
consultation on applicable techniques and design the trays. Standard experiments are sized to fill a 
approaches. After an experiment is selected for the full tray or 1/6, 1/3, or 2/3 of a tray. The total 
LDEF, the LDEF Project Office will define the mass allowable in a single tray is 175 pounds (79 
specific conditions available and work closely with 
each experimenter in choosing the best possible lo­
cation for the experiment. 
Predicted thermal environment ranges
 
[570 inclination orbit]
 
Typical 
Minimum Maximum temperature 
Location temperature, Temperature, differential 
OF (K) OF (K) per orbit,
0F (K) 
On LDEF structure 
Internal average -22 (243) 95 (308) -
Earth end -13 (248) 104(313) 9 (5) 
(aluminum surface) 
Space end -13(248) j 113(318) 45(25) 
Typical experiment 
a = 0.3. E= 0 3 a
 
Internal surfaces -31 (238) 122 (323) 5(3)
 
External surfaces -40 (233) 167 (348) -­
a = 0.25, e = 0.17 
Internal surfaces -58 (323) 149 (338) 1810) 
Thin external -175 (158) 302 (423) 364(200) 
surfaces 
" 
a = 0.3, e = 0.8
 
Internal surfaces -53 (158) 86 (303) 11 (6)
 
External surfaces -103 (198) 86 (303) -­
aa absorptivity, e emissivity 
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REMOTE MANIPULATOR SUBSYSTEM 
GRAPPLE FIXTUR 
• 
 TRAY
 
EXPERIMENT 
X AXIS 
CENTER RING . .'I 
" LDEF RETENTION 
ANDGROUNDHANDLING FITTING 
"'" 
× " 
• "'/PERIPHERY 
72 TRAYS ONI 
PLUS 
2 ON EACH END 
LONGERON XPERIMENT TRAY' 
INTERCOSTAL 
Structural characteristics of LDEF and experiment trays. 
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kilograms). Experiment sizes are not necessarily 
limited to the dimensions of trays; heavier or 
largdr experiments and different mounting locations 
or arrangements will be considered on an individ-
ual basis. However, no experiment can protrude 
beyond the planes defining the 12-sided polygon 
of the LDEF. 
The LDEF Project Office has the overall re-
sponsibility for experiment integration. Experi-
menters will assemble their own flight experiments 
and, when using full trays, may also mount them 
in the trays. Experiments will be sent to Langley 
Research Center, where partial-tray experiments 
will be mounted and all trays will undergo flight 
acceptance testing. The LDEF Project Office also 
will provide for the correct placement of trays on 
the LDEF to obtain the desired exposure, field of 
view, etc., and will assure the mutual compatibility 
of all experiments. The trays will be sent to the 
John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) launch site, 
where they will be bolted onto the LDEF. 
An experimenter may participate in launch site 
operations and verify flight readiness of the experi­
ment, if required. The experimenter will also have 
an opportunity to view the experiment on its re­
turn from orbit, before it is removed from the 
LDEF at KSC. 
The LDEF approach to low-cost space opera­
tions has been engineered and standardized with 
the STS operations. Therefore, the experimenter 
can devote his total energies to his experiment 
and let the LDEF Project Office take care of 
getting it into space. 
Announcements of flight opportunities or an­
nouncements of flight periods issued regularly by 
the NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space Tech­
nology will aid in the experimenters' planning 
process and will provide greater detail on specific 
technical objectives. With this information, an ex­
perimenter can better identify experiment objec­
tives, requirements, and schedules. 
Because the LDEF can fly a wide variety of 
missions, the exposures available for experiments 
i cannot be fully presented in a brief summary. 
Data given here are intended to serve only as a 
guide to the prospective experimenter. More de­
tailed data are provided in the document, Long 
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Guide for Ex­
periment Accommodations, prepared by the LDEF 
Project Office. Additional information is available 
from the LDEF Experiments Manager, Mail Stop 
158B, National Aeronautics and Space Administra­
tion, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
23665; telephone (804) 827-3704, FTS 928-3704. 
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Interface flow 
STS OPERATIONS I 
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
LDEF PROJECT OFFICE 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS 
REPRESENTING 
" LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
" OTHER NASA CENTERS AND CALENDAR YEAR 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 11980 1t98l 1192 1183 
" UNIVERSITIES SCHEDULED FLIGHTS 
* INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
* 	 INDUSTRY
 
EXPOSURES OF 6 OR MORE MON
 
Phase 
Initial Mission and Operations Final flight STS flight LDEF flight 
experiment integrated planning, opera- operations PostflightResponsibility program
planning planning planning T-16 weeks lions 
and aT-2 years to T=O 
approval to T-16 
weeks 
Langley Research Primary Primary Primary Support Support Primary Primary
 
Center to POCC
 
STS operations Provide Provide Provide Primary Primary None None
 
User STS user supporting
 
Hand- references documentation
 
book
 
OT = time from launch. 
An example of a principal investigator's involvement in ongoing LDEF operations. The primary interface is shown, 
along with a flight schedule and the NASA centers' responsibilities. 
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OMULTIMISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT
 
The Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS) can 
be used in low Earth and geosynchronous orbits 
for a wide range of remote-sensing missions. Al-
though not classified as an STS element, it is a 
planned NASA payload carrier fully compatible 
with the launch environments and other require-
ments of the Space Shuttle as well as with a vari-
ety of expendable launch vehicles (including the 
Delta 2910 and 3910 series), 
The reusable MMS offers several significant ad-
vantages over the conventional uniquely integrated 
spacecraft. Within its standard range of capabilities, 
it can be adapted to many varied payload require-
ments, eliminating the need for costly and time­
consuming design, development, production, and 
procurement activity. 
The Multimission Modular Spacecraft with its 
payload can either be brought back from space or 
reserviced on orbit by the Space Shuttle, as de­
sired by the user. This represents a major cost­
saving capability unavailable with uniquely inte­
grated spacecraft, In instances where on-orbit ri­
pair or refurbishment is not desired, the MMS can 
be retrieved by the Space Shuttle, returned to 
Earth for refurbishment or upgrading, and re­
launched. 
Twyialhwaca Modular beah minas. cmilluramtla. 
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0 
The flight support system that carries the MMS MMS systems and capabilities
in the Orbiter cargo bay also provides the on-orbit 
reservicing capability. In addition, this flight sup- The basic MMS consists of two major structural 
port system is versatile enough to be adapted to subassemblies plus three major subsystem modules. 
other types of spacecraft. The module support structure subassembly inter-
The program management responsibility for de- faces with the transition adapter subassembly, and 
velopment of the MMS is within the NASA Office is the central core structure of the MMS. It car­
of Space Science. More detailed information on ries all structural loads imposed by, and all struc-
MMS capabilities and missions, as well as on the tural and functional interfaces with, the modules. 
flight support system, is contained in the Multimis- In addition, when the MMS is launched on ex­
sion Modular Spacecraft Users' Guide prepared by pendable vehicles, the module support structure 
the Goddard Space Flight Center, which is respon- carries all launch loads. 
sible for technical management of the MMS The transition adapter provides a standard pay­project. A copy of the guide or other information load interface to the MMS, provides the interface 
is available from the MMS Project Office, Code to the Space Shuttle Orbiter (through appropriate
408, National Aeronautics and Space Administra- supporting hardware), and provides the capture
tion, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. point interface to the Shuttle remote manipulator
20771; telephone (301) 982-5913, FTS 982-5913. system IRMS) for retrieval and on-orbit servicing 
or return to Earth. 
The three major subsystem modules, each hav­
rig a standard range of performance capabilities, 
provide communications and data handling, power, 
and attitude control services. Optional propulsion 
modules are available as required, and a variety of 
mission-specific subsystem elements can be added 
to tailor the capabilities of the MMS to the user's 
requirements, Examples would include a tape re­
corder in the command and data-handling module, 
or additional batteries in the power module. Addi­
tional features such as antenna systems and solar 
arrays, also considered mission-specific, must be 
supplied by the user. 
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TRANSITION ADAPTER 
ATTITUDE 
CONTROL 
SUBSYSTEM PAYLOAD INTERFACE 
MOODULE 
TRUNNION PIN 
RETENTION 
HARDWARE 
RMS CAPTURE RADIATORS 
POWER 
IS IN. MOUL 
(46 cm) 
47 IN. 
(119 cm)THRA 
COMMAND AND 
DMODULE 
SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
47 IN.AND CONTROL UNIT 
x-OPTIONAL 
PROPULSION 
MODULE (PM-I OR PM-Il) 
Modular mechanical subsystem components of the MMS. 
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General MMS capabilities 
Payload weight 
For Shuttle launches, in excess of 10 000 pounds (4536 kilograms) limited by payload configuration 
Orbital capability 
Low-Earth. 270 to 864 nautical mites (500 to 1600 kilometers) (any inclination) and geosynchronous. 
Life expectancy/redundancy 
Minimum life expectancy of 2 years. The MMS is designed to have no single-point failure that would prevent resupply or 
retrieval by Shuttle 
Subsystem performance capabilities 
Communications and data handling subsystem 
Transponder S-Band. STDN/TDRSS, transponder output power at antenna 
port 1.0, 2 5, 5.0 watts 
Prelaunch selectable 
Command rates 2 kilobits/sec baseline, 125 to 1 kilobits/see selectable 
Telemetry rates 1, 2, 4, 8,16, 32 or 64 kilobits/sec 
Telemetry formats 2 selectable prior to launch, plus n-orbit programmable capability; 
all formats contain 692 data word maximum 
Onboard computer 18 bits per word, 32 000 words of memory, baseline expandable 
to 64 000 words 
5 microsecond add time 
Payload accommodation 
Maximum remote interface units (RIU) and RIU 27 units plus 3 expanders per RIU 
expanders for experiments
 
Command capability per RIU Eight 16-bit serial magnitude, 62 discrete/relay drivers
 
Telemetry capability per RIU or RIU expander 64 inputs
 
All usable for analog/discrete bilevel, 16 usable for serial 
digital, 8 bits each 
Attitude control subsystem 
Type S-axis, zero momentum 
Attitude reference (without payload sensor) Stellar (inertial) 
Pointing accuracy (one sigma) 
without payload sensor <0.010
 
with payload sensor (ideal) <0 00001' (direct analog signal processing)
 
Pointing stability (one sigma) <0.00010 (signal processing via computer)
 
Average rate <0 000001 deg/sec
 
Jitter
 
Without payload sensor <0 0006P (20 min)
 
With payload sensor (ideal) <0.0000010 (direct analog signal processing)
 
<0.00001' (signal processing via computer)
 
-Slew rate Based on spacecraft inertia
 
Power subsystem 
Regulation of load bus + 28 t 7 V dc 
Bus noise and ripple 1.5 V P-P (1 to 20 MHz) maximum 
Load bus source inpedance 	 <0.1 ohm (de to I kHz)
 
<0 15 ohm (1 kHz to 20 kHz)
 
<0.30 ohm (20 kHz to 100 kHz)
 
Typical load switching transients 12 V (50 millisec)
 
Fault mode transients Down to 0 V or up to 40 V for 500 millisec
 
Batteries Two 20-ampere-hour batteries as baseline and up to three
 
50 ampere-hour batteries maximum 
Power capabilities 200 watts, average, 3000 watts, peak (allowable for 20 min, 
once per orbit, day or night) 
Module temperature range 0 to 40' C (273 to 313 K) 
Propulsion subsystem 
Propellant Hydrazine (MIL-P-26536C, Amendment 1) 
Propellant load 
PM - 1 	 167 lb (75.75 kg) 
PM - I1 1060 lb (480.8 kg)
 
Pressurant Gaseous nitrogen
 
Thrusters 12 at 0 2 Ibf (0.9 N); 4 at 5 lbf (22.24 N)
 
System operating mode 3 to I blowdown
 
Design operating pressure 400 psia (2758 kN/m 2)
 
Design burst pressure 160 psia (11 032 kN/m 2)
 
Thermal control Active and passive
 
Operating temperature range 10 to 60' C (283 to 333 KC)
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Flight support system 
Both for transport to orbit and for servicing 
and retrieval, the MMS is supported in the Orbiter 
cargo bay, structurally and functionally, by the 
flight support system. This system, as currently de-
signed, consists of four major subsystems: the re-
tention cradle, the payload positioning platform, 
the module exchange mechanism, and the module 
magazine, 
Each of the four major elements can be oper-
ated independently or they can be used collec-
tively as a unified system, depending on the spe-
cific mission requirements. 
During Shuttle launch and landing, the MMS is 
carried in the retention cradle, which provides 
mechanical interfaces to the MMS transition adap-
ter (through which launch and landing loads are 
transmitted). The retention cradle may be the only 
element necessary for a launch or retrieval mission 
(if RMS or spring-ejection deployment is used), 
If the mission requires erection out of the 
cargo bay, to a predetermined position relative to 
the Orbiter, the payload positioning, platform is 
added to the retention cradle. For deployment, 
the MMS is erected by the platform to a vertical 
position. It is grappled by the remote manipulator 
system, released from the positioning platform, de-
ployed by the RMS, and released. For retrieval, 
these operations are reversed. After the Shuttle 
establishes rendezvous and stationkeeping with a 
free-flying MMS, the RMS grapples the spacecraft 
and berths it onto the erected positioning plat-
form. If the MMS is to be returned to Earth, it 
is lowered into the retention cradle. 
In the case of a servicing mission, the payload 
positioning platform, module exchange mechanism, 
and module magazine are required. Replacement 
modules are carried into space in the module mag-
azine. After the MMS is captured and berthed, the 
module exchange mechanism removes a new mod-
ule from the magazine and exchanges it with the 
old module in the MMS. After the servicing opera-
tion is completed and systems are checked out, 
the MMS is again deployed by the RMS. 
The baseline envelope requirement for the reten­
tion cradle is the support of two MMS in an 
over-and-under orientation. Other spacecraft config­
urations or a complement of mixed spacecraft can 
be accommodated by use of interface hardware 
that satisfies the unique spacecraft requirements on 
one side and adapts to standardized support sys­
tern fittings on the other siae. 
The basic retention-cradle core structure is de­
signed to accommodate a single large spacecraft 
such as the MMS with a large payload; a small 
spacecraft piggyback with a satellite such as the 
Intelsat-5; two MMS: an MMS with two smaller 
spacecraft; or four smaller spacecraft. 
The spacecraft is structurally attached with a 
set of three trunnions (mounted on the MMS tran­
sition adapter), each locked in place by a re­
motely operated latch mechanism. These latches 
and their supporting structure can be located for­
ward and aft, up or down the side wall structure 
of the retention cradle. The ability to place these 
latches almost anywhere in the retention cradle is 
a key feature in providing payload accommodation 
versatility. In short, the retention cradle uses a 
pegboard approach. 
The pegboard approach is also applied to the 
payload positioning platform. Depending upon the 
specific mission, the platforms can be hinged from 
almost any position in the cradle in order to 
achieve the desired swing trajectory and erection 
position. 
In addition to positional versatility, the payload 
positioning platform can accommodate various pay­
load adapters ranging from standoff posts and con­
ventional conical structures to spin tables and 
spring separation systems. 
For spacecraft missions requiring precision point­
ing before Orbiter separation, star trackers can be 
mounted to the platform. The Orbiter is oriented 
to the desired position as referenced by the plat­
form tracker output data. This type platform 
pointing eliminates the thermoelastic and mechan­
ical tolerance errors caused by transferring coordi­
nates from the Orbiter inertial measurement unit 
to the launch platform. 
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Structural assemblies of the basic flight support system, mounted in the Orbiter cargo bay. 
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AN OVERVIEW
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Orbiter landing strip at KSC, showing the Vehicle Assembly Building at the top right. 
User payloads receive final checkout, cargo inte- ations at the launch site. Facilities and ground 
gration, interface verification, and launch prepara- flow at the John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC), 
tion at the launch site. as well as those unique to Vandenberg Air Force 
Certain standard facilities and services are gen- Base (VAFB), are described. 
erally available and are allocated on the basis of The user's responsibilities in support of launch 
user requirements. Any special facilities or services site operations are defined through standard inter­
required for a specific payload must be provided faces and documentation sequences summarized 
or funded by the user. here. The basic document is the KSC Launch Site 
This section is intended to provide the user Accommodations Handbook for STS Payloads 
with a general understanding of the scope of oper- (K-STSM-14.1). A launch site support manager 
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(LSSM) will be assigned early in the planning pro-
gram and will be the primary interface with the 
user. 
(Payloads scheduled for standard carriers -such 
as the Long Duration Exposure Facility-will be 
integrated into the carrier and its ground opera-
tions by the organization responsible for that 
carrier.) 
A brief explanation -of the overall, STS ground 
flow at the outset will help users understand how 
their own payloads fit into the pattern. Operations 
involving payloads and standard STS elements are 
described more fully under separate headings. 
The Shuttle ground operations at KSC begin 
when the Orbiter lands. Some payload time-critical 
items may be removed at this time; for all other 
payloads, services such as purging and ground 
power are initiated. 
The Orbiter is then towed to the Orbiter Proc-
essing Facility (OPF), where most payloads are re-
moved. Maintenance and checkout of the Orbiter 
for its next flight are done here, while certain 
subsystems may be removed and serviced else-
where. 
New or refurbished payloads, meanwhile, are be­
ing assembled and tested elsewhere at the launch 
site. Most payloads will be installed horizontally; 
they are brought'to the OPF and put into the 
Orbiter at this time. The Spacelab, already inte­
grated with its experiments, is installed in the 
OPF. 
The Orbiter is towed to the Vehicle Assembly 
Building (VAB), where it is hoisted and rotated to 
a vertical position for mating to the external tank 
and solid rocket boosters. The Shuttle vehicle is 
then transferred to the launch pad on the mobile 
launch platform. 
Those payloads that require vertical installation 
are brought to the launch pad (in an environ­
mentally controlled canister) ready for installation 
and are put into the Orbiter by use of the pay­
load changeout room (PCR). For example, an up­
per stage/spacecraft cargo is mounted in the Or­
biter at this time. 
After all necessary procedures and verifications 
are completed - involving both the Shuttle and the 
cargo -the countdown for launch begins. 
INCOMING SPACELAB HORIZONTALCARGO 
PALLETS PNTTF TINTEGRATION 
N(OPERATIONS AND CHECKOUT BLDG) 
INCOMING 
PAYLOADS 
AUTOMATED PAYLOADS PROCESSING 
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LAUNCHPAD)VERTICAL CARGO INTEGRATION 
(SAEF NO. 1) 
Typical payload ground flow at the launch site. 
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Payload transportation 
Payloads can be transported to the launch site 
by any means acceptable to the user. The launch 
site is capable of receiving payloads shipped by 
air, overland, or water. 
One method of overland shipment that has 
been acceptable to spacecraft programs is in a 
commercial air-ride van provided with environ-
mental control. The payload is usually mounted 
on a platform and protected by a soft cover. It is 
estimated that this system could accommodate 
most spacecraft or as many as six Spacelab racks 
at one time. A typical example is illustrated later 
in this section. 
. 
In addition, a standard transportation method 
will be available to payload users for transporting 
payloads up to 14 feet 4 inches (4.37 meters) 
wide, 10 feet 10 inches (3.3 meters) tall, and 21 
feet 10 inches (6.65 meters) long. This method 
would use containers mounted on commercial air-
ride low-boy trailers. These maximum dimensions 
also provide for a 2-inch (5-centimeter) clearance 
all around. Power and environmental control is 
provided by a self-contained unit mounted on the 
trailer forward of the container. This system will 
accommodate the widest planned payload, which is 
a Spacelab pallet A connected two-pallet train 
(with mounted elements not exceeding the overall 
height limit) can be transported if the overhang 
does not exceed 4 inches (10.2 centimeters) on 
one end and 28 inches (71.1 centimeters) on the 
other. A pallet with taller experiments must be 
turned on its side, so that the 9-foot 8-inch (2.95 
meter) length of the pallet becomes the height. In 
this configuration- the same position as the pallet 
will be at the Shuttle launch - only one loaded 
pallet can be accommodated in a container. Pallet 
keel fittings pre not disturbed by this rotation. To 
utilize this standard transportation system, the user 
must initiate the transportation cycle by sub-
mitting payload shipment requirements to the 
launch site. Containers will be delivered to the 
user's site on a negotiated schedule, 
Payload processing 
Before maing with STS 
Processing of a payload at the launch site can 
usually be divided into two distinct phases: those 
activities performed before the payload is mated 
with an STS element and those activities involving 
one or more of the STS elements (Shuttle vehicle, 
Spacelab, upper stage). 
The typical operations that must be performed 
to ready a payload for launch on a Shuttle ye­
hide will vary according to the complexity of the 
payload, the technical disciplines involved, and the 
level of testing already done before the payload 
arrives at the launch site. 
Because of the 160-hour turnaround constraint 
for preparing Space Shuttle Orbiters for launch, in­
tegration of payloads with the Orbiter will be Urn­
ited to mandatory tasks. A payload element 
should be delivered to the launch site In as new 
flightready condition as is practical. Typical pre­
launch operations include receiving, assembling, 
checking out, servicing, and preparing for Integra­
tion with other payload element. Preparation and 
testing will not follow a fixed plan for all pay­
loads. 
The launch site activity plans must be estab­
lished before arrival of a specific payload at the 
site to assure satisfactory completion of all flight­
readiness preparations, including integration into a 
total cargo. The schedule will identify all major 
tests, all hazardous (systems) operations, interface 
verification, and all operations that require launch 
site services. 
Individual payloads will be integrated Into a 
single cargo before mating and checkout with the 
Orbiter. The integration testing of the total cargo 
will include a Shuttle interface verification test 
using the cargo integration test equipment before 
the mating of cargo and Orbiter. This test is criti­
cal to the overall operation because Shuttle on-line 
operations assume compatibility between the cargo 
and the Shuttle system. 
Customized STS/payload time lines, negotiated 
through the LSSM, will be part of the launch site 
support plan for a particular payload. 
0 
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Mating of payload with STS 
Those operations required to prepare the Or-
biter for payload installation are performed in 
parallel with the Orbiter systems checkout. These 
payload-related operations include installation of 
any payload accommodations modification kits as-
signed for the flight Then payload/STS operations 
can begin, 
Payload operations involving the Shuttle begin 
with the actual payload installation, either at the 
Orbiter Processing Facility or at the launch pad 
(using the payload changeout room), 
Payloads installed horizontally are put into 
place in the OPF at this time. They are hoisted 
into the cargo bay and secured. Interfaces are con-
nected and verified. Then an Orbiter integrated 
test is conducted to complete the verification of 
interfaces between the payload and Orbiter. This 
test includes validation of payload data via Orbiter 
data systems, if applicable. 
After the cargo bay doors are dosed, the pay-
load environment will be maintained to the Ve-
hide Assembly Building and then to the launch 
pad. There will be a period of approximately 40 
hours during Orbiter hoisting operations in the 
VAB when the environmental purge will be inter-
rupted. 
At the VAB, the Orbiter is hoisted to a verti-
cal position, transferred to an integration cell, and 
lowered and mated to the external tank and solid 
rocket boosters. After the Orbiter aft umbilicals 
have been connected, a Shuttle interface test is 
conducted to verify vehide/facility interface corn­
patibility and readiness 
No payload activities will be done in the VAB 
except those required for stationkeeping; for ex­
ample, monitoring of a potentially hazardous sys­
tern. Electrical power will not be available for 
payloads from the Orbiter during tow to the 
VAB, Orbiter erection in the VAB, and transfer to 
the launch pad. 
The integrated Shuttle vehicle is transferred to 
the launch pad on the mobile launch platform. 
The vehicle and platform are mated to the pad 
and the interfaces are verified. 
Payloads that require vertical installation are 
moved to the launch pad in an environmentally 
controlled canister the sane size as the Orbiter 
cargo bay. At this time, those paylbads are in­
stalled in the Orbiter by the payload pround han­
dling mechanism in the payload changeout room. 
Environmental control is maintained during the in­
stallation and the Orbiter-to-payload interfaces are 
verified. 
A launch-readiness test verifies the integrity of 
the pad/Shuttle/payload system interfaces for 
launch. Hypergolic, fuel cell cryogenic, and pneu­
matic systems are serviced, and countdown prepa­
rations continue until 2 hours before launch. At 
that time the Shuttle cryogenic propellants are 
loaded, the flight crew boards, and final count­
down is begun. 
Vehice ammsiay Sufl1dhng ith idleset OMts Proceude Pastly. 
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Spacelab ground flow 
The major user responsibility in the ground 
processing flow of Spacelab is for assuring that 
the payload elements function properly. 
The Spacelab ground operations concept is mis-
don independent and is applicable to all payloads. 
Experiment activities that occur before the experi-
ment end-item is mated to the Spacelab support 
systems or simulators are not affected by these 
processing operations, 
The user can design and develop an experiment 
and integrate it to the level at which a group of 
individual experiments are integrated into a corn-
plte Spacelab payload. Integration and checkout 
of experiment equipment with racks and pallet 
segments can be performed at the user's own facil-
ity or at some other site distant from the launch 
site. Experiments sponsored by ESA will use the 
Europen Integration Center for this type integra-
tion involving European payload elements (through 
the ESA office of Specelab payload integration 
A coordination in Europe (SPICE)). 
Racks and pallet segments ready for use will be 
shipped to the integration site, as will common 
payload support equipment according to individual 
mission requirement Only that Spacelab ground­
support equipment necessary to support handling 
and transport of the Spacelab elements will be 
sent to the remote sites 
Unique ground-support equipment and ten and 
servicing equipment must be provided by the user. 
This type of equipment should be held to a mini­
mum by making maximum use of Spacelab flight 
systems and ground-support equipment. Instrumen­
tation system capabilities and sensors required to 
support ground test equipment must If practical, 
be included in the flight experiment to minimize 
requirements for ground-support equipment. 
Ground-support equipment provided by the experi­
menter will be operated by the experimenter's per­
sonne and will be scheduled and observed by the 
STS Spacelab processing team. 
Access to the Spacelab exterior after it Is 
installed in the Orbiter is through the cargo bay 
until the cargo bay doors are dosed. While the 
Orbiter is still horizontal, limited internal access to 
the Spacelab pressurized module is available 
through the Orbiter cabin. At the pad/payload 
changeout room, where the Orbiter is in a vertical 
position, contingency access to both the Interior 
and exterior is through the Orbiter cargo bay. 
si t bdes nl kmCO kme OrbkitwPeeu Faity. 
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Ground flow for upper stages 
Initial preparation of the upper stages is accom-
plished separately from their payloads, which 
undergo concurrent operations in another building, 
The spacecraft are brought to the Spacecraft As-
sembly and Encapsulation Facility no. 1 (SAEF-1), 
where they are mated to their upper stages. Instal-
lation into the Orbiter cargo bay is normally done 
at the launch pad. 
Interim upper stage 
Buildup of the interim upper stage (IUS) begins 
with the first stage being placed in the assembly 
fixture. Next the interstage assembly is connected 
to the first stage. The second stage is then in-
stalled. Proper alignment of the stages is verified 
and electrical interfaces are connected and verified, 
If the IUS is a three- or four-stage configuration, 
these stages are added in the same manner. 
Following assembly of the IUS, airborne sup-
port equipment is connected and tests of subsys-
tems and systems are performed to verify that the 
BUS and its airborne support equipment are func 
tionally operational and that the IUS is in a 
proper status to receive its assigned spacecraft. 
These tests involve electrical and avionics, attitude 
control, and structural subsystems. Redundant cir-
cuits are individually verified where possible. 
Systems and combined systems tests verify the 
overall functional compatibility of the BUS operat-
ing equipment These tests include verification of 
proper guidance and control and other data proc-
easing software flow to the Orbiter interface 
points, particularly caution-and-warning-related 
Items. Simulation equipment is used to provide 
end-to-end checks at incomplete interfaces involving 
ordnance items, the spacecraft and the Orbiter. 
IUS automatic checkout functions are performed 
and limited-scope flight simulation tests are antici-
pated. Once interfaces (mechanical and electrical 
connections) are mated and verified, they are 
maintained wherever possible. 
After the IUS systems testing, the reaction con-
trol subsystem tanks are loaded with hydrazine. 
The system is pressurized to flight pressure and 
checked for leakage. 
Preparations are then made for spacecraft 
mating operations. The spacecraft mounting adapter 
is installed, if it was not installed during buildup. 
The flight spacecraft and IUS cargo is assembled 
in a SAEF-1 stand where Orbiter interface compat­
ibility (simulated) can be verified off-line and 
where ground handling capability is available for 
installation of the cargo into the payload canister. 
The spacecraft is positioned on the SAEF-1 
high bay floor and hoisted from -its container/ 
transporter support fixture, moved over the IUS 
spacecraft mounting adapter, and lowered into po­
sition. When in position, the spacecraft is bolted 
in place and interface connections am made. The 
IUS/spacecraft alignment is verified. 
Two IUS vehicles being readied for the same 
flight are checked out and mated to their space­
craft sequentially. 
The degree of testing required for any combina­
tion of IUS and spacecraft will depend upon the 
complexity of the particular spacecraft and its in- a 
terface with the IUS. The simplest test mode will V 
be with a spacecraft that has a mechanical Inter­
face only. Under this condition, the testing will 
satisfy spacecraft specific requirements separately. 
Ordinarily, there are IUS/spacecraft electrical inter­
faces that require verification and a requirement 
for IUS/spacecraft functional compatibility tests 
can be expected for many missions. The most 
severe checkout conditions exist when the configu­
ration consists of two IUS vehicles in tandem; i.e., 
stacked one above the other ready for installation 
in a single Orbiter cargo bay. Under all conditions, 
testing and checkout shall provide a high degree 
of confidence (specified for individual missions) 
that the IUS/spacecraft is completely functional 
and that the combined vehicle will be compatible 
with the Orbiter. 
After completion of IUS/spacecraft checkout, 
the payload canister, positioned vertically on its 
transporter, is moved into the SAEF-1 high bay 
area and positioned to receive the cargo. The car­
go is transported to the launch pad in the canister 
in the vertical position. Electrical power, environ­
mental control, and other services are provided. 
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Spinning solid upper stage 
The spinning solid upper stage (SSUS) missions 
depend heavily on successful spin table perform-
ance; therefore, thorough spin table testing is per-
formed. Concurrently, SSUS solid rocket motor 
checkout and assembly is made in another area. 
The SSUS assembly begins by securing the 
cradle/spin table to a workstand in the SAEF-1. 
The SSUS interstage structure and solid rocket 
motor are then mated to the cradle/spin table and 
alignment checks are made. Following assembly, 
subsystems and systems tests are made to verify 
proper SSUS operations. 
INCOMING IUS AND 
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The SSUS is now ready for-mating of the pay­
load, which has undergone its checkout in another 
area. The payload is brought to SAEF-1, posi­
tioned on the SSUS mating surface, and the at­
taching clamp is installed. Then, electrical interface 
verification checks between the payload and cradle 
are made. Mechanical interfaces are also verified to 
ensure compatibility with. the Orbiter cargo bay 
and with other payloads if the flight involves mul­
tiple payloads. 
The spacecraft/SSUS is installed in the payload 
canister and moved to the launch pad. 
LAUNCH PAD INSTALLATION(PAYLOAD CHANGEOUT ROOM) 
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ORDNANCE STORAGE SPACECRAFT CHECKOUT 
AND CHECKOUT AREA (HANGARA ) 
Typical ground operations from arrival at KSC to launch, involving upper stages. 
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Upper stage launch pad operations 
Operations at the launch pad are similar for 
both spacecraft/IUS and spacecraft/SSUS payloads, 
They are governed in sequence and time by estab-
lished Shuttle turnaround activities, 
When the canister is vertical, it simulates the 
Orbiter position and its configuration in the cargo 
bay area. An inflatable seal at the canister/PCR 
interface permits continuous control of the PCR 
interior environment. The cargo is raised from the 
canister support points, removed from the canister, 
and translated into the PCR by moving the pay-
load ground-handling mechanism along its overhead 
rail support to the rear of the PCR. The 
spacecraft/upper stage, and other payloads (if any), 
-receive final preparations for installation into the 
Orbiter. The canister is lowered and removed. Fi-
nally, the PCR is extended to the Orbiter posi-
tion. The upper stage requires little or no atten-
.lion at this point. 
The canister and transporter are placed on a 
standby status in the event that they are required 
to support cargo/payload changeout operations. 
At the allocated time the PCR structure is ex-
- tended to make contact with the Orbiter. The 
•PCR/Orbiter seal is inflated, the interstitial space 
-between the PCR and Orbiter is purged and both 
set§ df ddors (PCR and Orbiter cargo -bay) are 
opened. The payload ground-handling mechanism is 
moved toward the Orbiter to insert the spacecraft/ 
upper stage into the cargo bay. The vertical and 
horizontal adjustment features of the mechanism 
are used to align the airborne support equipment 
trunnions to the Orbiter payload attachment points 
on the longeron bridge. The cargo is then lowered 
to the Orbiter retention (boltdown) hardware and 
fastened in place. Spacecraft/upper stage access 
equipment is placed into position as required. 
The upper stage is mechanically and electrically 
connected to the Orbiter and all interfaces ver­
fied. Launch-readiness verification functions are 
performed and Orbiter/upper stage spacecraft inte­
gration, previously checked off-line with simulation 
equipment, is completed- Specific tests are con­
ducted as required. Compatibility of the cargo 
with the Orbiter must be assured, at least for 
flight safety. No. physical access to the upper stage_ 
or spacecraft is available- during the countdown 
period. 
A vertical-to-horizontal position change is re­
quired whenever it is necessary to install the cargo 
while the Orbiter is in the Orbiter Processing Fa­
cility (OPF). Because the SAEF-1 crane cannot lift 
the fully loaded payload canister, this translation 
procedure is performed in the VAB. 
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Payload changeout room in the position for payload transfer into the Orbiter. No Space Shuttle is on the launch pad so all structures 
can be seen. The inset shows a cutaway canister in the PCR. 
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Postflight handling 
Normally, the payload will be returned to the 
primary landing site (the launch site). Shortly after 
landing, some payload time-critical items, if they 
are capable of being transported' through the Or-
biter cabin, may be removed. If any time-critical 
postlanding operation needs to be performed at 
the launch and landing site, it should be specified 
well in advance. 
The Orbiter is taken to the OPF, where both 
the Orbiter and payload are rendered safe. Drain, 
vent, and purge operations are performed, if appli-
cable. At this time, flights kits are removed or, if 
they are to remain aboard, checked. Flight mod-
ules (aft propulsion subsystem pods and forward 
reaction control subsystem module) that are re-
moved are taken to the Hypergolic Maintenance 
Facility. 
After preparatory payload tasks are completed, 
the returning payloads are removed - to be re­
turned to the user, prepared for the next flight, 
or stored. 
Then maintenance and checkout of the Orbiter 
begins to prepare it for prelaunch operations. 
In the event of an Orbiter landing at the sec­
ondary site or a contingency landing site, the 
launch site will be responsible for coordinating the 
dispatch of resources required for payload removal 
operations. The secondary site will have basic sup­
port equipment available for the Orbiter and for 
payload removal. A contingency landing site will 
not have any special payload equipment available; 
only equipment for crew survival and Orbiter tow­
ing is planned to be immediately available. The 
launch site is responsible for coordinating all nec­
essary resources if a contingency landing site is 
used. 
After payloads are removed, in either instance, 
they must be prepared for transport by the user 
to either the launch site or a site selected by the 
users for normal postlanding or turnaround activi­
ties. 
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LAUNCH PAD OPERATIONS (3 0) 
PAYLOAD INSTALL ATION IN PCR 10) 
FUEL CELL DEWAR LOADING - HAZARDOUS OPERATI ON (REFERENCE ) 
CARGO 1AY DOORS CLOSED A 
I I I I- I I 
I POWeR ON 
SHUTTLE 	LAUNCH READINESS VERIFICATION (REFERENCE)
I I I I I I I
'LAUNCH PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND LAUNQH READINESS VERIFICATION (9 0)

PAD I I I I I
 
CABIN CLOSEOUTI OPERATIONS I(REFERENCE)I I
I I 
HAZARDOUS SERVICING (REFERENCE) 
S I I I I I 
SERVICE DIISCONNECTS (RiEFERENCE)UII
CARGO BAY DOORS LATEST CLOSURE (CONTINGENCY) A 
STAN DBY A 
LUNCHl FROM STANDBY (20)N 
D TLIFT OFFtLAN 

Approximate ground-processing times when payloads are installed at the launch pad. Those operations involving only the STS. 
without-the payload, are also shown for-reference. 
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KSC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
 
Buildings and test areas Various specialized facilities are intended primar­
ily for processing of payloads before they are 
The payload assembly and test areas, launch mated to the STS. Others are primarily for proces­
complexes, and other specialized facilities will be sing STS elements (Orbiter, Spacelab, upper stages) 
used for payloads during prelaunch preparations, or for payload integration and simulated Orbiter 
The user can obtain detailed information about interface verification. Both categories are summa­
the facilities required from the LSSM. The LSSM rized in the tables on the following pages. 
will ensure that appropriate facilities are assigned 
to meet individual needs. 
ORBITER 
RUNWAY LUC
 
BCOMPLEX 40 
HEADQUARTERS
 
NSAEF FACILITY A-T V 
KSCi
 
TOELTDELTAISPI 
CAEANV < FACILITY -DELTA LAUNCH..AL TEST 
COMPLEX 3-1 
STS processing facilities 
Facility Location Primary uses Other uses 
Operations and KSC industrial area 1, Spaceab refurbishment 1. Special purpose laboratories 
Checkout Bldg. 2. Spacelab processing 2. Office space 
3. Horizontal cargo integration 
SAEF-1 KSC industrial area 1. Upper stage processing 
2. Vertical cargo integration 
OPF Launch complex 1. Orbiter refurbishment
 
39 area 2. Payload installation and
 
interface verification
 
VAB Launch complex 1. Shuttle assembly 1. Office space
 
39 area
 
Launch pad Launch complex 1. Shuttle launch
 
39 area 2. Payload installation and
 
interface verification
 
Payload processing facilities 
Facility Location Primary uses Other uses 
Hangar S Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft processing 1. Ground station area 
Air Force Station 2. Office space 
Hangar AE Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft processing 1. Ground station area 
AF Station 2. office space 
Hangar AM Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft processing 1. Ground station area 
AF Station 2. Office space 
Hangar AO Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft processing 1. Ground station area 
AF Station 2. Office space 
Explosive safe Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft hazardous 
area 60A AF Station systems processing 
Propellant lab 1. Propellant fueling 1. Ordnance operations 
2. Pressurization operations 
Spacecraft 1. Ordance operations 1. Propellant pressurization 
Assembly Bldg. operations 
2. Encapsulation activity 
Delta Spin Test Bldg. Cape Kennedy 1. Spacecraft hazardous 
AF Station systems processing 
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Facility environmentsa 
Location Temperature,0F (K) Humidity, Clean room,classb 
Hangar S 
Clean rooms 72 ±3 (295 ± 1.7) 45±5 100000 
Systems test area 76± 3 (297.6 ± 1.7) 50"+ 5 
Hangar AO 
High bay 75±2(297±1.1) 45+5 100000 
Hangar AE 
Clean room 72 ± 3295 ± 1.7) 45 ± 5 10000 
Hangar AM 
High bay 75+ 3 (297 ± 1.7) 45±5 
Clean room 75 ±5 (297 ± 3) 40 (max.) 10 000 
Explosive safe area 60A 
Spacecraft Assembly Bldg 73 to 95 + 3 50 ± 5 100000 
(296 to 308 ±11.7) 
Propellant lab 
Instrument lab 
73± 3 (296 ± 1.7) 
76 ± 3 (297.6 ± 1.7) 
50 5 
50+ 5 
100000 
Delta Spin Test Bldg 75i 5 (297 ± 2.8) 50 + 5 
Operations & Checkout Bldg 75 ;± 3 (297 ± 1.7) 45 ± 5 100 000 
SAEF-1 
Airlock and high bay 70 +5 (294 ± 2.8) 45 + 5 5 000 (inlet) 
SAE F-2 
Airlock, high and low bay 75 ± 3 (297 ± 1.7) 45 ± 5 100000 
VAB Not controlled Not controlled Not controlled 
Orbiter Processing Facility 
High bay 75 ± 3 (297 ± 1.7) 50 (max.) 100 000 (inlet)' 
Cargo bay enclosure 70 ± 5 (294 ± 2.8) 50 (max.) 5 000 (inlet) 
Launch pad Not controlled Not controlled Not controlled 
Payload changeout room 70 5 (294 ± 2.8) 30 to 50 5 000 (inlet) 
aAll figures represent design specifications; in some facilities, actual conditions could 
vary because of ambient conditions and the nature of the operations being conducted. 
bFederal Standard 2093, April 24, 1974, Clean Room and Work Station Requirements 
for Controlled Environments. 
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Cargo support 	equipment 
A variety of equipment is available at the 
launch site for processing payloads. The user 
should identify his needs to the LSSM as early as 
possible. Unique payload ground-support equipment 
must be provided by the user 
identified, controlled, and funded 
ganization or development agency. 
this equipment at the launch 
planned with the LSSM. 
and should 
by the user's 
Interfaces 
site should 
be 
or-
to 
be 
Transportation equipment 
The standard transportation equipment, summa­
rized earlier in this section, is designed to protect 
the payload en route to the launch site. The pay­
load is protected from contamination by a static­
free clean bag, which encloses the payload before 
it is attached to an adapter assembly. The air is 
evacuated so the bag will cling to the payload 
surface. 
The supporting adapters are attached to the 
payload at normal flight interfaces and to the con-
tainers in a universal mounting pattern. A special 
damping material between the adapter and the 
container platform shock-isolates the payload. 
These adapters will not impose g-loads to the pay-
.load structure greater than those imposed by the 
Orbiter. Three adapters are used: one end:mounted 
and two types of Spacelab pallet adapter (for hor-
izontal and vertical transport). 
Tiedowns, which interface with universal tie-
down rings and commercial carrier tiedowns, are 
provided. A sling set is provided to be used with 
cranes or hydraulic hoists to handle the loaded 
containers and the self-contained environmental and 
power units. The same slings are used to rotate a 
pallet when it is to be transported horizontally. 
A transport environment monitoring system 
(TEMS) will be required to sense shock, vibration, 
temperature, humidity, and power levels of the 
payload. An alarm system in both the tractor cab 
and an escort vehicle would provide warning if 
any critical parameters are out of tolerance. In ad-
dition, engineering data on these same parameters 
would be continuously recorded to determine the 
acceptability of the payload shipment. 
The base of the standard container is of steelconstruction and the floor is insulated with poly­
urethane. The insulated cover is 2 inches (5 centi­
meters) thick. The outside surfaces are sheet alu­
minum and the inside surfaces are fiberglass. An 
interface feedthrough panel provides payload serv­
ices as required. Two sides have 3- by 4-foot 
(0.91- by 1.22-meter) access doors. Lights and re­
flectors on the outside meet Interstate Commerce 
Commission regulations for highway movement. 
Payload/standard transportation system interfaces 
Type and purpose 
Interface 
Mechanical or
 
structural
 
Structural mount Payload adapter
 
Shock insolation Payload adapter
 
Carrier air-ride 
system 
Electrical Auxiliary power 
unit (28 V dc; 
115 Vac, 
50/60 Hz) 
Environmental 
Temperature Environmental 
control system 
Relative humidity Environmental 
control system 
Cleanliness 	 Static-free bag 
Protection 	 Hard container 
Instrumentaionand Accelerometers 
data recordingor	 Humidity sensor 
Power-level sensor 
Alarm system 
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The container has its own environmental control air purge is maintained to the container during 
system (ECS), which requires 208 volts a, three- transit. A battery is included that could supply
phase 50/60 hertz to operate. The power is pro- power to the payload and operate the transport
vided by the auxiliary power unit (APU) or from environment monitoring system for at least 4 
facility power sources. A positive-pressure filtered hours if the generator were inoperable. 
6(15.2)- 6 (152) I TO ESCORT 
1128(28'6.5)--
-1128(2865) VEHICLE 
TEMPERATURE 
___ 
HUMIDITY SENSORDUT 
129.6 PAYLOAD PAYLOAD 
(329.2)3P/C TEMS 
- LARM 
N'SHOCK-ISOLATION 
MATERIAL 
ADAPTER 
CONTAINER 
TRANSPORT PLATFORM 
Elements of the standard transportation system and the type of commercial carrier used. 
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Payload-handling equipment 
Those items in the basic hardware inventory for 
payload handling that will be needed by most 
users include payload canisters, canister trans­
porters, and payload-handling fixtures (strongbacks). 
The strongback is a rigid-frame device consisting 
of beams, cables, attachment hook devices and 
rings. It is adjustable to accommodate varying 
lengths and shifting centers of gravity of payloads 
up to the maximum for an Orbiter payload. The 
strongback will interface with the payload so that 
it will not interfere with engagement and load 
transference to attachment/retention points. It will 
not induce any bending or twisting loads on any 
payload element 
- The canister is equal in size and configuration 
to the Orbiter cargo bay, including similar doors 
on the top. In addition, one end is hinged to 
allow vertical payload installation. Service panels, 
tiedowns, and lift points are also part of the can­
ister to allow rotation of the container. Special 
platforms for personnel access to the open canister 
can also be used. This equipment consists of a 
-bridge-type structure that spans the canister and 
-,%alkways along each side of it. The bridge can be 
raised or lowered; at maximum elevation it clears 
the payload envelope. 
The transporter is capable of moving a fully 
loaded canister. Its suspension system helps to 
minimize shock and vibration. 
Horizontal handling fixture (strongback) for payloads. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONING UNIT 
-- HORIZONTAL ACCESS 
EQUIPMENT 
TRANSPORTATION
 
INSTRUMENTATION
 
AND COMMUNICATION 
UNIT SET 
Payload canister shown mounted on its transporter. 
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Cargo Integration test equipment Included in this equipment are structural assem-
Cargo integration test equipment (CITE) has the bly stands, mechanical clearance and fit gauges. 
capability to verify interfaces off-line, including electrical wiring, thermal-conditioning items, elec­
payload-to-payload and cargo-to-Orbiter mechanical tronic test sets, and radiofrequency transmission 
and functional interfaces, equipment adapters. The CITE satisfies the STS re-
The CITE in the Operations and Checkout quirement to perform final assembly and integrated 
Building can accommodate horizontally processed testing of cargo before it is mated to the Shuttle. 
cargoes. Vertical processing is done by the CITE It may also be used to satisfy the payload inter­
in SAEF-1. face verification requirements. 
PORTABLE APT SUtKjUEV OOPtS 
AT OiRMUR "lATON
Ix.17'M 
" M IGERON E 
RACKS 
Layout ci cargo intpticn taot .quiplmmt fr honloontal cargo. 
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Vertical cargoes can undergo interface verification in this CITE configuration. 
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Services 
In addition to the equipment, both technical 
and administrative support services are available to 
fit the needs of users. Administrative support in­
cludes office space, communicationk and transporta­
tion facilities, equipment, and tools. Technical sup­
port for payload processing includes clean rooms, 
test equipment, propellants, ordnance testing and 
storage, chemical analysis, shops, and laboratories. 
Complete technical services are available to sat­
isfy legitimate requirements of users. However, 
these are not intended to supplement work that 
should have been performed in the user's home 
plant. If inactive support, services-above those 
that are standard - must 1e -reactivated for a user, 
negotiated cost and schedules must be considered. 
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KSC MANAGEMENT
 
Interfaces will become the user's "host." He will become 
acquainted with the user's organization and will 
Standard payload interfaces and services required work with that organization in defining launch site 
at the launch site will be made available to all capabilities and planning launch-site operations. Ini­
users but the users will retain primary responsi- tial emphasis will be on long-lead items, conditions 
bility for performance and off-line processing of that might affect payload design, and resolution of 
their payloads. To fulfill this host concept, the problems that pose, potential difficulties. Any new 
launch site staff must schedule and integrate facili- capabilities required must be evaluated for cost 
ties, support equipment, services, and personnel. and schedule effects. Even if payload processing 
Planning launch-site support for payloads will requirements are incomplete, they should be sub­
begin with initial contact between the user and mitted at the earliest possible date to allow ample 
the designated launch site support manager. The time for evaluation, planning, and integration into 
LSSM will be assigned early in the program and the STS processing. 
AND SUPPORT TEAM . 
PAYLOAD LAUNCHDOCUMENTS SITE 
PAYLOAD
FLOW 
REQUIREMENTSP TSUPPORT LAUNCH SITEPLAN 
TYPICAL FLOWS FACILITIES FLOW PLAN 
FACILITY CAPABILITY SUPPORT SERVICES FACILITY USE 
SUPPORT CONSIDERATIONS UOREUIMNUS 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CAPABILITY SAFETY ASSESSMENTSUPR EQIMNUE 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
USER 
User's involvement in planning launch sit6 operations with the LSSM foT a specific payload. 
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Responsibilities 
During planning, the user, using the KSC 
Launch Site Accommodations Handbook, has the 
responsibility to: 
* Establish specific processing flow requirements 
* Identify facility services required 
* Identify payload-supplied support equipment 
required for use at the launch/landing site 
* Identify activation/deactivation requirements 
associated with unique support equipment 
* Ensure reliability and quality assurance during 
the off-line processing in support of payload readi-
ness 
* Prepare procedures for accomplishing proc-
essing before STS mating 
* Input to and review integrated procedures for 
on-line testing with the STS 
* Perform safety assessment 
* Identify test support requirements for payload 
involvement in integrated operations 
* Provide certification of payload readiness 
* Identify proprietary information, if appropri-
ate, or security designations according to applicable 
regulations 
* Identify and budget for payload costs to be 
incurred at the launch site 
The launch site organization will be responsible 
for providing assistance to the user in planning in­
tegration and checkout of the payload elements 
with the STS, planning and scheduling facility use 
and payload flow, assuring that all payload re­
quirements are met, and conducting the launch op­
erations. Users must provide sufficient documenta­
tion to define all requirements for their payloads 
at the launch site. 
For complex payloads (particularly those requir­
ing major construction of facilities at the launch 
site), planning should begin several years before 
the payload is scheduled to arrive at the launch 
site. Most payloads, however, will require signifi­
candy shorter lead times. 
The user will retain prime responsibility for off­
line operations involving only his hardware. Once 
integration with other payloads or STS hardware 
begins, the launch site will assume overall responsi­
bility but will require detailed inputs and data re­
view from the user. Users will retain, performance 
responsibility for their payload and will remain in­
volved through the entire on-line flow as well. 
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
 
A safety program at the launch site is intended 
to protect personnel and the public from hazards, 
to prevent damage to property, to avoid accidental 
work interruptions, and to provide data with 
which to evaluate risks and loss factors. The 
launch site safety program is part of the overall 
STS safety program. 
At KSC, the director of safety, reliability, qual-
ity assurance, and protective services is responsible 
for safety planning. Safety requirements at KSC 
include Department of Defense requirements. Those 
NASA operations in Air Force areas will be con-
ducted in accordance with local Air Force safety 
regulations and within the framework of KSC 
safety standards. Safety surveillance will be coordi-
nated with Air Force representatives, 
The user is responsible for applying the provi-
sions of the safety program by: 
* Maintaining surveillance in assigned areas to 
detect and correct unsafe practices and conditions 
0 Coordinating with the safety operations office 
on all matters pertaining to accident prevention 
* Submitting the required safety data 
* Ensuring that employees have and use safety 
clothing and equipment during hazardous opera-
tions 
A hazardous operation is one that could result 
in damage to property or injury to personnel be-
cause it involves one or more of the following. 
1. Working area and environment: Any environ-
ment that deviates from normal atmosphere (in 
pressure, chemical composition, or temperature, for 
example, and including confinement within a 
closed spacecraft) or work in proximity to pres-
sure vessels. 
2. Explosive ordnance: Handling, transportation, 
installation, removal, closeout, or checkout of 
ordnance devices or an ordnance system. 
3. Propellants: Loading, unloading or flow, 
hookup or disconnect, movement of loaded storage 
units, or opening contaminated' systems involving 
solid, liquid, hypergolic, or cryogenic propellants. 
4. Cryogenics: Loading, unloading, flow, hookup 
or disconnect, movement of loaded storage units, 
or repair of a system containing cryogenics. 
5. Hoisting: Any operation involving lifting, 
loading, or transporting a large or heavy item. 
6. Radiation: Any operation involving an ioniz­
ing radiation source or radiographic equipment or 
producing more than a specified level of radiofre­
quency radiation. Authorization at KSC for ex­
posure to ionizing radiation is controlled centrally 
through the Radiation Safety Program. Rules are 
consistent with NASA, Energy Research and De­
velopment Administration,, and State of Florida 
regulations. 
7. Toxic/combustible/corrosive: Risks involved in 
the use of toxic, combustible, or corrosive liquids, 
gases, or solids, such as mercury, acids, or 
solvents. 
8. Pressure: Operations involving the pressuriza­
tion of systems or components in which the first 
pressurization of a vessel exceeds 25 percent of 
design burst; in which any pressurization of a ves­
sel containing hazardous fluids exceeds 25 percent 
of design burst; in which any pressurization of a 
vessel exceeds 50 percent of design burst; or in 
which any pressurization of tubing, fittings, and 
other components exceeds 25 percent of design 
burst. 
9. Electrical: Any operation involving risk be­
cause of the nature of the equipment involved. 
10. Spacecraft: Personnel inside a spacecraft 
with hatch closed. 
11. Other: Any operation not previously speci­
fied that could endanger people or hardware (as 
examples, use of other high-energy sources or 
work at heights). 
The safety operations office at KSC will review 
hazardous operating procedures. A variance from 
normal safety operations may be issued under cer­
tain circumstances. 
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VAFB OPERATIONS
 
At Vandenberg Air Force Base, the Department 
of Defense (DOD) will be responsible for the 
general-purpose Shuttle equipment and facilities 
necessary to perform the ground, launch, and land-
ing activities for all Space Shuttle operations. Ini-
tial operational capability at VAFB is planned for 
no earlier than December 1982. The NASA/KSC 
will be responsible for launch site sulpport for all 
NASA and civilian payloads before they-are mated 
with the Orbiter, while the U.S. Air Force at 
VAFB will be responsible for DOD payloads as 
well as for overall Shuttle facilities, 
Payloads will be installed either at the Orbiter 
Maintenance and Checkout Facility (in a manner 
identical to the Orbiter Processing Facility) or at 
the launch pad by use of the payload preparation 
room/payload changeout room. The latter is DOD 
baseline. Vertical installations will differ slightly 
from those at KSC because the facilities differ. At 
VAFB, the payload may be delivered to the 
launch pad payload preparation room (located 
underground), where preparations for mating and 
checkout will be completed. The payload will then 
be transferred to the adjoining payload changeout 
room and installed on the Orbiter as it is at KSC. 
As at KSC, the payload will be completely 
checked out and ready for flight before its instal­
lation in the Orbiter. Actual mating, integration, 
and checkout of payloads will be the responsibility 
of DOD (with NASA participation when non-DOD 
payloads are involved). 
After the Orbiter lands, safing and deservicing 
will be done in a special facility. Payloads Will be 
removed at the Orbiter Maintenance and Checkout 
Facility. Shuttle operations at VAFB are more 
fully described in the VAFB Ground Operations 
Plan. 
cm 
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Payload preparationand payload changeout rooms at VAFB launch site. 
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Management and procedures
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FLIGHT PLANNING
 
Flight planning is an ongoing process; it in- The following five interdependent elements, all 
volves the specific user at the' point when pay- related to payloads flight planning, make up STS 
loads mission-planning activities are integrated with flight planning. 
the STS operations planning. The STS operations a Utilization planning - the analysis of ap­
organization is responsible for all STS planning ex- proved (funded or committed) payloads with op­
cept payload-specific planning, which is done 'by erational resources, leading to a set of firm flight 
the user. schedules with cargo manifests 
The payload mission plan is provided by the * Flight design - detailed trajectory, attitude, 
user and is nedessary for integrating the payload and pointing planning (among other parameters), 
planning and STS flight-planning activities. It is which becomes part of the basic flight profile 
fundamental to the payload flight assignment, ob- 0 Crew activity planning - the analysis and' de­
taining the STS flight profile design, and subse- velopment of required activities to be performed 
quefit crew activity planning, in flight, resulting in a set of crew activity proce-
The time needed for the planning cycle is re- dures and time lines for each flight 
lated to the complexity of a flight as well as to e Operations planning - performing those tasks 
the number of times a given type of flight has that must be done to ensure that vehicle systems 
already occurred. The basic objective for STS and ground-based flight control operations support 
operations is to achieve a short (16 weeks) de- flight objectives 
tailed planning cycle for simple or repeat-type * Training preparation - those activities re­
flights. The first few times a new type of flight is quired to assure that the proper resources are 
ilanned, a longer planning cycle is required for available to train the flight crew and flight opera­
developing standardized phases (which can then be tions support personnel to perform their assigned 
used in planning later similar flights). Planning of tasks. 
standard flight types and flight phases has been 
underway for several years. Longer planning cycles 
of individual flights are also needed for those . 
complex flights involving analysis and multidisci­
pline coordination. 
Real-time revision of plans (such as consumables
 
management, updates to procedures, or changes in " LOAD
 
crew activities) during a flight is a natural contin­
uation of the preflight planning process.
 
Fl hLhPlanam-g Simulation anmd .Training Scheduling 
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Utilization planning 
Integration of approved missions into flight 
manifests and flight schedules is the responsibility 
of the STS operations, organization. For this func-
tion, users must provide payload mission objec-
tives, flight data requirements and constraints, and 
payload descriptions, 
Selected support to proposed missions is pro-
vided to determine if they can be supported by 
established STS system capabilities. If additional 
capabilities would be required, these are identified 
(and, as applicable, cost estimates are made). 
Approved missions are then integrated into 
flight manifests based on their priority and com-
patibility. For this to be done, payload require-
ments for STS payload interface, trajectory, time 
of launch, crew activities, training, STS systems 
support, and payload hardware integration must be 
provided or payloads must be analyzed to deter-
mine these requirements. This phase of standard 
planning requires close coordination between the 
user and all STS operations support elements and 
is managed in the same manner for all flights, 
Payload planning includes mission planning and 
payload flight planning. The latter is conducted in 
parallel to the STS flight-planning process. A user 
can enter the STS planning cycle at almost any 
point within a 5-year time frame, depending upon 
the following payload variables. 
* Suitability of the payload experiments to an 
existing standard carrier or free-flying system 
* Interflight requirements related to payload 
mission objectives 
* Payload design complexity, the lead time re­
quirements from design concept to flight 
0 Characteristics of a payload that would per­
nft its sharing a flight 
Data-flow/data-handling requirements and soft­
ware interface 
* Hardware integration requirements, including 
control/monitoring instrumentation (crew station), 
cargo bay installation (ground iervices), and flight kits 
* Flight design requirements, including trajec­
tory, consumables, attitude and pointing, and .de­
ployment or retrieval 
* Flight crew activity requirements relative to 
payload operation 
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Flight design 
The flight design activity encompasses trajectory, 
consumables, attitude and pointing, and 
deployment/retrieval planning. To minimize the re-
quirement for unique and detailed planning and 
analysis, standardized flights will be used if they 
are consistent with the specified payload objec-
tives. The standard planning approach, involves sets 
of orbital destinations (inclination, orbital altitude), 
flight phases (launch, on-orbit time line, 
deployment/retrieval sequences), maneuver se-
quences (rendezvous, orbital adjustments, deorbit), 
and crew activities blocks. Analysis of electrical, 
communications, and environmental needs at this 
stage will lead to such decisions as whether to 
include various flight kits on the flight, 
Based on mission plans, which establish a set of 
requirements for a given flight, the flight profile 
design will be initiated. 
The end result of the flight design phase is a 
detailed trajectory and, flight profile that includes 
such information as maneuver sequences, vehicle 
attitude and pointing, consumables time lines, corn­
munications coverage, and lighting data. 
Modular software and standard flight phases will 
be used to assemble the flight trajectory from 
launch to landing. After evaluation and alterations 
of the flight trajectory have been made, a flight 
profile will be produced. It will be prepared 
approximately a year before launch for complex 
and new types of flights and will become the 
basis for all detailed planning activities. For 
routine repeat flights, no flight-specific documenta­
tion will be produced before the 16-week planning 
cycle begins. 
Occasionally, a change in flight requirements, 
cargo manifest, or launch schedule may require 
modification of the flight profile. 
During the period beginning about 16 weeks be­
fore the launch, detailed flight design data are 
generated to support any necessary simulation and 
training, preparation activity, consumables loading 
parameters, and crew activity plans. 
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Crew activity planning 
A time line plus the necessary procedures and 
crew reference data to accomplish a given flight 
are generated from crew activity planning. 
During the utilization planning phase, crew 
activity planners support the analysis of mission 
compatibility and flight feasibility in relation to 
crew activities. The crew activity aspect of utiliza-
tion planning will result in definition of the flight 
duration and crew size and identification of any 
new technique or procedure requirements. 
Crew activity planners will also support payload 
crew activity planning. The users are responsible 
for performing the experiment planning, scheduling, 
and tradeoffs necessary to accomplish the payload 
flight requirements. The STS operations center is 
responsible for performing the STS planning and 
STS activity scheduling necessary to support pay-
load activities and to maintain crew and vehicle 
safety. 
About 1 year before launch, the payload/STS 
flight data requirements are baselined. This activity 
-serves as a checkpoint to determine which length 
planning cycle is warranted and it establishes the 
following, 
* STS procedures and reference data 
* STS/payload interface procedures and refer-
ence data 
* Payload procedures and reference data 
* Time lines and crew activity plans 
If new STS procedures are identified in the re­
quirements for STS/payload interface procedures, 
the longer planning cycle is warranted, and devel­
opment of these procedures will begin and will 
continue until approximately 32 weeks before 
launch. 
The summary STS time line is developed, con­
taining the crew activities for the STS flight 
phases (launch, rendezvous, entry, etc.), crew 
work/rest cycles, and crew personal and system 
maintenance periods. The, summary STS time line, 
in combination with the flight profile, serves as a 
baseline for experiment planning and scheduling. 
Payload procedures will be developed by pay 
load crew activity planners, leading to a summary 
payload time line that is consistent with STS con­
straints and schedules and with the scientific activ­
itiles necessary to accomplish the payload flight 
requirements. Some modifications to the STS activ­
ities may be needed to enhance or optimize the 
payload activities; the intent is to accommodate 
the payload flight requirements as completely as 
possible within the planning resources limits, while 
maintaining STS vehicle and crew safety limits. 
The STS crew activity planners will combine 
the payload activities (which have been planned 
and scheduled by the payload crew activity plan­
ners) with- the- STS activities to create a single 
integrated summary crew 'activity plan. Those STS 
activities required to support the payload activities 
will also be scheduled. As a part of this integra­
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tion process, a vehicle attitude time line will be 
developed, 
During this time frame, an update to the flight 
profile is produced, if required, and detailed sys-
tems analyses are conducted. This is necessary be-
cause of the interrelationships among flight design, 
operations planning, and crew activity planning. As 
a result of this process, a preliminary integrated 
summary crew activity plan and a preliminary ve-
hicle attitude time line will be developed, 
These products are used to develop the payload 
planning details. The payload details consist of any 
required payload time tline details that go beyond 
the basic activity definitions in the summary crew 
activity plan, or any payload data required for the 
execution of these activities. If modifications to 
the integrated summary crew activity plan are re-
quired, they will be coordinated with the STS 
crew activity planners. 
About 12 weeks before launch (in either the 
long or the short planning cycle), the payload 
flight data file will be completed. At 8 weeks, the 
final STS flight data file will be produced by the 
STS planners. This is the material actually carried 
onboard and includes the crew activity plans, pro­
cedures, reference material, and test data needed 
by the crew for flight execution. 
During this same time frame, the STS opera­
tions planners will produce the final issues of the 
command plan, flight rules, and network and logis­
tics support plan. This will allow the crew and 
the STS flight control team (assigned 8 weeks be­
fore launch) to begin their flight-specific training 
and will serve as a basis for their preparations. Six 
weeks before launch, the user will provide the 
final payload flight data file and the final payload 
details. Any subsequent planning updates will be 
performed only as required. 
The majority of STS procedures are standard­
ized; 'changes required from flight to, flight will be 
primarily a result of vehicle configuration changes. 
The STS/payload interface procedures, however, are 
candidates for standardization only for repeat pay­
loads The scheduling of STS payload support 
activities depends on the payload activities them­
selves. For this reason, standardization in these 
areas is very difficult (without sacrificing flexibility 
in payload scheduling or accepting less than opti­
mum results). 
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Operations planning 
Operations planning includes that planning per-
formed to ensure a smooth execution of the flight 
itself. The results of the analyses performed during 
the utilization planning and flight design phases 
are the primary inputs to the operations planning 
phase. 
During this final phase, the flight documenta-
tion to be used during flight operations is evalu-
ated and updated no later than 8 weeks before 
launch if the flight requirements demand modifica-
tions. The following documents are involved, 
* Flight rules 

" Console handbook 

* Command plan 
* Communication and data plan 
* Systems schematics 

" MCC/network support plan 

* Logistics support plan 
* Countdown test checkout procedures 
* Systems command procedures handbook 
Detailed systems and consumables analyses and 
budgets for the flight, using the reference trajec­
tory as a basis, are also done in this final plan­
ning phase. 
Training preparation 
The training preparation task for a specific 
flight begins with the determination of training re­
quirements. If new facilities are needed, they must 
be- identified far enough in advance to allow fund­
ing and design work. 
Once the training requirements have been identi­
flied, standardized training plans will be modified 
to fit the flight requirements, the training facilities 
will be scheduled, the simulation scripts written, 
and the actual training performed to support both 
flight crew and flight controller tasks. 
All STS-related training, both for onboard and 
ground personnel, is the responsibility of JSC. All 
payload-related training is the responsibility of the 
user. Close coordination is, therefore, required to 
achieve a compatible and balanced training plan. 
Additional information dbout schedules, require­
ments, and specific facilities is in the section 
entitled "Training and Simulatlons." 
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COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
 
The network used'by the Space Transportation 
System provides real-time communication links 
between the user on the ground and his 
payload-whether it is attached or detached-
during most of the tine on orbit This communi-
cation, managed either through the Mission Control 
Center or network control, will originate in the 
Payload Operations Control Center. 
The communication links provide capability for 
downlink telemetry data, uplink command data, 
two-way voice, downlink television, and uplink 
text and graphics. 
DOMSAT % S-BAND 
TDRSr 
50 Mb/SEC 
RELAY 
The STS communications network is a 
combination of the Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite system (TDRSS), consisting of two 
geosynchronous satellites and one ground station, 
and the space tracking and data network (STDN). 
The NASA communicatiors network (NASCOM), 
which may be augmented by an interface with a 
domestic satellite (Domsat), links the tracking 
stations with the ground control centers. In 
addition, the deep space network (DSN) is used to 
support all interplanetary flights. 
US/PAYLOAD 
PAYLOAD C 
ANCOTS-BAND
 
PL
 
FROM 
DOMSAT 
DOMSAT DOMSAT so TDRSS 
RECAVER TRANSMITTER GROUND STDN RDSOIC ORSTATIONINATI 
bSC15M/E N.OF FREE-FLYING SYSTM COMMAND 
AND CONTROL 
LAN ETA RTVOFP 
JSC SFCPAY LOADS 
A IOONDPAYLOAD ~COMM NDRIE/I$ CONICO 
POCC CC OBITE DATPPCC 
ORBITER DATA, VOICE COORDINATION 
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Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite system 
The TDRSS provides the principal coverage for 
all STS flights. It is used to support Orbiter 
attached payloads as well as free-flying systems and 
propulsive upper stages in low and medium Earth 
orbit. The nearly continuous monitoring capability 
helps reduce the probability of experiment failure, 
reduces the need for onboard data storage, and 
allows for in-flight modifications of experiments, 
The system consists of two active 
communications relay satellites in geosynchronous 
orbits 130P apart and a single ground station at 
White Sands, New Mexico. The two satellites 
provide a minimum orbital communications 
coverage- of approximately 85 percent for all 
spacecraft, even those at the lowest orbital 
altitude. Coverage increases with altitude, becoming 
approximately 98 percent at 600 nautical miles 
(1111 kilometers), the highest operating range of 
NO-COVERAGE 648 N. Mi. (1200 km) 
TDRS WEST 
oLONGITUDE LONG 
410 W 
area~~To 
Two-satellite Tracking and Data Relay Satellite system showing 
area of no coverage, 
the Orbiter. User spacecraft at low altitudes and 
inclinations will pass through the zone of no 
coverage during every orbit and, therefore, receive 
the least coverage. Those at high altitudes and 
high inclinations will pass through the no-coverage 
zone only periodically; for example, a spacecraft 
at 540 nautical miles (1000 kilometers) and 990 
will be in the zone only' once per day or less. 
The limited coverage area is generally between 60' 
and 90P east longitude (central Asia, India, and 
the Indian Ocean). 
Communications coverage by TDRSS may be 
further constrained as a result of antenna patterns 
during those payload operations that require
 
specific Orbiter attitudes. For example, an Orbiter
 
"heads down" position for Earth resources viewing
 
could restrict coverage to as low as 30 percent of
 
the time, depending on orbital inclination and
 
Orbiter attitude position.
 
Details of TDRSS capabilities are provided in
 
the TDRSS Users' Guide (GSFC STDN 101.2).
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Areas where the Orbiter is out of communication on the TOASS network are shown for two altitudes. 
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Space tracking and 
data network 
The space tracking and data network consists of 
several S-band stations scattered around the world 
for support of Orbiter launch and landing opera-
tions, as well as for propulsive upper stages and 
free-flying systems operating in high-Earth orbit. 
Because the STDN can accommodate only the 
Orbiter S-band downlink, the data rate for 
payloads will be limited to less than 4.0 
megahertz or 5:0 megabits/sec. 
NASCOM and Dornsat 
The NASA communications network, managed 
by the Goddard Space Flight Center, forms the 
ground links between the tracking stations and 
both the Mission Control Center and the Payload 
Operations Control Centers. 
Depending on the network design, the data will 
be handled in one of two ways. The TDRSS 
ground station may reroute the entire STS down-
link stream (up to 50 megabits/sec) unchanged 
through a Domsat to a Domsat ground terminal at 
Johnson Space Center. Any agency in the conti-
nental United States having a Domsat terminal 
would also have access to the STS downlink. 
In the other design (known as the selected 
throughput design), the TDRSS ground station 
may route selected portions of the STS downlink 
stream (up to about 1.5 megabits/sec) unchanged 
through a wideband circuit directly to the MCC. 
Payload control 
All commanding through the Orbiter to pay­
loads will pass through or be initiated at the 
MCC. As much as 2 kilobits/sec of command data 
(various types, formats, and bit rates) can be 
transmitted to payloads through the Orbiter. The 
intent of the Shuttle command system (onboard 
and ground system) is to provide for maximum 
transparency to payload commands, while retaining 
adequate control for crew safety. Some specialized 
preflight planning with the user is necessary to 
achieve this goal. The following command system 
features and operations concepts are used. 
An STS/payload command plan will be 
developed and jointly agreed upon by JSC and the 
user, with particular attention given to the 
countdown, launch, insertion, and payload­
activation sequences. To ensure Orbiter safety and 
to allow for interruption of normal, preplanned 
POCC command sequences during Orbiter 
contingencies, the MCC will maintain the capability 
to enable/disable POCC command output through 
the MCC. 
A list of payload commands that constitute a 
hazard to the Orbiter (while the payload is 
attached to or near the Orbiter) will be identified 
jointly by JSC and the user during preflight 
planning. The user may add to the list any 
commands considered hazardous to the payload 
itself. This joint command list will be entered into 
the MCC command software (safed). 
A definite handover time for detached payload 
operations will be established jointly by JSC and 
the user before the flight. The plan will define 
the point after which POCC commands will cease 
to pass through the MCC and will be initiated and 
routed independent of STS commands. In 
establishing the proper handover time, the primary 
consideration is to maintain Orbiter and crew 
safety after the handover of command 
responsibility. 
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Telemetry and data systems 	 and voice transmission will automatically be re­
corded on the operations recorder whenever the 
When attached payloads are flown, up to 64 proper data format and voice channels are selec­
kilobits/sec of data can be transmitted (interleaved ted. In addition, up to 50 megabits/sec of payload 
with the STS operations telemetry) to the ground. data (either in real time or recorded) can be 
Selected portions of these data can also be dis- transmitted to the ground via TDRSS. 
played onboard to the crew. The payload data 
TDRS 
EVA0, 
TELEMETRY, 	VOICE DETACHED PAYLOAD 
'4 
e .TRANSMIT: 	COMMANDS OR DIGITAL VOICE S-BAND 
AND COMMANDS TELEMETRY Ku-BAND 
* RECEIVE: 	 TELEMETRY AND DIGITAL VOICE 
* 	RADAR TRACKING 
ONE-WAY DOPPLER 
EXTRACTION 
S-BAND 
* PM UPLINK (32 kb/SEC)
* 	PM DOWNLINK (96 kb/SEC) Ku-BAND 
P PM UPLINK (72 kb/SEC + 1 Mb/SEC) 
* PM DOWNLINK (<2 Mb/SEC + <50 Mb/SEC) 
S-BAND 	 0 FM DOWNLINK (K2Mb/SEC + <4.2 MHz 
* 	PHASE MODULATION (PM) UPLINK (72 kb/SEC) S-BAND + 192 kb/SEC)
 
VOICE (2 X 32 kb/SEC), COMMANDS 6.4 kbISEC
 
(2 kb/SEC INFORMATION ENCODED), AND
 
1.6 kb/SEC SYNCHRONIZED INTERLEAVED 
* 	PM DOWNLINK (192 kb/SEC) VOICE (2 X 32 kb/SEC) TWO-WAY DOPPLER
 
AND 128 kb/SEC ORBITER PCM TELEMETRY WITH EXTRACTION-

INTERLEAVED PAYLOAD DATA (64 kb/SEC
 
MAXIMUM) _".±
 
* 	FREQUENCY MODULATION (FM) DOWNLINK
 
TIME-SHARED, WIDE-BAND PAYLOAD DATA __
 
(ANALOG OR DIGITAL), TELEVISION, DUMP
 
RECORDED DATA, TO 4.0 MHz OR 5.0 Mb/SEC
 STDN GROUND STATION TDRS GROUND 
STATION 
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Somewhat less capability exists for detached with a network simultaneously with the upper 
payloads telemetry through the Orbiter. Up to 16 stage telemetry downlink. 
kilobits/sec of payload data can be transmitted to Voice and' video links are also provided. The 
the Orbiter, displayed to the crew, and transmitted MCC will control all air-to-ground voice channels. 
(interleaved with the STS operations telemetry) to The POCC will normally communicate with the 
the ground. These data (and voice, if available) crew for payload operations on the air-to-ground 
will also be recorded onboard whenever the proper science operations channel (which is separate from 
data format and voice channels are selected. Up to the Orbiter operations channel). However, if the 
4 megabits/see (or 4.5 megahertz) can be command/telemetry interface is low bit rate to 
transmitted from the payload through the Orbiter and from the Orbiter, the POCC will share the 
to the ground via the "bent pipe" route. However, same channel with the MCC. The MCC will 
the crew would not have access to the data. continuously monitor usage of the air-to-ground 
After crew- or ground-commanded checkout of science operations channel and will enable/inhibit 
a detached payload has been completed and after POCC voice capability as required for crew safety 
the Orbiter has executed a separation maneuver, and in-flight operations. 
the payload control function no longer involves The crew controls voice recording, but the 
the Orbiter. The POCC will then assume complete MCC, with crew coordination, controls recorder 
control of the detached free-flying payload and dumps (playbacks to the radiofrequency system for 
- command/telemetry data will no longer be routed downlink of recorded information). 
through the Orbiter or the MCC. The source of video can be the cockpit televi-
If a flight involves an upper stage/payload corn- sion camera, one of the four cameras associated 
bination, the MCC will retain control through sep- with the cargo bay and manipulators, or from an 
aration of the upper stage and its payload at a attached payload. Coordination of video use be­
desired orbital position. However a payload may tween the MCC and the POCC will require inte­
have its own radiofrequency telemetry interface grated flight planning. 
Payload/Orbiter telemetry data 
Data link Can be Can be Can be received Can be received 
recorded displayed by STDN by TDRSS 
onboard onboard 
Detached payload Upto 16 kilobits/sec Yes Yes Yes Yes 
interfaces Bent pipe No No No Yes 
Up to 64 kilobits/see Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Up to 50 megabitslsec No No No Yes 
Attached payload Up to 1.024 megabits/sec No Yes Yes (dump) Yes (dump)
interfaces Up to 5 megabits/sec No No Yes Yes 
4.2 megahertz No Yes Yes Yes 
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MISSION CONTROL CENTER
 
During all on-orbit periods when a payload has 
an operational interface with the Space 
Transportation System, flight operations support 
will be provided jointly by the Mission Control 
Center (MCC) and by the Payload 'Operations 
Control Center (POCC) responsible for that 
payload. The MCC will provide total support for 
other phases of the flight - prelaunch, ascent, 
rreentry, and landing. 
The MCC is located at the Lyndon B. Johnson 
Space Center (JSC), which has been designated as 
the STS operator for all NASA flights. Flight 
operations command and control' facilities are 
located in the MCC. 
For all flights, the MCC provides systems 
monitoring and contingency support for all STS 
elements, provides two-way communications 
interface with the crew and onboard systems, 
performs flight data collection to a central site, 
and provides a preflight and in-flight operational 
interface with the POCC to coordinate flight 
operations. 
Specific types of payloads require some 
variations in the interface support provided by the 
MCC. The MCC operation has sufficient flexibility 
to accommodate all types of missions with varying 
degrees of user participation and STS services to 
payloads. The operations concepts are intended to 
provide economical and convenient services in 
response to user needs. 
Three basic flight types involve (1) attached 
payloads, (2) deployment and retrieval in Earth 
orbit, and (3) use of upper stages to deliver pay­
loads.
 
For flights involving attached payloads, the 
MCC provides these standard items: Spacelab sys­
tems monitoring, contingency support, and systems 
support for unattended operations; Spacelab soft­
ware support for standard Spacelab services; inter­
face systems support; and other items related to 
combined POCC and MCC tasks. The MCC also 
provides a ground team to develop whatever pre­
flight documentation is required for a given flight, 
including the STS payload support plan, flight 
rules and constraints, troubleshooting plans and 
procedures, and command plans. The ground sup­
port role is flexible and able to operate with 
standardized Spacelab configurations and documen­
tation sets. 
PLANNING OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT TEAM
 
MULTIPURPOSE SUPPORT e ACTIVITY INTEGRATION 
" DETAILED FLIGHT DESIGN -- * READINESS ASSESSMENT 
" TRAINING o RESPONSE CENTER 
* FLIGHT DATA SET
 
" CONTINGENCY SUPPORT
 
STATUSING FLIGHT CONTROL TEAM 
" SITUATED IN MCC 
* REAL-TIME FLIGHTMULTIPURPOSE 
FOLLOWING
SUPPORT ROOMS 
OR IN-LINE * COLOCATED IN A 
ORGANIZATION DEDICATED FLIGHT 
r_ CONTROL ROOM 
Organization of the Mision Control Center. 
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Deployment and retrieval missions fall into two 
broad categories of MCC support: those requiring 
little or no checkout or special training of flight 
crews and operations support personnel and those 
that involve significant crew activities and systems 
interfaces between the Orbiter and the payload. 
For the limited-interface category, MCC support 
will follow a standardized plan that requires con-
sideration only of trajectory and deployment end 
conditions. Variations in ground systems may relate 
only to command and telemetry format modifica-
tions and trajectory monitoring, 
The MCC interface will be more extensive for 
those flights that require significant crew and 
systems interfaces. Real-time telemetry and voice 
and command system capabilities will be provided 
through STS operations interfaces. Payload systems 
expertise will be provided by the user. Payload 
telemetry processing at MCC will include only that 
payload data received in the operational data 
stream that are required to accomplish STS 
interface responsibilities. 
For payloads involving use of standard propul-
sive upper stages (requiring trajectory placement 
that cannot be achieved by the Orbiter), MCC will 
be responsible for the systems monitoring, contin-
gency support, and operational control of the 
upper stage. Telemetry data from the upper stage 
will be processed at MCC to support flight cot;-
trol, both while the upper stage is in the cargo 
bay and while it is operating deployed from the 
Orbiter. Payload data transmitted through the 
Orbiter or independently of the STS communica-
tion systems will also be made available at MCC if 
those data are required to support flight opera­
tions. 
The STS operations organization within the MCC 
consists of three major elements or functions: a 
planning operations management team (POMT), 
multipurpose support groups, and small flight con­
trol teams. 
The POMT serves primarily to perform a pre­
flight (approximately 2 years to 16 weeks before 
launch) function, with management responsibility 
for the detailed development, planning, scheduling, 
and status of all STS flights. The POMT will pro­
vide assistance to the user in preparing require­
ments documentation for facilities, software, com­
mand, telemetry, flight requirements, and POCC 
interfaces. 
The multipurpose support function includes the 
bulk of STS flight planning, procedures develop­
ment, and systems expertise and manpower. The 
multipurpose support teams provide direct support 
for preflight planning and training activities and, 
during the flight, provide systems and trajectory 
statusing support to the flight control room on a 
routine and periodic basis. 
The flight control team is the only 
flight-dedicated element in the operations concept; 
these people are on duty 24 hours a day for the 
duration of each STS flight They provide direct 
real-time flight support to the crew through flight 
monitoring and assistance during launch and entry, 
and by following the flight acitivities during the 
orbital phase. The real-time planning and execution 
of payload operations activities will be primarily 
the responsibility of the POCC. 
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PAYLOAD OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER
 
Operating in conjunction with the JSC Mission 
Control Center are three Payload Operations Con-
trol Centers (POCC's), from which the STS user 
or experimenters can monitor and control their 
payloads. 
The relationship between the MCC and each 
POCC is essentially the same. Each POCC has the 
computation and display capability necessary to 
provide data for operational control of bayloads as 
well as the capabilities for payload communications 
and command. 
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
(PLANETARY PAYLOADS) 
Loeations of Payload Operations Control Centers. 
Normally, only one POCC will be involved with 
a single flight. Attached payloads, including all 
Spacelab manned modules and/or pallets, are con­
trolled from the POCC at JSC. Free-flying systems 
that are deployed, retrieved, or serviced in Earth 
orbit by the Orbiter are monitored by a POCC at 
-the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Payloads 
with distant destinations, such as those exploring 
other planets, are controlled from the POCC at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 
GODDARD SPACE 
FLIGHT CENTER 
(EARTH-ORBITING 
AUTOMATED 
PAYLOADS) 
, 
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
 
(ATTACHED PAYLOADS)
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Attached payloads 
Flight operations activities for support of attached 
payloads are conducted from the POCC at JSC. This 
POCC provides the facilities and accommodations nec-
essary to monitor and control the payload operations, 
The user can select the level of support needed in 
the POCC for payload support. The three basic modes 
are as follows. 
0 Host - in this mode, the POCC provides host fa-
cilities with a standard complement of capability for 
data monitoring, payload commanding, and voice corn-
munications with the crew and the MCC. The user pro-
vides all the payload operations personnel necessary to 
support real-time crew activity planning, crew pro-
cedures changes, command and control, systems moni-
toring, science processing, and analysis. JSC will pro-
vide one liaison position to support POCC familiariza-
tion, because it is expected that a wide variety of users 
will be spending only a short time in the POCC and will 
be somewhat unfamiliar with the standard 
STS/MCC/POCC operations. 
* Limited - in this mode, the user provides part of 
the payload support and NASA provides payload sup-

port in selected areas. 

* Full service- in this mode, NASA provides all 

the required payload support to conduct the user's
 
MOST SUPPORT LIMITED SUPPORT 

- ,t,, 2t'...----~ 
....... , ....
 
Scale of support options from the POCC available to the user. 
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payload operations. However, as in the other modes,
the user will be responsible for all science management 
support. 
Generally, the same data that are available to the 
STS controllers within the Mission Control Center are 
also available to the user in the POCC. The POCC also 
provides-similar capability to the MCC for command 
uplink and voice communications' both with the on­
board crew and with flight controllers in the MCC. The 
accompanying table provides a summary of the stand­
ard capabilities in the JSC POCC for data monitoring, 
command and control, accommodations, and services. 
Interfaces between the POCC and the MCC are sim­
plified somewhat by the fact that both are located in 
the same building (building 30 MissionControl Center­
complex at JSC). Payload operations for attached pay­
loads require close coordination between the POCC 
and the MCC throughout the duration of a flight. No 
handoff is made, as it is to the other two POCC's when 
their spacecraft get out of range of the Orbiter. 
The responsibility for managing and staffing the JSC 
POCC lies with the user; thus, the organizational struc­
ture is flexible and may vary somewhat from flight to 
flight. However, the user is expected to designate an 
individual within the POCC who has overall responsi­
bility for all payload operations decisions. 
FULL SERVICE
 
MINIMUM USER PARTICIPATION 
JSC PARTICIPATION 
JSC POCC standard capabilities 
Facility * Consoles, desks, chairs, tables, Data * Standard unit conversion, limit 
recorders, telephones, headsets processing sensing, and simple arithmetic 
for voice monitoring, confer- computations 
ence areas 0 Analysis program support (the 
Voice * Voice loops (both internal and amount of support will be ne­
communications external to JSC) for coordinat-
ing STS/payload flight planning 
gotiated 
basis) 
on a case-by-case 
activities Trajectory * All ongoing trajectory and Or-, 
* Two-way voice communications biter attitude information will 
with crew during flight be made available to users as 
* Voice transcripts and/or voice required 
tapes of crew conversations * Orbit phase processing of tra-
Command * Commands can be initiated jectory will be performed as 
data, from an assigned console posi- required to support payload 
(uplink) tion in the POCC operations 
* Command histories can be re- Output * Digital television equipment dis­
trieved from real-time proces- devices plays 
sors and displayed on the con- e Strip chart recorders 
sole. Command histories may 0 Tabular reports 
also be obtained from off-line 0 Standard computer-compatible 
processors (printouts or tapes) tapes containing STS systems 
Telemetry a Real-time monitoring of .the and trajectory data 
data STS systems data (same capa- Video 0 Can monitor in real time all 
(downlink) bility as MCC controllers) downlink STS-compatible video downlink 
* Real-time processing and dis- 0 Video tapes available postflight 
play of payload 
control data 
command and 
Natural * Worldwide meteorological data 
* Real-time processing and dis- environment * Space environment data (re­
play of science data contained support ports on solar activities, ener­
in independent 
links 
science down- getic particles, artifical 
geomagnetic activity, 
events, 
auroral 
* Near-real-time processing and data, and ionospheric disturb­
display of science data con- ances) 
tained in independent science 
downlinks 
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Free-flying automated payloads The GSFC payload operations are functionally 
Goddard Space Flight Center is equipped to 
conduct operations of NASA Earth-orbiting free-
flying spacecraft. Eight to 10 individual POCCs 
exist, each of which has the capability to support 
flight operations of several spacecraft, Normally, an 
individual dedicated POCC will support a series of 
spacecraft or spacecraft in similar scientific disci-
plines. A Multisatellite Operations Control Center, 
which provides support for those spacecraft that 
do not require a dedicated POCC, can support 5 
to 10 spacecraft, depending on extent of opera-
tional requirements. 
COMMAND. TRACKING. 
DATA ACQUISITION 

NETWORK 

(STDN) 
organized into three main areas: the project opera­
tions control center, which is the focal point for 
payload operations and control; the support corn­
puting functions, which include computations of 
orbit, attitude, flight maneuvers, and spacecraft 
control; and the sensory data processing,- which 
provides preprocessed time-ordered data and proc­
essed image data to experimenters and organiza­
tional users. These functions and their relationships 
are illustrated. 
A non-real-time computing capability exists for 
mission analyses, design of payload flightpath, and 
in-orbit flight data analysis and navigation compu­
tations. 
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Capability exists to simulate spacecraft charac-
teristics, operational constraints, environmental pa-
rameters, and to generate data for checkout of the 
end-to-end data system and spacecraft responses to 
command activities. The simulation capability is 
normally mission-unique. 
The standard POCC capabilities are quite similar 
to those described previously for the JSC POCC. 
The size and computational support will vary, de-
pending on individual mission requirements. 
The GSFC POCC normally provides the control 
facilities, computational capability, and software 
necessary to interface with the STDN, to process 
the free-flying spacecraft telemetry data, to gener-
ate the necessary data outputs and displays to 
support the spacecraft evaluation and operations,' 
and to generate the necessary commands for space-
craft operation. The required operations personnel 
are also provided by GSFC. 
The user normally provides the spacecraft opera­
tions team that works from a mission operations 
room. The individual experimenters and principal 
investigators either work within the POCC or have 
interfaces to the POCC. They are responsible for 
operation and evaluation of their own experiments. 
If required, data can be transmitted to an experi­
menter's home facilities, at the experimenter's 
expense. 
Each POCC at GSFC will provide standard in­
terfaces to the STS for times when operations are 
conducted with the spacecraft attached to the Or­
biter or in its sphere of influence. These interfaces 
include command, telemetry, Orbiter attitude and 
orbit ephemeris, flight-planning data, voice .capabil­
ity to the Mission Control Center and the Orbiter, 
and video-as required. 
Support from a POCC at GSFC is arranged 
through the Office of Tracking and Data Acquisi­
tion at NASA Headquarters. 
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Planetary payloads 
The POCC (also called the Mission Control and 
Computing Center) at the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory is equipped to support planetary or lunar 
mission operations as well as some Earth-satellite 
operations managed by JPL. More than one mis-
sion can be supported simultaneously. The POCC 
includes two buildings (the Space Flight Operations 
Facility and part of the System Development Lab-
oratory). The amount of actual area needed 
changes with the mission requirements. 
An auxiliary powerhouse, computers, software, 
terminal and display equipment, communication 
equipment operating personnel, and other miscel-
laneous items are part of the JPL POCC. 
The functional systems include those for imag-
ing, telemetry, operations and control, simulation, 
command, tracking, and data recording. 
The figure shows the top-level data processing 
hardware 'configuration. In this illustration, two 
missions are being supported simultaneously. Mis-
sion 1 is receiving its data from the deep space 
network, while mission 2 (which could be either 
in a launch configuration test or a launch/on-orbit 
phase) is receiving data from the STS. 
Two basic categories of computers and associ­
ated equipment are for real-time and non-real-time 
processing. For real-time processing, a decentralized 
approach, using dedicated computer configurations, 
is followed. 
When the mission requires it, image processing 
to generate pictures and the processing of image 
data to obtain optical navigation parameters are 
done in dedicated computer configurations. These 
configurations may or may not be connected to 
the real-time data communication network. Neither 
function is required in the STS/POCC interface. 
The non-real-time computing is shared 'by all 
missions in a large, centralized computer configura­
tion, where all flight data analysis and navigation 
computation, mission sequencing necessary for mis­
sion control, and generation and validation of the 
final data records are performed. Some of the 
data record file preparation is done on minicom­
puters. 
Simulation of the spacecraft and of other exter­
nal data interfaces of the end-to-end data system 
are obtained through a computer-based simulation 
system dedicated to a mission, 
Backup configurations are also provided. 
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TRAINING AND SIMULATIONS
 
The STS operations provides all users with 
flight-qualified commanders, pilots, and mission 
specialists. In addition, the concept of noncareer 
crewmembers permits visting payload operators to
fly as payload specialist. These payload specialists 
who augment the basic crew are selected by the 
user in accordance with appropriate NASA manage­
ment instructions. These payload specialists, if they 
are provided by the user, are required to undergo 
the minimum STS training considered noe ry for 
them to function efficiently as members of a 
flight crewn 
In general, the STS crewembers (commander, 
pilot, and mission specialist) are responsible for 
operation and management of all STS systems, in-
cluding payload support systems that are attached 
either to the Orbiter or to standard payload car­
riers. The payload specialist is responsible for pay­
load operations, management, and the attainment 
of payload objectives. 
Crew duties 
The following description of crew duties Is sum­
marized from Space Shuttle System Payload Ac­
commodations (JSC-0700, Volume XIV). 
The Orbiter crew consist of the commander 
and pilot, Additional crewmembers who may be 
required to conduct Orbiter and payload operA­
tions are a mission specialist and one or more 
payload specialists. A commander plus a pilot or 
pilot-qualified mission specialist are always required 
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to operate and manage the Orbiter. Makeup of the 
rest of the crew depends on the mission -require-
ments, complexity, and duration. Detailed responsi-
bilities of the mission and payload specialists are 
tailored to meet the requirements of each individ-
ual flight, 
The commander has ultimate responsibility for 
the safety of embarked personnel and has author-
ity throughout the flight to deviate 'from the 
flight plan, procedures, and personnel assignments 
as necessary to preserve crew safety or vehicle in-
tegrity. The commander is also responsible for. the 
overall execution of the flight plan in compliance 
with NASA policy, mission rules, and Mission Con-
trol' Center directives, 
During, the payload operations phase of the 
flight, the commander will', within the described 
limitations connected with crew safety and vehicle 
integrity, be subject to the 'authority of the mis-
sion specialist in directing the allocation of the 
STS resources to the accomplishment of 'the com-
bined payload objectives, including consumables 
allocation, systems operation, and flight plan modi-
fications. 
The pilot is second in command ,of the flight. 
The pilot assists the commander as required in the 
conduct 'of all phases of Orbiter flight. He or she 
has such authority 'and responsibilities as are dele-
gated to him or her by the commander (for ex-
ample, during two-shift orbital operations). The 
commander or the pilot will be available to per-
form specific payload operations if,appropriate and 
at the discretion of the user. 
Crewmember Orbiter 
only 
Commander 1 
Pilot 1 
Mission specialist 1 
Payload specialist 0-1 
Crew total 3-4 
The mission specialist is responsible 'for the 
'coordination of overall payload/STS interaction 
and, during the payload operations phase, will di­
rect the allocation ,of the STS -and crew resources 
to the accomplishment -of the combined payload 
objectives. The mission specialist is responsible to 
the user or users, when carryingout assigned sci­
entific, objectives, and will operate in compliance 
with mission rules and Payload Operations Control 
Center directives. When so designated by the user 
or users, the mission specialist will have the au­
thority to resolve conflicts between payloads and 
to approve deviations from the flight plan such as 
may arise from payload equipment failures or 
other factors. 
He or she 'may also operate experiments, consis-' 
tent with responsibilities assigned- before the flight 
and in agreement with 'the user. The mission spe­
cialist has prime responsibility for experiments to 
which no payload specialist is assigned, or will as­
sist the payload specialist when appropriate, or 
both. During, launch and recotery, the mission spe­
cialist is responsible for monitoring and controlling 
the payload to assure .payload integrity and vehicle 
safety. He or she will also assist the commander 
and pilot during these phases as required. 
The payload specialist is responsible for the 
operation and management of the experiments' or 
other payload elements that are assigned to -him 
or her, and for the achievement of 'their objec­
tives. The payload specialist is responsive to the 
authority of the mission specialist and operates in 
compliance with mission rules and Payload Opera-
Flight crew complement 
Payload, carrier 
Spacelab 
module 
Spacelab 
pallet 
lUS 
or 
SSUS 
m Long 
Duration 
Exposure 
Facility. 
Multimission 
Modular 
Spacecraft 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1-4 0-3 0 0 TeD 
4-7 3-6 3 3 3 
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tions Control Center directives. He or she will be 
an expert in experiment design and operation, and 
onboard decisions about detailed experiment opera-
tions will be made by the payload specialist. When 
desired by users, a payload specialist may be des-
ignated to resolve conflicts between those users' 
payloads and to approve deviations from the flight 
plan such as may arise from payload equipment 
failures or other factors related to these payloads, 
The payload specialist will be cross-trained as 
necessary to assist the mission specialist or other 
payload specialists in experiment operation, but 
may not be required to manage experiments out-
side his or her area of expertise. In some in-
stances, the payload specialist may be responsible 
for all experiments onboard. He or she may oper-
ate thos& Orbiter and Spacelab payload support 
systems that are required for efficient experiment 
operation, such as an instrument pointing subsys-
tern, command and data-management subsystem, 
and scientific airlocks. The payload specialist will 
be responsible for knowing how to operate certain 
Orbiter systems, such as hatches, food and hygiene 
systems and for proficiency in those normal and 
emergency procedures that are required for safe 
and efficient crew operations. 
The responsibility for on-orbit management of 
Orbiter systems and- -attached payload support 
systems, as well as for extravehicular activity and 
payload manipulation with the remote manipulator 
system rests with the basic crew, because extensive 
training is required for safe and efficient operation 
of these systems. Assignment of these functions 
within the basic crew will vary to meet the re-
quirements of each flight. In general, the corn-
mander and pilot will manage Orbiter systems and 
standard payload support systems, such as Spacelab 
and IUS systems; the mission specialist and/or pay-
load specialists will manage payload support sys-
tems that are mission dependent and have an ex-
tensive interface with the payload, such as instru-
ment pointing subsystems. 
STS crew training 
The STS crewmembers are available on orbit 
81for user-defined functions approximately % hours 
per crewmember per shift. In certain cases, it will 
be to the user's advantage to utilize an STS crew­
member for the management .or operation of the 
payload (experiment). Use of the mission specialist 
as the prime onboard payload manager/operator 
and use of the commander or pilot as payload 
operator will require special training. The extent 
of crew participation in payload functions is 
limited by the amount of preflight training time 
available. 
Special payload or experiment training is highly 
dependent on how a specifi9 user desires to in­
volve the STS crewmember with the payload or 
experiment; therefore, it is best provided by the 
user instead of the STS operations. The explicit 
involvement will be defined during the payload-to-
STS integration process. However, before this inte­
gration the user should consider the choice of 
training facilities. 
Training facilities may be in the form of mock­
ups, functional trainers, mathematical models com­
patible with various computer complexes, or corn­
plete payload (experiment) simulators. They may 
be designed- to -emphasize the payload's philosophy, 
operations, malfunctions, objectives, or require­
ments. They can be located either at JSC or at a 
site chosen by the user. 
Several training facilities at JSC are capable of 
providing an interface to payloads or experiments 
and, therefore, can be used to provide flight crew 
training in payload operations. 
Classrooms and individualized learning carrels, 
both equipped for audiovisual presentations, are 
available to the user at JSC. 
The Orbiter one-g trainer (ORB 1-g) is a full­
scale representation of the flight deck, mid deck 
and mid body. Payload interface attachment points 
are provided in the cargo bay. It will be used for 
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flight crew training in habitability, extravehicular 
activity, ingress, egress, television, waste manage-
ment, stowage, and routine housekeeping and 
maintenance. 
The Orbiter neutral buoyancy trainer, designed 
to be used in a water immersion facility, is a 
full-scale representation of the crew cabin mid 
deck, airlock, and cargo bay doors. It also has 
attachment points in the cargo bay. This facility 
provides a simulated zero-g environment for train-
ing in EVA procedures. 
The Shuttle mission simulator (SMS) provides 
full-fidelity forward and aft crew stations. The 
SMS is computer controlled with systems mathe­
matical models, consistent with the flight dynam­
ics, driving the crew station displays. It will be 
used to provide training on combined systems and 
flight team operations. It ail-des-the capability to 
simulate payload support systems with mathemati­
cal models, remote manipulator system dynamic 
operations using computer-generated imagery, and 
Spacelab support systems by interfacing with the 
Spacelab simulator. The SMS is to be interfaced 
with the Mission Control Center for conducting 
crew/ground integrated simulations. 
The remote manipulator system task trainer 
consists of an aft crew station mockup, a cargo 
bay mockup, and a mechanically operated arm. It 
will provide an environment for training on pay­
load grappling (in the cargo bay), berthing, visual 
operations, cargo bay camera operations, and ma­
nipulator software operations. The user will pro­
vide helium-inflatable models to simulate the pay­
load geometrically. 
,The Spacelab simulator (SLS) consists of a core 
and experiment segment interior with computer 
modeling of the Spacelab systems. It will be used 
for crew and ground team training on flight­
independent systems and for some limited flight­
dependent training. The SLS will also be used as 
a one-g trainer for crew accommodations; habit­
ability, stowage, and safety methods. Growth of 
this trainer to incorporate experiment interfaces 
and experiment part task trainers is projected if 
required. 
Several of the STS training facilities -cannot be 
interfaced with payloads or experiments because 
they are intended to satisfy only STS operations 
requirements. However, the crew software training 
aid (CSTA), which provides training in Orbiter 
CRT dispilay features, keyboard functions, and 
operational syntax for given functions, will be 
used for payload specialist training. 
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Payload specialist training 
The training requirement for a payload specialist 
scheduled for an Orbiter-only flight is approxi-
mately 180 hours. A flight with Spacelab pallets 
requires 234 hours, and one with a Spacelab 
module requires 239 hours of training, 
The tables and figure illustrate the typical train-
ing schedule and training types for a payload spa-
ciallist. In the tables, no attempt has been made 
to break down the number of hours for each 
task, and the totals for each trainer are representa-
tive and intended to provide only a general idea 
of the training required, An X indicates that some 
time is required in the facility and a C indicates 
coordinated training with at least one STS crew-
member present. 
- The 12-month schedule is typical, but for some 
payloads the user may want the candidate to be 
screened longer before the flight. This can be 
done. 
Two months of nearly full-time training approx-
mates 320 hours available, half of which are spent 
in formalized classroom and trainer/simulator train-
ing. The remaining time of JSC residence can be 
allocated to STS/payload flight plan integration and 
reviews, flight/mission rules development and 
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Typical training schedule for a payload specialist. 
reviews, flight techniques meetings, and flight re­
quirements implementation reviews. For some corn­
plex payloads (e.g., multidiscipline) the dedicated 
training may require more than 2 months. 
Payload specialists who have flown before are 
required to take a proficiency examination and re­
peat any training deemed necessary. 
Flight-independent training for the payload spe­
cialist involves those crew tasks necessary for any 
crewman to function effectively during flight. This 
totals approximately 124 hours. 
Flight-dependent training can be divided into 
two types: payload discipline training and training 
necessary to support STS/payload integrated opera­
tions. The second is characterized by integrated 
simulations involving the entire flight crew and 
ground-based flight operations support teams. These 
simulations -in one or more of the JSC training 
facilities - will involve the appropriat6 POCC ;s 
necessary, and will practice accomplishment of var­
ious payload objectives to ensure a certain measure 
of mission success. Approximately 115 hours are 
devoted to this type of training. 
Payload discipline training consists of the indi­
vidual experiment training which includes use of 
user research facilities, experiment prototype or de­
velopment hardware, and possibly experiment flight 
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hardware. There may be certain limitations to us- ever training considered necessary. This training 
ing flight and development hardware for training could occur within a time frame that would be 
exercises. However, in general, the amount and, compatible with the STS crew and payload special­
type of payload training for the crew is the re- ist schedules and may start as early as 2 years 
sponsibility of the user, who should provide what- before a flight. 
Spacelab phases Spacelab systems 
Facility FacilityTraining type (SLS and SMS) Training, type Total 
Class SLS 
Activation and checkout C 
Electrical powerOrbital operations C 
Deactivation C distribution subsystem X 
Environmental control 
Hours (approximate) 32 subsystem X 
Common payload 
support equipment X X 
Command and data 
management subsystem X X 
Instrument pointing 
subsystem X X 
Hours (approximate) 8 13 21 
Orbiter phases Orbiter systems 
Training type Facility(classroom only) Training type 
Class 
Facility 
CSTA ORB 11 
Total 
Orbiter phase training: 
crew activity plan and Orbiter systems X X 
data management 
Onboard pointing coordination 
XGuidance, 
X navigation, 
and control/ 
Hours (approximate) 10 software X X 
Ground-support 
network X 
Hours (approximate) 15 4 4 23 
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Orbiter habitability 
Facility 
Class ORB 1-g Water Launch Total 
or $LS tank pad 
Shuttle Program 
orientation 
STS systems overview 
Space-flight physiology 
Crew systems 
Ingress/egress 
Habitability 
Stowage 
Emergency/survival 
Medical 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
C 
C 
C 
Crew station activation/ 
deactivation X C 
Hours (approximate) 50 45 1 4 100 
Spacelab habitability (module only) 
Facility 
Training type TotalClass SLS 
Spacelab crew systems 
emergency/safety X x 
Hours (approximate) 2 3 5 
Integrated crew/ground simulations 
Training type TotalORB 1-g SMS or SLS 
Ascent C 
Entry C 
On-orbit operations C C 
10aHours (approximate) 48 48 
aThe Orbiter 1-g trainer is used in conjunction with the simulators 
for transfer; therefore this figure is part of the simulator total. 
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Ground team 
The flight operations support team can be 
divided into an STS team and a POCC team. 
These teams and the flight crew must function to­
gether to accomplish the flight objectives. Each 
team has unique responsibilities that may require 
coordination with each other and with the flight 
crew. Training of each of these teams is con­
ducted separately and culminates in the crew/ 
ground integrated simulations. The STS support 
team will receive their training through the formal 
JSC training process. For the POCC support team, 
no STS training other than the necessary inte­
grated simulations is required. Further POCC sup­
port team training requirements are included in 
the users' guide for each POCC. 
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User-oriented documents many documents, are designed to readily assist the 
user, and support the major parts of the Space 
Selected STS references have been prepared to Transportation System User Handbook. They are 
assist users in obtaining additional information. listed below according to the parts of this hand-
These publications represent a condensation of book to which they refer. 
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References make their requests on company or government 
letterhead to the organization listed for each docu-
References cited throughout this handbook are ment. Some documents are still being prepared 
listed here with their sources. They are organized and have various completion dates during 1977. 
in the same order as the handbook and listed All requests will be filled as soon as the docu­
under the part to which they are most pertinent, ments are available. 
Users requiring any of these references should 
Part 	1 
STS 	 User Management Procedures and Planning Schedules (USC-11801) 
STS Reimbursement Guide (JSC-11802)
 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
 
Mail Code JM 61
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Part 	2 
Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodations (JSC-07700 vol. XIV)
 
Shuttle EVA Description and Design Criteria (JSC-10615)
 
Payloads Safety Guidelines Handbook (JSC-11123)
 
Space Shuttle System Payload Interface Verification General Approach
 
and 	 Requirements (JSC-07700-14-PIV-01) 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Mail Code JM 61 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Spacelab 	Payload Accommodation Handbook (ESA SLP/2104) 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Mail Code NA 01 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812 
or 
European Space Agency
 
8-10, Rue Mario Nikis
 
75738 Paris Cedex 15
 
France
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Interim Upper Stage Users' Guide 
Spinning 	Solid Upper'Stage Users' Guide
 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
 
Mail Code PF 02
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812
 
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Guide for Experiment Accommodations 
Langley Research Center 
Mail Stop 158 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Hampton, Virginia -23665 
Multimission Modular Spacecraft Users' Guide
 
Goddard Space Flight Center
 
Mail Code 408
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
 
Part 3 
KSC Launch Site Accommodations Handbook for STS Payloads (K-STSM-14.1) 
John F. Kennedy Space Center 
Mail Code SP-PAY 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 32899 
VAFB Ground Operations Plan
 
Space and Missile 'Systems Organization
 
U.S. Air Force Systems Command 
Los Angeles Air Force Station 
Attn: Code LVO 
Box 92960, Worldway Postal Center 
Los Angeles, California 90009 
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Part 4 
STS Flight Planning (JSC-11803)
 
Communications and Data Systems Integration (CADSI) End-to-End
 
Configuration Book (JSC-10074) 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Mail Code JM 61 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Houston, Texas 77058 
TDRSS Users' Guide (GSFC STDN 101.2)
 
Goddard Space Flight Center
 
Mail Code 864.2
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Payload Operations Control Center for Attached Payloads (JSC-11804) 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Mail Code JM 61 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Houston, Texas 77058 
Payload Operations Control Center for, Earth-Orbiting Automated, Payloads 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Mail Code 513 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Payload Operations Control Center for Planetary Payloads 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Mail Code 180-402 ­
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, California 91103 
Training and Simulations (JSC-11805)
 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
 
Mail Code JM 61
 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
 
Houston, Texas 77058
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